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Foreword
Welcome to the Asian EFL Journal, Volume 27 edition 4.2 In this edition there are 7 papers from across
the globe. However, before I summarize the edition a few words about the current situation we find
ourselves in as Covid19 disrupts our hitherto daily predictable way of life. From a journal point of view,
we find our group of journals (5 relating to second language acquisition and linguistics) inundated with
submissions from authors in far greater volumes than we have ever seen. On the one hand it is wonderful
to see so much academic work going in to the underpinnings of our profession – yet on the other hand
it is a simple fact that whereas before we could only publish circa 8-12% of works submitted, with a
threefold increase in the submissions we are still fairly restricted in what we can publish, due to, inter
alia, man power, work from home and the challenges that creates for all of us, thus quite large numbers
of submissions do not make the cut. And that is not to say they are not worthy of publication – rather
we are limited in what we can publish, more so by tradition than anything else. All papers go through
multiple reviews; some make it to publishing, many don’t.
And whilst there are a large number of journals that do publish in this field, it would need a significant
increase in journals to make a ‘dent’ in the list of articles that are good and highly worthy of publishing.
So, the dreaded ‘rejection notice’ takes on new meaning, namely apart from papers that are not suitable
for publishing, many are but cannot find a home. To make matters worse, academics are under threat
(so to speak) to publish or either not have their contract renewed or forego promotion. The resulting
stress and pressure on many academics are likewise exacerbated by the pandemic.
Is there a solution to SCOPUS, etc, indexed journals rejecting good academic works? Can authors feel
confident their excellent work that took long long hours of writing, reviewing and re-writing will find
a home where it will be read and gather citations? The answer is No – for here the laws of supply and
demand override desire and hope. The larger the demand the more commercialized and closed (supply)
‘access’ becomes to outstanding research. There are ‘solutions’ but solutions mean upsetting the
traditional status quo in academic publishing. Over 25 years ago I took the quantum leap and began free
and online open access publishing. Many said I was the harbinger of change – that change in the late
1990s caused the traditional companies in our field to threaten legal proceedings to stop my OA
publishing! But progress was a tsunami of change and the traditional publishers had to fall in line best
they could. Now this journal group (and a few others) are increasing the number of editions published.
But this comes at a cost which must be borne by the authors. Traditionalists will feel aggrieved, but it
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is time for Publishers to take such bold steps to address the demands of the academic world that has so
much to offer by way of unique and progressive research. I will have much more to say on this over the
coming months.
In this edition 27 4.2 we have 7 articles. In the first article, Safa’a Alahmad and Sabitha S. R. Najeeb
research and explore the effect of strategy-based teaching on developing learner autonomy for EFL
students. They report students’ responses support technology-based instruction as an overall positive
approach preferable to the traditional mode of teaching. In the second article and expounding on English
SLA, we include a paper by Huda Suleiman Al Qunayeer whose aim is to identify the problematic
nature of Arabic consonant phonemes, particularly in relation to students’ perception and articulation,
fostering greater awareness of factors crucial in the learning of these sounds. This study is one of the
original Arabic as a Second Language (ASL) studies that explores students ' perceptions of Arabic
phonemes in their pronunciation. The results show that students were aware of the importance of
learning Arabic as a beneficial language for their future careers.
The third article by Muhammed Salim Keezhatta denotes that the traditional way of learning and
assessment of the English language in Saudi Arabia has now given way to newer and more innovative
ways. His study aimed at identifying the latest trends in learning and assessment of English as a Foreign
Language (EFL). In the next paper, Ngo Phuong Ahn’s research proposes a much needed model to
improve both learner autonomy and English language skills of the EFL learners in Vietnam. The model
could also be applied in other Asian EFL educational institutions where English language is taught as
a major. In the next ground breaking research authors Behzad Anwar, Muhammad Ajmal &
Muhammed Salim Keezhatta chart the nativized and stabilized changes in Pakistani English to
assert that Pakistani English is heading towards an endonormative stage of Schneider’s (2007) model.
The findings and results suggest that Pakistani English has its own unique features that need to be
codified in the form of grammar books. In the 6th article Mahmudah M. Hum & Sukardi Weda
from Makassar, Indonesia, present excellent research concluding that notably Indonesian and
English have the same construction or constituent order, SVO. In the last article, two authors,
Katsarou, E, Kambakis-Vougiouklis, P. from Thrace, Greece, report the pedagogical implications of
their study point to a need for the adoption of individualized strategy training programs
accompanied by a Social-Emotional teaching approach that promotes L2 learners’ social and
emotional intelligence and self-regulated learning in the Greek EFL/ESP classroom.
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Abstract
This study explores the effect of strategy-based teaching on developing learner autonomy for
EFL students. Learner autonomy is broadly defined as learners taking responsibility of and
control over their own learning within the classroom or outside the classroom. A pilot study
was conducted with the participation of 114 students in two experimental groups, and 35
students in one control group at a Saudi female college. With an emphasis on technology-based
mode of learning, a fifteen-week of blended learning was conducted into a program of English
Language and Translation to investigate the effectiveness of a blend of technology-based
instruction and classroom-based instruction on promoting learner autonomy. The study
demonstrates no significant differences in the pass percentage between experimental and
control groups. However, students’ responses support technology-based instruction as an
overall positive approach preferable to traditional mode of teaching. Nevertheless,
experimental groups show better comprehension, involvement, and appreciation for the poetry
course than ever before.
Keywords: learner autonomy, self-learning, technology-based instruction, teaching poetry
Introduction
Despite the technological breakthroughs that yielded innovative pedagogical techniques, the
traditional lecture continues to be the primary method for delivering literature courses in Saudi
Arabia, where the learner is a passive recipient of knowledge and facts. Such method usually
engenders what is known as ‘surface learning’, that utilizes ‘rote memorization of knowledge
and facts’ (Ritchhart, 2011, p. 7). Evidence based on students’ pass rates, general linguistic
competencies, and instructors’ feedback demonstrated that the Critical Literary Approach
adopted for teaching literature in EFL/ESL classes failed to achieve the main objective of
integrating literature in language learning that is developing students’ linguistic skills, cultural
awareness, and communication competencies. In order to shift the teaching and learning
experiences from knowledge retention to deeper levels of understanding, educators are
challenged to transform their teaching paradigm toward a learner-centred paradigm. Driven by
learner-centred theories of education through the 1990s, language teaching developed the
concept of ‘learner autonomy’ that has been disguised in terms such as “critical thinking” or
“independent learning” (Little D. , 2007, p. 14).
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Technology also has the potential to transform education by introducing a modern
immersive model for teaching (Al-Ahdal& Shariq, 2019). To help them build their own
teaching, and personalize learning, it links teachers to their students and to instructional
material, resources, and services (Al-Ahdal, 2020). Since the last decades of the twentiethcentury there has been a growing interest in the theory and practice of autonomy in language
learning as documented in the works of Holec (1981) Allwright (1988); Little (1991); Nunan
(1997); and Benson P. (2001,2005, 2007). These researchers introduced different versions of
autonomy in language learning and explored it from various perspectives. For instance, Phil
Benson defines learner autonomy as learners’ ‘capacity to take charge of, or take responsibility
for, or control over [their] own learning’ (2005, p. 1) .David Little, on the other hand, describes
autonomy in language learning as ‘the development and the exercise of a capacity for
detachment, critical reflection, decision making and independent action’( (2000, p. 69). Whilst
Benson’s definition involves situational aspect addressing abilities and attitudes that learners
possess and can develop, Little’s approach focuses on the psychological aspect assuming that
the ability to ‘manage one’s own learning depends on psychological capacities. Despite the
various and inconclusive attempts to define learner autonomy, there has been an established
consensus; there are two degrees of autonomy, and the behaviour of autonomous learners can
take different forms depending on their age, progress with learning, their learning needs and so
on (Benson P. , 2006, p. 23).
Little (1999: p. 75) marks two levels of autonomy: ‘pre-active’ and ‘reactive’. Pre-active
autonomy is assumed to affirm learners’ individuality and drive them to establish learning
directions ‘which they themselves have partially created’. Reactive autonomy, on the other
hand, is sought to enable learners to ‘organise resources to achieve the goals and directed
initiated for them. In “Autonomy in language teaching and learning”, Benson observes that
reactive models of autonomy evolve from “lower” to “higher” levels of autonomy, which can
be applied in mainstream language education contexts such as public universities and colleges
without the need for radical educational reforms (2007, p. 24). Hence, the researchers believe
that a reactive model can be a viable inception to start with in a curriculum/instructional-based
context to make learner autonomy ‘normal, [and] everyday addition to regular instruction’
(Nunan 1997:201). This pilot study aims to explore the possibility of enabling the students of
English Language and Translation program at the College of Sciences and Humanities in Jubail
to develop their learning autonomy for the purpose of improving their academic and linguistic
performance, in addition to developing their literary and cultural awareness necessary for
passing English Literature courses.
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The Context of the Study
For the last four years, the analysis of the final exam results of sophomore students in
English and Translation program, at the College of Sciences and Humanities in Jubail indicated
that the pass percentage of literary subjects ranges between 30-40 %. Program and Course
Evaluation Surveys (PES and CES) conducted by the Deanship of Quality and Accreditation
at the university1indicated that students face difficulties with courses of English Literature
which in turn resulted into lowering program completion rates. Except the high achievers, most
of the students fail to demonstrate critical engagement with the source material. Instead, they
present rote-learn answers lacking originality of thought backed up by evidence. Beyond
quantitative assessment, deeper investigation of term papers, assignments, and exams
highlighted students’ incapability to argue their points or support them with suitable quotations
from the text. In addition to slow paced learning ability, 52% of level five students struggle
with multiple factors such as meagre linguistic competence and the gap between their general
and cultural knowledge and the knowledge found in authentic texts (Bensoussan, 1998). Most
significant of all, however, is the traditional teaching method. So far, the critical literary
approach of which teacher-centred method is the prominent pedagogy adopted for delivering
literary courses in EFL programs in Saudi universities. According to Widdowson, even in
British universities literary studies are taught as ‘critical orthodoxy’. They are structured to be
taught as "a set of ready-made judgments for rote learning rather than strategies of
understanding" (Bouzenirh, 1991, p. 61). As a result of the factors mentioned above, students
could neither respond profoundly to the texts, nor could they relate them to their experience or
field of study.
The study of poetry poses a challenge for our students mainly due to their experience of
learning English poetry through traditional grammar translation. Also, they perceive that
literary courses as irrelevant to their major study of foreign language, hence, they approach
poetry class with trepidation relying on the instructor to be the sole source for providing
knowledge. Teachers, on the other hand, seemed to be convinced to some extent that their
reading is the authorised version of interpretation and spoon-feed their students with what they
think is the correct meaning. Course Evaluation Surveys (CES) and focused interviews with
students of fifth and sixth levels reveal that students’ apprehensive attitude and lack of
enthusiasm might be influenced or caused by the teaching method and the learning environment
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that contributed to restraining the role of the students in the learning process, and turn them
into passive recipients of knowledge instead.
Throughout the last decade, the mainstream education in Saudi Arabia has witnessed major
developments with emphasis on concepts such as promoting twenty-first century learning
skills, critical thinking and life-long learning, which has led to imperative transformation at the
heart of Saudi education system. Due to this transformation, the shift from teacher-centred
approach to learner- centred approach became inevitable. Among different literary genres, we
believe that reading poetry enables students to ‘refresh themselves intellectually and
emotionally by touching the deep sources of their own humanity; (Rosenkjar, 2006, p. 119).
Hence the course of Romantic Poetry would be an expedient starting point to implement an
alternate pedagogical approach that aims to help students evolve culturally and emotionally
and eventually develop their autonomy in language learning.
Although this study focuses on learner autonomy as a means of reshaping the concept of
learning and teaching, it defines the role and responsibilities of the instructors in this process.
As the driving force in facilitating the process, they nurture the development of their learners’
autonomy that has become the threshold to life-long learning. Thus, the instructors encourage
learners to ‘learn how to learn’ (Weaver and Cohen, 1994). Ilknur Pekkanli Egel maintains
that learners ‘need to be explicitly trained to become aware of and proficient in the use of a
broad range of techniques and strategies that can be utilized during the learning process’
(2009:2026).
Context of Application
Benson identifies two contexts for applying learner autonomy, in-classroom and beyond
classroom (2007), which incorporate different approaches such as teacher-based, resourcebased, curriculum-based, technology-based, and classroom-based (Benson 2001). The deriving
principle of teacher-based approach to learning autonomy is teachers’ education and
professional development, assuming that teachers’ belief and commitment to foster autonomy
within the classroom will help enhance and boost the learning autonomy of their learners and
hence, transform the traditional classroom (Benson 2001). Resource-based approach focuses
on providing learners with opportunities that enable them to direct their learning through selfstudy, self-access, and distance learning in which material and counselling are the main tool
(Nguyen and Gu 2013:10). Correspondingly, technology-based approach is meant to facilitate
learning by using various forms of technology such as computer-assisted learning, CD-ROMs,
interactive videos, and internet. Curriculum-based approach develops the negotiation between
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learners and their teachers. The negotiation is sought to increase and encourage learners’
participation in making decisions on learning content and tasks as well learning assessment.
Benson describes two versions of curriculum-based approach (2001): a weak and a strong
version of the process (Benson, 2001). In the weak version, content and methods are predetermined (Cunningham, 2003; Nix, 2003). In the strong version, the syllabus is selected and
organized, negotiated, by teachers and learners as the learning goes on (Dam1995; Nguyen and
Gu 2013). And finally, classroom-based approach is based on the relationships and practices
inside the classroom. It is grounded on transferring responsibility and control over the learning
process, activities, and the assessment of learning outcomes from teachers to learners (Nguyen
and Gu 2013:11). However, clear distinction between these approaches proved to be hard to
maintain as they overlap during the learning process. However, this study attempts to mix and
match between within and beyond- classroom strategies to help students build up their learning
autonomy gradually.
Since 2016 the College of Sciences and Humanities in Jubail has adopted blended mode of
study for all its programs consisting of 80% traditional learning vs 20% e-learning for fifteen
weeks per semester. Implementing technology-based approach and classroom-based approach
simultaneously, the researchers decided to adjust this percentage to 50% traditional mode vs
50% e-learning modes for the Romantic Poetry course to examine the effectiveness of these
approaches in developing and enhancing language learners’ autonomy, and hence facilitate a
controlled and gradual shift from teacher-centred to learner-centred approach.
Rationale
The objective of each lesson was to develop literary competence by enabling students to
read and understand poetry by themselves through self- learning. The lessons engaged learners
in activities which included brain storming, watching videos of poems, consulting different
references and analyses at home. Students, then, had to answer multiple choice questions and
short questions in the worksheets before the commencement of each session, whilst
recapitulating, analysing, and personalizing the poem during the sessions. The instructor
functioning as the facilitator devoted class time for higher order thinking skills like application
and evaluation. By the end of each lesson, students were expected to come out with reasonable
interpretations of poems supported by the evidences found in the poems. Students worked
independently as well as in pairs and groups.
While the tasks serve to integrate focus on form with focus on meaning, Widdowson (1992)
attributes the interpretations supported by the evidence found in the poems to the
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representational nature of literary language. This process re-enforces the belief that literary
texts are intended to give readers the feeling of (re)experiencing some emotion or event rather
than merely convey information. Short (1996) states that when the authors write, “they use
various kinds of knowledge which they share with the reader (linguistics, contextual, general
world knowledge) in order to constrain the reader into interpreting what he or she reads in a
particular way” (p 9). Thus, a focus on the formal features of a poem can lead to an ability to
perceive its represented meaning.
Students are expected to discover the salient linguistic features of texts for themselves
through form-focused tasks in the worksheets. The students find objective evidences from the
texts that allow them to advance to more meaning-focused tasks for interpreting what the poem
represents. According to Willis (2005, p. 9), tasks are “both the means by which this evidence
is found and the context in which students discuss and negotiate their interpretations.”
Participants
The participants of this study were 114 students out of a population of 149 students who
registered for Romantic Poetry, commencing from January 2018 (the second semester of the
academic year 2017-2018), continuing through the next three semesters, and finally
culminating in January 2020. There were two groups of the same subject for all terms except
the first term of 2018–19 for which the course instructor was the second researcher. Two
different instructors handled the groups each term. The second researcher was the instructor of
the majority group (strategy-based learning) for all terms. The instructors for the control group
(traditional classroom) were different each term.
Tasks
The discussion and analysis of each poem involved three phases and two lectures/sessions,
instead of the traditional mode in which each poem was completed in one session. These three
phases comprised of pre-tasks, during tasks and post-tasks. Pre-tasks that involved schema
building, brainstorming, contextualization of the task through pictures, oral questions and
answers familiarized the students with the poems and took place during the latter half of each
session.
During tasks took place at the homes of the students or at the campus according to the
convenience of the students. Though the students were encouraged to work in pairs if they were
in campus at the time of during task, it was up to the students to work in pairs or individually.
In addition to online references and readings, the tools for this task were the videos of the
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poems and the customized worksheets based on the videos. During tasks involved the students`
distinguishing between different personae, their points of view, setting, tone of the poem, form,
structure, poetic devices, analogy, inference and jotting down the significant information in the
text/videos and answering questions in the worksheets.
Post- tasks occurred during the first half of the succeeding lecture where the students
recapitulate what has happened in the poem. After discussing and sometimes repeating during
task activities, the instructor and the students collaborate and evaluate the poem. Most often
the instructor personalizes the poem which acts as a cue to the students, some of whom in turn
link the content of the poems to their own personal lives.
Procedure
The researchers explained the importance of the program and the procedures involved at the
induction lecture itself. Expectations were set about the pre-class preparations. Videos and
Power Points were uploaded through the e-learning portal a week before each lecture, so that
the students got ample time to go through the materials repeatedly. The average running time
of each uploaded video was ten minutes. Students were expected to prepare for the next class
by reading the relevant material, watching all the assigned videos, and were also told to note
down any questions that arose when watching the videos or reading. They were also sensitized
to the importance of note – taking while reading, listening and watching the study materials,
which enabled them to answer the questions in the customized worksheets prepared by the
researchers, as part of in-class activity/discussion. The students were able to answer these
multiple- choice questions, fill in the blanks and short questions only if they understood the
content of the video lectures.
All students met at the same time and day of the week, for the same duration (one hour and
fifty minutes) in different classrooms. For each semester identical outcomes include two
midterm exams, one final exam, two quizzes, and an oral presentation.
Infrastructure
The oral and written quizzes and presentations were conducted in the same classrooms
assigned for the course and data from questionnaires also were collected from the same
location. The technology - enhanced classrooms were equipped with Wi-Fi and white board
and had facilities for audio-visual aids. The students needed internet access to download the
videos and worksheets and carry out independent readings. They could do so either at the
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campus or at home, according to their convenience using library or electronic learning
resources provided by the university. Although the student capacity never exceeded forty at
any point, these classrooms had more than fifty seats which provided comfortable seating for
all students. Furthermore, the lecture room was well located, allowing sun light to enter the
room easily, which in turn established a suitable learning, teaching or assessment environment.
The venues for midterm and final exams were allotted by the administrative department and
these classrooms also had the same features and facilities mentioned above.
Data Tools
The data for this study was collected at the very end of the participants’ academic term
through (i) a feedback questionnaire which consisted of multiple-choice questions and free
responses to open-ended questions and (ii) end of term scores. The feedback through
questionnaire was conducted in class. Prior to the distribution of the questionnaire, the
participants were told that it was anonymous and that the study focused on the students`
learning experiences. To maintain confidentiality and to re-assure them, the students were
specifically asked not to write their names on the questionnaire. Final score of students were
generated from the instructors` Peoplesoft accounts. The data were interpreted through a
combination of descriptive statistics and a thematic analysis of open-response questions. The
sample consists of 115 female Saudi university students.
Exams and Results
As the teaching methods of the members of the research team differed so drastically from
that of their co-teacher who taught in the traditional mode, the researchers postulated that they
would see a significant improvement in the performance of the students who comprised the
experimental group. They had, after all, received more educational materials than those in the
traditional class. Moreover, the researchers administered blended instruction, rather than
depending completely on face to face or online materials. They also firmly believed that the
class was more active, interesting, and fun. After each lecture, the researchers were confident
that they had progressed deeper into the subject than those in the traditional course.
However, the data from the exam results of both groups suggested a different story. There
was no significant statistical difference in the students’ performance throughout the different
terms, despite the vastly different teaching methods employed by the teachers of the two
groups. This finding corresponds with that of Kimball and Farmer (1979, p. 198) who have
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opined that while comparing two groups of students studying similar materials through
different methods, it is not unusual to find similar exam performance.
To be sure, some individual students learn better when taught by one method rather than
another. When comparing the average performance of students within groups, however, those
individual differences tend to balance out, such that shifting from one group teaching method
to another is unlikely to yield significant net learning gains for the group as a whole.
Students` Perspectives
Free responses of the students to open-ended questions in the feedback questionnaire were
varied. When asked about the online videos, majority of the participants agreed that online
videos were very valuable to their learning. Students believed that the videos were convenient
and engaging. They were convenient because students could self-pace their learning and
understand the poems at their own time of convenience. The fact that they could re-watch the
videos whenever they needed, lowered down their anxiety level. They could also focus more
on the during task writing activities because the videos were in short segments; the average
running time of the videos being ten minutes. It was easy for the students to re-wind and review
the videos at their own pace. Since the students were sensitized to the importance of notetaking
in the during task period, watching videos facilitated the note-taking skills of the students by
allowing them to pause while important concepts were outlined to them. Many of them
highlighted that they had "less stress" on note- taking while watching videos. This was not
possible in a traditional lecture because they could not control the pace of the teacher in a
traditional classroom. Students felt that the combination of lectures, independent readings,
videos, and worksheets were very helpful in facilitating and enhancing their learning at their
own pace. A student has recorded that this strategy has made her "more responsible than
before". A couple of students remarked that the videos were "beneficial resources" and it was
great to hear the explanation from a native speaker. Furthermore, students maintain that
consulting different references and materials have enriched their knowledge and widened their
literary horizons.
Though a greater number of students expressed satisfaction with this experience, the
participants had a common grievance – heavy workload. They found the tasks to be time
consuming, especially during task activities like notetaking and answering questions in the
worksheets. A student complained of being overwhelmed because if she wanted to review a
small part in the video or answer a specific question in the worksheet, she needed to watch a
long part of or an entire video to locate it. Some students were not happy with the technical
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quality of the audios of a few poems. A couple of students found it difficult to follow the accent
of the native speakers discussing the poems. One student remarked that she "did not like" this
mode because it was not helpful for her. The explanations in the videos were concise and she
needed videos with more analyses and "line by line explanation for each poem". Another
student stated that she "felt abandoned" because "the students strongly need their teacher`s
explanations and remarks". Many students were disappointed that exam questions did not focus
on the online contents of poems. All students were satisfied with the pre-tasks and post-tasks.
Teachers` Perspective
We began this project thinking that since a considerable amount of learning took place
outside the confines of the classroom, the instructors` efforts would be significantly eased. It
was not the case to be. The researchers had to re-design and customize the course materials to
suit the contents of the videos. The worksheets which were the core components of the tasks
had to be in alignment with the videos. The audio and visual qualities of the videos had to be
checked many times before these were uploaded in the Blackboard. The time and effort
invested for content preparation and auxiliary tasks increased significantly for the
instructors/researchers. The content selection and the coordination of the worksheets, duringtask activities with pre and post task in-class activities according to the schedule put pressure
on the instructor at times.
The researchers were free to design question papers for the quizzes (ten marks), based on
the videos. This was not possible for midterm (twenty marks) and final examinations (fifty
marks) as the questions had to be set collaboratively by the instructors who taught the subject.
Since the second group was taught in the traditional manner, questions for the exams had to be
prepared according to the pattern already prevalent in the department. Departmental regulations
regarding the setting of question papers for a shared course by two or more instructors for two
or more groups of the same subject stipulated that uniformity should be maintained. This policy
was disadvantageous to the experimental group primarily because, though their learning
process involved strategy- based activities, many of these tasks could not be incorporated in
the midterm and final examination question papers to accommodate the traditional group.
A critical factor for the success of this mode of learning is activating the students` schema
during the pre-tasks inside the classroom so that they are reasonably equipped for the
completion of during-task activities outside the classroom. Some students did not take the
schema building and other pre-task activities seriously and they were at a loss at the time of
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during-tasks which were to be completed either individually or in pairs outside the classroomeither at campus or at home. The interesting fact is that a significant section of students in this
category preferred to do the during-task activities individually and found them difficult.
Though they could ease this situation by self-learning or by researching more online for a better
comprehension, they failed to do this despite repeated suggestions by the researchers. This was
a major challenge to both the researchers and the students and became a main obstacle in the
learning process.
The instructors/researchers were also concerned about the students’ occasional lack of
preparation and non-completion of during-task activities before class which resulted in poor
engagement in class. The following are some of the entries of the second researcher in her
reflective journal about the lack of students’ pre-class (during-task activities) preparations:
•

I think the biggest obstacle is the fact that sometimes students do not complete the
during-task activities before coming to class.

•

I have immense trouble getting them to complete the tasks…Some of the
tasks can be assessed, but some not. So how to generate incentive for students
to do the during-task activities outside the classroom becomes a big challenge.

•

I felt disappointed because this approach puts the onus on students, but they show up
ill prepared… students will get lost and frustrated if they come to class without
preparation.

•

My main concern is when students do not go through the video lectures and duringtask activities at home, and come to class without enough preparation to do whatever I
have planned for that day, and get bogged down in class.

Expressions such as "biggest obstacle", "main concern", "immense trouble" and
"disappointed" reflect the researchers` concerns about the inadequate student engagement in
the post-task (in-class) learning activities as a result of the non-completion of during-task
activities.
Recommendations and implications
The researchers' ultimate desire to resolve the need for ready-to-use ICT-based poetry
teaching content that could fix the above concerns has motivated the development of ICT-based
poetry teaching aid kits. Based on the observations and hypotheses, the researchers make some
recommendations. To assess its effect on poetry pedagogy, the ICT-based support kit
developed for teaching poetry should be attempted in practice. Besides, the ICT-based resource
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should be revised for use by all literature classes to check further its effectiveness, development
and progress, and broader dissemination and output to Saudi Universities. Furthermore,
literature teachers should be versatile in the usage of the ICT-based resource collection. They
should change, or modify, any of the activities in order to discourage learning from focusing
entirely on the use of ICT, and to promote poetry learning further. For all literature teachers,
who choose to use the current ICT-based support package, a teacher preparation guide on ICT
use should also be provided. This will give them the vital ICT skills required to introduce the
resource package. Finally, more work on the development of ICT-based teaching literature
materials (e.g. short stories, books, essays, drama, etc.) should be conducted by other scholars
to investigate ICT aspects.
Conclusion
Despite the above-mentioned challenges, this exploratory study to examine attempts to
enhance and develop learners’ autonomy lead us to conclude that this is an overall positive
teaching method and preferable to traditional learning in a classroom. Both students and
instructors had a congenial learning environment. The students reported (described in
"Students` Perspectives") an enjoyable learning domain and they no longer approached poetry
with consternation. They also appreciated the additional online educational materials.
However, further investigation and changes need to be carried out and implemented to improve
the effectiveness of the experience. We remain convinced that our students` learning reached
a significantly deeper level.
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Abstract
This form of work is crucial as it draws the attention of teachers and researchers to have clearer
views of students on the problems, they encounter in using consonants that influence their
learning of Arabic sounds. This paper aims to identify Arabic consonant phonemes'
problematic nature, particularly about students' perception and articulation, fostering greater
awareness of factors crucial in learning these sounds. The study setting was conducted in an
Arabic Department of a select British University involving 80 adults’ native English speakers
through a questionnaire on knowledge components, comprehension dynamics, and contextbased beliefs. The findings stress the importance of the Arabic language to its learners and its
complications, particularly in terms of its consonant phonemes. The difference between
voiceless and voiced pharyngeal consonants, it has been found, is the toughest Arabic
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consonant to obtain. The study, thus, calls for further research, for it helps illuminate areas
hitherto not adequately examined.
Keywords: Phonemes, Consonants, Sounds, EFL
Introduction
Students require a lot of instruction and preparation in word articulation and healthy speech
patterns. As such, phonology plays a significant role in language learning by cultivating a
sound and intelligible speaking habits and, therefore, speech mechanisms. It is essential to learn
the fundamentals of language when engaging with phonology (Olson & Hayes-Harb, 2019).
Moreover, second language (L2) learners strive to correctly and fluently acquire natural
abilities, through which their vocabulary becomes distinct from that of mother-tongue speakers.
Yet, it turns out that L2 learners, whose language is usually known as accented and often
unintelligible and in need of extra efforts to be understood, will only meet this purpose
(Lestiono & Gusdian, 2017). Throughout the Second Language Acquisition (SLA) research,
the question of L2-accentuated speech is extensively explored to ascertain the actual source. In
this regard, focusing on L2 highlighted many variables that may affect L2 intelligibility, such
as interaction with the language of the first language (L1), the commitment of students to the
target language (L2 access, L2 residency period and student age) (Alzinaidi & Abdel Latif,
2019; Ashour, 2017; Farrah & Halahlah, 2020; Gusdian & Lestiono, 2019).
Despite evidence of the importance of segmental sound (i.e. vowels and consonants) that make
up basic speech production units, the importance of consonants, especially at the early phases
of word recognition, was stressed by researchers (Derby, 2020; Jain, Priya, & Joshi, 2020;
Llompart & Reinisch, 2019; Porta & Ramirez, 2019). As amply illustrated by examples, many
students find it challenging to grasp words without relying more on consonants than on vowels
at the start of L2, since they are more critical for encrypting new L2 sentences. Studies showed
that consonants are harder to learn than vowels (Colombo, Spinelli, & Lupker, 2020; Evans, &
Alshangiti, 2018; Mallikarjun, Shroads, & Newman, 2020; Nazzi, & Cutler, 2019; Vergara,
Orozco-Arroyave, Gollwitzer, Schuster& Nöth 2019; Bouchon & Toro, 2019; Gutiérrez, 2020;
Pathak, Calvert & Lim, 2020;). For example, students' incompetence in the production of new
L2 consonants quite often leads to several problems, in particular lack of comprehension, or
intelligibility, of L2. Besides, research into individual consonants as acquired by L2 students,
students tend to discriminate against nonnative consonant associations. For example, the
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difference between the term 'real' and 'soft' has been a problem for Japanese learners of English,
who cannot distinguish between the terms ' natural' and 'soft,' and this has contributed to many
academic studies evaluating the degree that nonnative phonemes are problematic (Sandhya &
Kavitha, 2019). In most experiments, participants from various L1 classes, including Chinese,
Greek and Japanese, learned English consonants. This study's language of interest is less
connected to less frequently studied languages such as Arabic, especially the Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA). According to Dahbi (2004), Arabic is the world language, not just because
Arabic is the language of the Islamic people, but also because it is Sunni, a cultural trend that
spreads in most areas of the world and grows in the region. In the current geopolitical climate,
Arabic is also used with the rising global significance of the Middle East as a consequence of
the substantial increase in the scope and amount of students enrolled in such programs in the
United States (Alhirtani, 2020; Alshahrani, 2019; bin Sfahrir, 2019; Zahrawi, 2019). The USA
President George W. Bush launched the National Language Institute (NLI) in 2006 to boost
American students' capacity to speak foreign languages, especially in 'significant' international
languages, such as Arabic (Al-Jahwari & Abusham 2019; Dillon&Gallagher 2019). Arabic as
a foreign language, and as a second language, however, has gained relatively little help from
non-Arabic educators and textbook designers. With this in mind, this paper examines this topic
by exploring how Arabic consonants are understood by native speakers who learn Arabic in a
non-native setting.
Literature Review
Teaching and Learning in Arabic
The syntax, socio-linguistics, and morphology have been identified in a detailed study of recent
work in Arabic. At the beginning, Setian (1974) contrasted American English with Egyptian
Arabic, and Rammuny (1976) analyzed U.S. Arabic mistakes with different characteristics and
morphological features. Arabic phonology is still possible in a modern stage; however, several
works of Arabic phonology have been done (Asfoor 1982). In comparison, Malick (1956)
developed American and Iraqi consonant clusters. Odisho (1979) explored the disparity
between Arabic and English, offering a detailed description of the respective vocabulary and
pedagogical measures. The second group of researchers, on the other hand, primarily learned
Arabic phonology by Arabic students. The precision of interpreting and generating such
Arabic-linguistic sounds at various trained phases (Vowels and Consonants) was fairly low in
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the case of childhood work concentrating on segmentary learning (Amayreh, 1994; Amayreh,
2003; Amayreh and Dyson, 1998; Amayreh and Dyson, 2000; Dyson and Amayreh, 2000). For
example, Kara (1976) addressed literacy in Arabic, addressing the difficulties found by English
speakers as they learned Arabic. The study included three evaluation methods: questionnaires
by students and teachers, teacher tests, and informal interviews.
There have been a variety of shortcomings in Arabic instruction. First of all, untrained Arabic
speakers have hired people who have used traditional instructional resources and methods
without addressing the students' needs and wishes. When students quit school early in the
semester or attended lessons, they did not grasp the language following many years of study.
Secondly, various difficulties have been demonstrated, such as morphological, syntactic,
phonological and complexity in the interpretation. Nonetheless, grammatical and phonological
issues were more complicated than some other variables. Thirdly, while vocabulary and
grammar were the key focus, the spoken aspect was not taken into account. As a consequence,
students have demonstrated a lack of confidence in language learning. The study found that, if
a trained instructor teaches Arabic with exciting content and adopts untraditional teaching
approaches, the student's negative views and aspirations can be improved.
Asfoor (1982) contrasted the most difficult Arabic sound produced by native speakers and the
possibility of an Arabic accent that affected the students' dialect. At the Protection Institute in
Monterey, 24 Arabic professors were granted an opportunity to learn the ten phonemes in three
different locations in Arabic, the primary, the medium and the final of the 29 Arabic sounds of
the consonant. Thirty-four students made 10 sounds in over the span of six weeks. Learners
had even to complete their questionnaire on English dialects. Conclusions often suggest that
the consonants in Arabic are the weakest sounds for English speakers. Nevertheless, certain
sounds were changed, but other sounds were not successful. In other words, the students were
strengthened in their initial and medial pronunciation of such complex sounds, but the final
analysis did not affect the pronunciation of these confounding sounds. Moreover, the findings
did not affect the development of students' English dialects in the Arabic-speaking community.
Alosh (1987) compared the perceptive cue of native speakers with the observations of Arabic
learners in relation to two consonants of pharyngealized Arabic (/s dare/ and /ą dare) of their
essential communication (/s/ and /æ). The study, further, demonstrated whether or not the
degree of the learners' ability influences the perception of the chosen therapeutic consonants.
Two essential tasks were carried out: vision and development. Although participants had the
job of recognizing one of the 12 Arabic syllables, they learned from the response sheet, the list
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of syllables they were provided in output at a regular pace was reported in reading exercises.
The findings did not reveal any significant variations between students' perceptual
pharyngealization style and native speakers, but their degree of competence greatly affected
their exact perception values. Al Mahmoud (2013) explored the understanding of the visual
assimilation (PAM) method by learners of Arabic contrasts. To do so, 22 English speakers
were questioned if the second sound they heard (X) was the first(A) or the third(B) in the
coerced set of the AXB skewed test. The findings revealed that students could discriminate
between competing English parallel sounds such as (/t/- d/and /-/ð/) but found that other
differences, such as (/x/-/sound/, /l/-h/, /x/- sound/, were more difficult for students to
recognize).
Likewise, Arabic pharyngeal causes and Arabic pharyngeal compounds have also been studied
by Alwabari (2013). The study used a posttest type. Two other cultural heritage lessons were
included. Next, the study subjects and control groups studies were designed to create the sound
they experienced next, and measure sensory sensor similarities on a 5-point subjective scale.
Only two Arabic native speakers had to explain the enigmatic noises, and then establish
similarities for the second test, which was a separate analysis. Findings suggested that Arabic
students' abilities affect the production of pharyngeal sounds in Arabic. The more skilled the
students, the more natural the consonants of Arabic become. Similar findings have been
recently concluded by literature (Alabar, 2019; Al-Ahdal, 2020; Almakrob & Al-Ahdal, 2020;
Alrefaee & Al-Ghamdi, 2019; Amer & Al-Rababah, 2020; Aouani, Slimani, Bragazzi,
Hamrouni &Elloumi 2020; Nassif & Al Masaeed, 2020).
Arabic and English Consonantal Systems
Shehata (2015) studied the interpretation and aspirations of 107 adult English speakers residing
in the United States of the definition and complexity of both perceived and formed Arabic
consonant phonemes and their confidence in main factors that lead to the learning of Arabic
consonants. Students find that Arabic is a significant language with several complicated
consonant sounds. The most powerful influences in Arabic consonant learning are also human
inspiration, performed with native speakers and exposure to radio and television.
Six consonant world languages like Rotoka, Bougainville East Papua and Taa, Botswana, have
separate consonant trends. The most essential consonants are vocal sounds formed by partial
or full vocal closures, which describes the core properties of the plosives (PA), nose, trillion,
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snap, pain, afriction, and other complications. (Chang, 2019; Chang, 2018). As an Afro-Asian
language, MSA has a distinct sound style from well-known Germanic languages such as
English. There are yet some variations between both languages relative to the consonant
structures of English and MSA. Throughout the same phrase there are 24 phonemes, six (/p,
/b), /d/, /k and /g/, nine (/f/,/v/, /return/, /ż/, /z-, /z/-, /receive/- /h/) nasal fluids. There are 24
phonemes in English. In Arabic, 28 (/b/, /t/, /t/, /d supported /, /k/,/k/,/sponsored/) and 13 (/f/,
/supposed to / /̄, /ż natural /, /s/, /z/, /supplied/, /supplied/, /total/ and /h/) and 2 (/c/ and /n/), (1
/ m/) lateral (/l/). Arabic consonants in a serial version are given. Consonants may occur in
German but do not include any additional consonants (e.g. /t supplement/, /d supplement/, /ð
addition/, /s addition/, /s μg/, / supply/). Because of phonotactic inconsistencies between the
two languages, English students have issues (Al Mahmoud, 2013; Alosh, 1987; Alwabari,
2013; Asfoor, 1982; Kara, 1976; Rammuny, 1976; Nasir, Ghazanfar & Maqsood, 2019).
Research Context
Based on the studies discussed above, it can be inferred that few studies investigated Arabic
phonology and the difficulties for adult L2 students in studying Arabic components. However
limited studies have been conducted in this context. Previous study of Edda (1980) explored
Arabic students' beliefs, centred on students' perspectives on their position in language learning
in the U.S. but did not examine students' perceptions of the sounds in Arabic in general, or
consonants in particular (Belnap 1987). However, the present paper aims to fill this lacuna by
analyzing Arabic students' convictions in select U.K. universities on the troublesome sounds
of the Arabic consonants to find potential incongruities in student language studies. While it is
essential to research students' perceptions of the difficult Arabic consonants, a further direct
issue is to examine the variables that affect the second and international language learning of
Arabic by adult learners. As far as my knowledge goes, no recent research has yet discussed
L2 learners' perspectives on the circumstances impacting their Arabic consonants' learning to
try to appreciate better their perspective on the nature of the activities they use. The main
subject of this study is, therefore, these four key objectives.
Research Objectives
This form of work is crucial as it draws teachers and researchers' attention to have clearer views
of students' problematic consonants that influence their learning of Arabic sounds. For students
to cope with phonological difficulties, instructors may help recognize phonological concerns
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while offering lessons and tools to pupils to develop Arabic (Belnap, 1987). Within this study,
the following four issues are addressed:
1- Is the significance and complexity of segmental Arabic consonants recognized to/by
English (Ll) students?;
2- Which phonemes and variations in consonance are challenging to detect and create in
Arabic for students?;
3- Which is easily recognized by students; single consonants or consonant contrasts?;
4- What do students think about the factors that influence the development of Arabic
phonemes?
5- Is it the significance and problem of consonant phonemes/consonant contrasts and
convictions that affect the consonant acquisition?
Methodology
Research Design and Subjects
The present study employed a quantitative descriptive research design. This research covered
80 participants in the Arabic Department of a select British University. Most of them study
policy, philosophy, psychology, sociology, international affairs, faith, and English literature.
The majority were 18 to 30 years old and 22.75 years old on average.
Research Tool
In this analysis, only three critical parts of a questionnaire were used. The first field was
population data questions such as age, race, mother tongue, job, country of origin, and two
critical questions concerning the student's views of the Arabic language's importance and
sophistication. The second section explored the difficulty and ease of the Arabic consonant
phonemes. Two Arabic devices piloted the questionnaire, and its final copy was assembled
using feedback and suggestions from the pilot respondents. In the appendix, a copy of the
survey is given. The questionnaire was released online and distributed to many universities and
colleges offering Arabic courses in Saudi Arabia. – the subjects had signed a consent form
prior to carrying out the experiment, clarifying the study purpose, and willingly participating
in the experiments. Researchers have received the Work Contact Information and Privacy
Policy.
Data analysis
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The participants' responses to the questionnaire obtained are codified and uploaded to the
Social Sciences Statistical Package. Each student had a sound amplitude equal to the
percentage of participants, who measured their comprehension of Arabic sounds' essence.
Answers were then categorized into two major categories: simple (including standard and fast
responses) and difficult (including extraordinarily complex and demanding reactions).
Descriptive statistics were calculated, including references, standard deviations, averages and
percentages. Specific variables are considered: Arabic meaning understanding; Arabic nature
consonants classification (Stops, Friction, Affricate, Nasal, Lateral, Trill), and consonant
distinctions (/t-tourist, d-d,/żyour mother and mother /ā-yourself).

Results and Discussion
On the first question, the participants' reactions indicate that segmental awareness is both
critical and difficult for Arabic students. Ninety respondents have stressed the importance of
the Arabic language's linguistic meaning. The average responses to the difficulty of Arabic
consonant sounds for Native English speakers have shown that 80 students perform Arabic
consonants. Table 1.
Table 1. Language importance and language difficulty

Mean

Std. Deviation

Language Importance

0.89

0.456

Language Difficulty

4.23

0.567

The consonant is more challenging to understand and the consonant sounds are easily
determined, the number of respondents was estimated (difficult to understanflow). Research
reviews suggest that students participating in this study defined five most challenging
components to be presented and manufactured. Since such words are not in English, they are
inaccessible to native English speakers. Three consonants (e.g., all, è all, q) usually are
considered semi-hard. /k, j, s, b, f/ are not unusual, since the sounds are both Arabic and
English. It would account for why /d, m, n, l, d existing and present have been recognized quite
quickly. As descriptive interpretation, the subjects scoring /d-d out of the nine Arabic
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consonants hardly match /d-d. It is also significant that /h-t is the toughest consonant among
English speakers to read and build Arabic. Identified / listed papers are very challenging. The
dominant consonants were also / lin-lu / lu-lu / on the other side. Although /astre adjustment in
the mother-tongue is supposed to provide a simple contrast ‒ because it is present in subjects
‒ it is perhaps unexpected and challenging to read the rating /astrel as the most straightforward
comparison, as it is in Arabic but is contained in English.
To answer the third question, each topic evaluated the importance of each of the Arabic
variables as numbers: not influential=1, relatively uninfluential=2, relatively influential=3,
somewhat influential=4, and extremely influential=5. These reactions were subsequently
grouped into two main categories: non-influenced (not influential and somewhat uninfluenced)
and influential (including relative influence and moderate influence). Means and defaults
calculated. The findings showed that, personal inspiration, mother-tongue communication and
exposure to radio and T.V. are the most critical influences on/for students. On the other hand,
written transcription, pronunciation training, Arabic expertise and musical ears are the less
influential factors. What is more interesting, nonetheless, is that learners' capacity to mimic
and understand specific languages is used as a mediating element in the learning process of
Arabic consonants. (See Table 2 below)
Table 2. Learners' beliefs about influences on the acquisition of Arabic consonant
phonemes
Variables

Mean

Standard Deviation

Ability to mimic

2.78

1.124

Musical ear

1.56

0.376

Proficiency in Arabic

1.86

1.234

Knowledge of other languages

2.56

1.456

Individual motivation

4.32

0.765

Contact with native speakers

4.36

0.567

Listening to the radio and television

4.35

0.345

Pronunciation training

1.59

0.567

Written Transcription

1.65

0,456
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Figure 1. Learners' beliefs about influences on the acquisition of Arabic consonant
phonemes
Finally, a correlation coefficient was established to determine how consonant phonemes and
learners' opinions on their learning factors existed. The results show that, language difficulties
positively correlate with three elements: linguistic ability, individual motivation and
communication with mother-tongue speakers. There is a secure connection between the tests.
In other words, the three most important variables are students who interpret Arabic as sounds
that are somewhat difficult to learn. On the other hand, there have been two main negative
correlations in terms of languages' prominence and two factors: society and perception of other
languages. The more the word becomes relevant for schoolchildren, the less common are the
sounds of the phoneme. Refer to Table 3.
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Table 3. Correlations between awareness and beliefs for English L1 learners
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The work presents the first data set, demonstrating how Arabic phonemes can be translated and
formed in adult native languages. Such evidence briefly encourages an appreciation of the
value of studying the Arabic language, such as potential employment, cultural capital, linguistic
study, and interpretation of Islam, interpreted in English in L1 speakers. The findings also
reveal that students are mindful of the complexity of Arabic consonants for native speakers.
This is partially attributed to the existing variations in the two languages' segmental phonetic
scheme (i.e. Arabic and English). In comparison, the degree of learning ability may be
classified into three main categories, depending on the student response to this questionnaire.
Most of the university students in this sample seem to understand that all voice-less pharyngeal
sounds and the four pharyngeal consonants in the first category (d / d every day, t / d regular,
sabe, and ð everyday/) are the simplest and easiest consonants.
These five sounds are known to be the most demanding, not just to create expectations, but
also to render L2 students difficult. This discovery, it must be pointed out, coincides with other
acoustic studies, such as the analysis of Al Wabari in 2013, which suggests a high linguistic
capacity for pharyngeal and pharyngeal consonants. According to Alwabari 's results,
"enhanced abilities indicate high-performance precision" (2013, p. 128). In contrast to the
Asfoor study of 1982, voiced pharyngeal / alcohol agitation is the toughest consonant sound
created by native American English-language speakers in current research, non-voiced
pharyngeal / alcohol / alcohol is recognized as the most difficult phoneme not only for its
definition but also for its production. Nonetheless, this finding was compatible with other
studies (Kara, 1976; Alwabari, 2013) that revealed that sound/melody learning was challenging
as compared to its spoken counterpart/tone/, which was found to be simpler to learn in a proper
training expression. Students can consider it challenging to distinguish the pharyngeal in
Arabic and English from their basic equivalents. The second group of consonants contains
moderate difficulties, with a cumulative difficulty of 34 to 60%. The second consonant group
includes several minor consonants with sophistication. The next category comprises of three
consonants: the pharyngeal friction / to-voiced, the uvular plosive voiceless / qu / s, and the
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uvular / to / s. According to student answers, these three phonemes are in Arabic a little more
challenging to understand than in the first group. Finally , the third group consists of another
20 consonant phonemes, 19 familiar sounds (/b/, /t/, /d/, /c/, /f/, /ali/ /, /æ/, /s/, /z/, /alias/, /ali/,
/w/, /j/, /m/, /n/, /l/, /d/, and /h/) and one familiar sound (/x/) that is more easily learned, and
which is at less than 24 percent difficulty level. Although this can be understood along with
students associated with the 18 phonemes with the same phonemes, it is still / and different
sounds for native speakers.
On the other side, sporadic, sporadic, frequent, frequent and irregular pharyngeal consonants
offer students a sense of themselves and phoneme-related similarities. For example, student
responses indicate that it is difficult to differentiate between a number of Arabic consonants
that do not occur in their mother tongue, such as /d-kin, t-t kin, s-s kin ð-ıden. Owing to these
consonants' absence, students tried to interpret such sounds into more popular Englishlanguages and thus did not distinguish them correctly (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995). As is wellknown, the voiceless uvular / q-sound in Arabic is generally known as an armchair, e.g. the
voiceless plosive velar. For starters, they cannot understand the difference between the two
opposing Arabic sounds /k/ and /q/, and the Arabic word qalb means the heart of a puppy. This
often blocks comprehension of the L2 expression. In producing new L2 patterns, experience in
the second language is key. In addition to the significance of the natural learning of L2, the
findings of this work suggest that human commitment and linguistic capacity have a beneficial
impact on the development of novel Arabic sounds. It is in accordance with the recent
development in relevant research, which has shown the importance of scientific experience in
the area of phonetics (Dörnyei, 1998). At the other side, students conclude that modeling,
written content transcription and certain languages are the least effective factor in learning
Arabic consonant sounds, which contrasts sharply with earlier studies (Alwabari 2013;
Thompson 1991). In this analysis, only three variables (i.e. Arabic, motivation and contact with
native speakers) appeared to be balanced by students for the Arabic consonants' complexity.
This argument represents the view that the ambiguity of the Arabic language can be overcome
if these three main issues are addressed. There is, however, no important connection between
either of the factors and the language meaning. Alternatively, there are two detrimental factors:
sensitive hearing and linguistic abilities. In other terms, given the two factors, the least they
continue to study Arabic, and vice versa.
The nuances in grammar for L2 students can best be interpreted from an instructional point of
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view, based on the findings of the analysis by Arabian to English speakers. New work has
addressed the disparities between Arabic and English in successful industries. This paper,
nevertheless, offers clear answers to phonological issues concerning opinions of unnamed
pupils. The findings further highlight the main factors affecting the learning of English
speakers in Arabic. These results reflect many significant implications for instructors, pupils,
textbooks, and curriculum proposals for Arabic teaching and learning. Student performance
allows teachers to appreciate the issue of consonant sounds that can be heard in instruction,
planning and analysis. Arabic teachers and scientists should then collect rough auditory sounds
and create suitable training materials that consistently mitigate or fix potential problems of
pronouncing Arabic consonants by English speakers. For teachers and curriculum designers,
certain work is required so as to decide if the learners and Arabic consonants described in the
study are properly studied. Such studies often play an important part in the curriculum by
developing audit requirements appropriate for Arabic, one of the most frequently spoken
languages in North America, and are often recognized as foreign languages by the United States
(Ryding, 2006; Shehata, 2015).
Conclusion
This study is one of the original Arabic as a Second Language (ASL) studies that explore
students ' perceptions of Arabic phonemes in their pronunciation. The results show that students
are aware of learning Arabic as a beneficial language for their future careers. Maternal speakers
often understand the challenge of studying new Arabic consonant languages that have no
English counterparts and accept that people's inspiration, the desire to imitate and speak with
mother tongues, are the most common variables to understand these foreign Arabic consonant
sounds. Therefore, the study's general outcome is the need for more research that is aimed at
identifying and introducing the first concrete steps in the field of L2 Arabic teaching.
Ultimately, more examinations with L2 Arabic students need to be undertaken to explore the
existence of gaps between student interpretations and Arabic consonants' development.
Implications
For future research, this thesis recommends theoretical work to deal with challenges faced by
L2 Arabic students and analyze what they have learned and developed. Further work in Arabic
should be carried out with longer time frame, for all segments (i.e. vowels and consonants) and
with super-segmental features (i.e. stress, rhythm and intonation). Since the current study has
not used analytical knowledge, further research should investigate the extent to which the
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learner's perception of sound strength is associated with performance. In addition, forthcoming
research should identify the ways in which students address their perceived difficulties and
learning approaches in the field of international and second language Arabic teaching.
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Abstract
Keeping abreast of emerging trends and developments that affect teaching and learning directly
or indirectly, is the central plank in which the field of language education actively functions.
Consequently, the traditional way of learning and assessment of English language in Saudi
Arabia has now given way to newer and more innovative ways. The present study aimed at
identifying the latest trends in learning and assessment of English as a Foreign Language (EFL)
and their effectiveness in students' attitudes and learning in Saudi Arabia's undergraduate
programs. The study collected and analysed both quantitative and qualitative data. An
interview was conducted with 18 faculty members to collect qualitative data, and responses
received from it were analysed thematically. The interview brought out some budding trends
and developments in the domain of learning and assessment at undergraduate English majors
of Saudi Arabia. It revealed that technology-assisted learning, blended learning, role play, taskbased learning, inquiry-based learning, neuro-linguistic programming, project-based approach,
lexical approach and eclectic method were the common trends and developments that teachers
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adopted those days. On the other hand, quantitative data was collected from a survey of 250
students on their perceptions towards the latest trends and developments in learning and
assessment of EFL in their courses. The study used the SPSS software, in which correlation
and regression analysis were applied to test the hypothesis. The survey pointed out that new
methods of learning and assessment of English language do have a significant impact on
student effectiveness. However, students faced certain challenges as well like distraction, lack
of interaction, difficulty to retain concepts etc.
Keywords: EFL, trends and developments, technology-assisted learning, blended learning,
role play, task-based learning, neuro-linguistic programming, project-based approach, Saudi
Arabia.
Introduction
Teaching approaches in foreign language along with their methods and procedures are
continuously undergoing reassessment as new ideas keep cropping up. There are various
factors which have led to latest trends being introduced in learning and assessment methods
including the political, social and economic effect of globalization, new requirements in the
labour market with an increase in competitiveness and the challenges faced due to
diversification of culture (Saykili, 2019). These changes have led to an increase in the role of
foreign languages in the development of contemporary societies, especially with respect to
foreign language learning. It has been observed that there is an increase in the intricacy of the
communication modes along with the emergence of different opportunities due to the
application of technology in enhancing language skills (Asemanyi, 2015).
In the context of Saudi Arabian higher education system, effective language teaching in the
early learning phase has become a priority and necessity which require them to seek
international recognition and advancement (Deraney and Alghamdi 2020). Therefore,
development of professional faculty has been increasing in acceptance and practice in the
country. The recent years have seen the evolution of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) as a
division of English Language Teaching (ELT) which is a type of English language input
required for non-native speakers for meeting the requirements of learners (Morgan and
Alfehaid 2019). The employing various strategies and activities in English classrooms are
essential to make the classroom more lively, interesting and relevant (Dudley-Evans and St
John 1998). Moreover, globalization has increased the demand for English language teachers
in Saudi Arabia (Liton 2013).
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The Saudi higher education system has also evolved with greater emphasis being paid to
teaching of English to students as a Foreign Language (EFL) in subjects dealing with health,
science and administrative and computer technology (Alshahrani 2016; Khan 2019). The
improvement of the English language skills of Saudi students has been divided into different
phases or streams of development, including continuing teacher training and professional
expansion, employment of original and effectual research-based pedagogies and instruction
strategies, and main reforms to the conventional EFL program of study through the integration
of information and communication technology into English teaching and learning (Al-Madani
& Allaafiajiy, 2014). The increasing longing of higher education institutions for international
recognition by making use of accreditation has led quality language teaching to emerge as a
major objective and necessity. Therefore, there has been increasing focus in the last decade on
development of faculty to improve their teaching which ultimately leads to enhanced student
outcomes (Haras et al. 2017, Deraney and Alghamdi 2020). This practice has gained cultural
acceptance and practice in the region of Persian Gulf.
The adoption of nascent trends and developments in learning and assessment of English
language all over Saudi Arabia may reduce many of the problems and challenges within EFL
learning and assessment in the Saudi undergraduate students. It is seen that very few studies
addressed the issue of adopting new trends in language learning and assessment systems as a
way to overcome problems and challenges in the Saudi context.
Objectives and research questions
In light of the reviewed information, the following research objectives are set for the study:
1. Finding the latest trends and developments in English language learning and
assessment at undergraduate English majors of Saudi Arabia.
2. Finding the effectiveness and challenges of novel trends and developments in English
language learning and assessment at undergraduate English majors of Saudi Arabia.
3. Analysing the perceptions of the students and teachers towards the latest trends and
developments in English language learning and assessment at undergraduate English
majors of Saudi Arabia.
Considering the above-mentioned objectives, the study sought to answer the following
questions:
1. What are the latest trends and developments in English language learning and
assessment at undergraduate English majors of Saudi Arabia?
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2. What are the effectiveness and challenges of novel trends and developments in
English language learning and assessment at undergraduate English majors of Saudi
Arabia?
3. What are the perceptions of the students and teachers towards the latest trends and
developments in English language learning and assessment at undergraduate English
majors of Saudi Arabia?
2. Literature review
Shortcomings in traditional learning and assessment methods of EFL in the higher
education sector
The contemporary methodological trends of Saudi English teachers are traditional teaching
methods that sideline interactions of students, stress the leading role of instructors, emphasis
on isolated skills, and support competitive rather than cooperative learning. Teaching in EFL
classes are still dedicated to secondary purposes, such as translating texts from language to
another, teaching grammar, preparing for summative exams, memorisation, and rote learning
(Abahussain, 2016). The traditional methods of learning and assessment are not rewarding the
students for their efforts, using their periods efficiently and exercising proper rules in managing
students’ behaviour. They are prepared on the basis of different customs which have been used
for a long period of time in schools. The policymakers of education communicate the
information and impose principles of performance. Traditional learning and assessment
techniques make use of repetition and memorization of information in educating students
which show that they do not develop their critical thinking, problem solving and skills
regarding decision-making. (Akyol, Vaughan, & Garriso, 2011; Keezhatta, 2019). Moreover,
traditional learning and assessment are teacher centered and the assessments are done solely
based on the memory capacity of the students. The traditional method is ineffective in teaching
English and students are seen bored in learning due to the old teaching methods (Alabsi, 2016).
New age learning and assessment of EFL in the higher education sector
The introduction of reforms in education shows that learning and assessment need to be viewed
from a different angle. Progressive educational practices concentrate on the needs of the
individual students instead of making the assumption that all students occupy the same level
of understanding by employing blended and embodied learning. The new age method of
teaching is regarded as being more activity-based while making use of different questioning,
amplification, expression and partnership techniques and makes use of techniques like role
play, inquiry-based learning and new key method. The quick technological progress in recent
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years has provided opportunities for educators to employ technology for education (Garrison,
2017). New technologies in learning and assessment of EFL in higher education including
virtual reality, augmented reality or wearable technology are being increasingly adopted and
being made increasingly accessible. In addition, rising technologies such as cloud computing,
computational thinking, natural language processing are growing and are regarded as capable
of being used for language learning and education (Shadiev & Yang, 2020). Previous studies
have observed that technology can encourage the knowledge of learners, increase motivation
and provide them with more competent means for English language learning (Assulaimani,
2019). As we are in the information communication age, Saudi development framework
emphasis programs for teachers on skills and knowledge in ICT which helps in knowledge
dissemination, transfer, and production (Al-Madani & Allaafiajiy, 2014).
Role-play is a useful technique to imbibe the human-relation along with increasing proficiency
of students in the English language, and it would help to solve the classroom interpersonal
troubles (Keezhatta, 2020). Role-play offers an attractive technique to inspire the learners to
use vocabulary suitably in authentic situations and the evidence reinforces the use of role-play
as an effective tool in teaching, to get the best results in learning (Alabsi, 2016). The ideal
practice of inquiry-based teaching and exploratory teaching has to be encouraged among Saudi
EFL learners and teachers (Al-Seghayer, 2014). The results of the study, conducted by
Alsamani & Daif-Allah (2016), showed that project-based teaching enriched the teaching and
learning of English, and improved new study habits for students by supporting cooperative,
independent learning as well as learning beyond the classroom.
Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) decides the interaction of brain, language and body by
producing patterns of behaviour. NLP techniques help students in becoming victorious by
growing their motivation and lessening their anxiety (Lashkarian & Sayadian, 2015). NLP
promotes communication; encourages learners of English; works as an effective tool for
developing teacher-student relationship; and facilitates collaborative learning atmosphere.
(Keezhatta, 2019). The purpose of the EFL curriculum in Saudi Arabia has been reformed in
line with CLT to emphasis on the four basic language skills and to promote communicative
competence of the students (Abahussain, 2016). Despite certain challenges like issues in
conducting group and pair activities because of overcrowded classrooms, lack of AV aids, and
low-level proficiency of students in the English language, there is a significant number of
teachers are executing CLT in Saudi English classrooms to develop communicative
competence among the students (Farooq, 2015). Training prewriting strategies has a positive
effect on EFL students’ achievement in L2 writing (Morgan and Alfehaid 2019). The mixing
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some of the best parts of conventional teaching with more advanced techniques including taskbased, interactive methods, learner-centered, as well as language-teaching innovations,
including participatory language instruction, and authentic assessments (Al-Seghayer, 2014).
Advantages of new-age learning and assessment methods in higher education
For teachers
The new-age learning and assessment roles assigned require teachers to make use of
the innovations including social media, educational resources, open courses, complicated
learning management systems, big data, learning analytics and adaptive knowledge (Lonka,
2015). Therefore, instructors benefit from the new assessment methods as it helps them in
creating useful and appealing learning environments which deal with the skills and features by
making use of digital innovations (King, 2013).
For students
In the current scenario, the students are required to develop modern skills including
learning and improvement skills, information, media and expertise skills, and life and career
skills (Coatney, 2009). One of the biggest benefits is that the digital innovations lead to
individualizations as these innovations facilitate in determining the different styles of students,
benefit and identify the challenges which they have through learning analytics and collection
of big data throughout the different educational processes (Rust & Kim, 2012). The digital
technologies help in identifying the students’ tendencies and offer individualized assessment
methods. The eclectic method changes learning relaxed and ingenious, and acts productively
for all learners irrespective of their level (Sarifa, 2020).
For universities and the education industry
The academic changes which have been brought about by the digital innovations require
the universities and education industry in transforming from one-dimensional learning spaces
including the classroom, library, lab to multidimensional joint learning spaces (Glenn, 2008).
The universities provide deep and meaningful learning experiences in the current age in order
to create hybrid learning environments by including the digital, mobile, virtual, online, social
and physical spaces (Lonka, 2015).
Need for new-age learning and assessment methods in higher education in Saudi
Arabia
The education system in Saudi Arabia has seen high growth with the main motive of
ensuring that education needs to become more competent as well as meeting the religious,
financial and communal requirements of the country and for eliminating illiteracy among Saudi
adults. It is regarded as the world's top country with respect to its spending on education, as
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per its budgetary allocation on education and healthcare. The education industry is allotted a
big proportion of the budget at 25% of total spending, which is regarded as the highest in the
world (Unnisa, 2014). According to the Saudi Communications and Information Technology
Commission (CITC), the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is seen as one of the greatest
budding countries with respect to eLearning (Al Saif, 2015). CITC data has shown an
exponential expansion in the number of internet users normally, to 4.8 million in 2015. The
number of students which are enrolled in educational institutions has also shown a steep
increase in recent years with a large number of these institutions shifting to eLearning systems
as a way to help widen and improve access to their courses and subjects (Al Saif, 2015). Saudi
Arabian education system has an elevated claim to give extra educational opportunities for the
growing population. Thus, it leads to an increasing need to introduce new learning and
assessment methods as half of the population is young as the educational institutions of Saudi
Arabia have seen an increasing demand for enrolment.
Conceptual framework

Figure 1: Conceptual framework
As seen in the above figure, the primary advantages of latest trends and development in EFL
teaching include improving the proficiency in the English language, and leading to
individualization in acquiring knowledge. Latest trends in English language learning is
sprouting in various areas of approaches, methods and techniques. And, it leads to the efficacy
and challenges in the process of EFL learning. Once the challenges are recognized, they have
to be resolved or minimized. Gradually, it would also lead to the efficacy of the language
learning. Altogether, emanating trends in EFL teaching would improve proficiency and lead to
individualization.
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Research methodology
For the present study, both quantitative and qualitative data was collected in the month of
February 2020 from different colleges of Prince Sattam Bin Abdulaziz University, Saudi
Arabia. To collect qualitative data, an interview was conducted with 18 teachers. The aim of
the interview was to explore the latest trends in learning and assessment of EFL and to evaluate
its effectiveness for students. The choice of teachers was based on the following criteria:
•

Must have done doctorate or Master in English.

•

At least 4 years of teaching experience at the tertiary level.

•

Must be from the English department.

Thereafter, they were contacted explaining the purpose of the study and requesting their
participation in it. After two rounds of follow-ups, 18 teachers expressed their interest in
participation of the interview. Consequently, a suitable time was decided on conducting the
interview. In order to conduct the interview, an open-ended questionnaire was used. Further
considering the sampling plan the snowball sampling method was used to select teacher
respondents.
On the other hand, quantitative data was collected through a survey method from 250 students
on their perceptions towards the latest trends and developments in learning and assessment of
English language in their course. For this, purposive sampling has been used which is a nonprobability method, and where respondents were selected based on the judgment of researcher
considering them as the students of the above-interviewed teachers. The sample size was
determined based on the theoretical considerations of the study and the available resources.
Initially, the researcher approached 300 students who were the students of the interviewed
teachers for the survey, from which only 250 valid response sheets were received. For the
purpose of data collection, a questionnaire was designed and was administered online to the
respondents using Google Forms. The researcher conducted the interviews with the faculty
members prior to carrying out the survey as it helped narrow down the elements pertaining to
the questionnaire. The questionnaire was structured, close-ended and validated by 3 experts in
the field. It consisted of questions pertaining to the demographic profile of the respondents and
their general background, and analyzing the effectiveness and challenges of new methods of
learning and assessment. The students were asked to mark their preference on a Likert scale of
1 to 5 with 1 being strongly disagree and 5 representing strongly agree.
The researcher employed appropriate analysis tools and software for answering the research
questions. The tools for analysis used in this study included SPSS for the survey. The analysis
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for survey comprised of frequency analysis, correlation, regression and ANOVA while the
interview conducted was analysed using thematic content analysis. The quantitative data
collected from the respondents was in raw form. Then it was processed and analysed to draw
conclusions and generalizations. The data was coded and fed into SPSS, statistical software
package, to perform the descriptive and inferential analysis. The descriptive statistics aided in
summarizing the basic information contained in the data, describing the general features of the
population.
Results and Findings
A. Qualitative analysis
The following section focuses on the results and findings of qualitative analysis of the
interview conducted with 18 faculty members regarding the trends and development in the
domain of learning and assessment of English language, its effect on students’ performance
and productivity, and challenges while adopting these trends in the English classrooms. The
responses received from the faculty members were represented thematically.
i.

Trends and developments
The interview conducted with faculty members highlighted various trends and

developments with respect to language learning and assessment at undergraduate English
majors of Saudi Arabia. 17 respondents pointed out that technology-assisted language
learning was very common in undergraduate English major classrooms. The technological
infrastructure such as overheads projectors, interactive whiteboards, laptops, computes and
wireless internet were up to the mark in Saudi universities. Due to this EFL teachers in Saudi
were making the best use of advanced technologies such as technology-assisted language
learning which helps in developing profound knowledge and a wide range of language skill.
15 respondents stated that one of the most common and highly used online teaching tools in
Saudi colleges was ‘Blackboards’. The tool helps them to conduct online classes and
assessments and allow the students to have live interactions with the teachers. 14 of them
further added that they have recently been trying to adopt more modernized ways of teaching
and assessment. In this respect respondent F stated that “we employ blended learning in which
we combine traditional physical classrooms with online sources of interactions like using
laboratory equipment like flash cards or computers to complement classroom sessions and
strengthening the whole teaching process.” 13 teachers stated that task-based learning and
assessment was a new development in English language learning and it was useful to the
students towards skill-oriented learning rather than just memorization.
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Respondent B highlighted the eclectic approach in which different methods and approaches
are combined and used in the classrooms. She, while talking about this approach, stated that
“the main idea behind this is to use available methods, approaches and techniques in varying
proportion according to circumstance and requirement of the class. Respondent G highlighted
the lexical approach. Under this approach, the main focus is on developing learner’s
proficiency with language by using lexis, or words and words combination. These chunks then
act as raw data through which learners can perceive the pattern of language. Respondent M
stated about another approach which is neuro-linguistic programming. He stated that “it is a
complex psychological approach which focuses on analyzing strategies and applying them in
order to reach a specified goal. The whole process relates to thoughts, language and pattern
of behaviour which is learned through experience.” 13 respondents mentioned that they were
using role-play in their classroom. 4 teachers said that they used role play, project based
activities as a part of communicative language teaching in which they included some of the
other trends mentioned by others as well for learning and assessment process in the classroom.
12 of them added the constraints they faced when they conducted in the classroom. 10
respondents underlined the use of project-based approaches in their classrooms. Respondent
I, P, and L pointed out the use of Inquiry-based learning in his classrooms. Respondent L
said that “I pose challenging questions, and make the students in a situation investigate to find
the solution for it.”
16 respondents stated that they conducted the formative assessment during the time of teaching
along with the learning activities in and outside of the classroom. In other words, teachers use
the budding learning trends like technology-assisted learning, blended learning, role play, taskbased learning, project-based approach, eclectic method etc. for the assessment of the students
as well. Respondent K asserted that “most of the latest trends and development are not only a
way of learning tool but also it is used for the assessment as well.” Respondent A stated, “most
of the new way of teaching can be used as a learning and assessment tool.” Respondent O
stated that “classroom activities and responses of the students are used for the formative
assessment.”
ii.

Comparison between traditional and modern ways

Respondent D elucidated that modern ways of learning and assessment are more effective as
compared to traditional methods of teaching and assessment. She stated that “modern ways like
role play method, task-based approach, project-based approach etc. are more studentcentered, and help to learn to happen and enable students to work at their own speed rather
than teachers giving them long explanations.” Respondent F’s conversation pointed towards
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the fact that traditional ways that use repetition and memorization of information in order to
educate student, and they do not enable them to develop critical thinking skills, problemsolving ability and decision making skill. He explained that modern ways on another hand
enable them to collaborate and be more productive. Respondent G while comparing traditional
teaching and assessment methods with modern ways also emphasized on some other online
assessment tools that teachers have been using. She stated “while using modern ways of
teaching we use modern ways of assessment like Blackboard, google forms etc. These tools
help us in providing instant feedbacks using innovative quizzes and questions with the feature
of real-time grading.” Respondent H was also of the view that modern methods were more
effective than traditional ones since they provide assessment options as well. He stated that “I
have been using Google form for assessment purpose and it is simple to use the application
even for a person using it the first time. It helps in preparing short quizzes and multiple-choice
questions which are effective while testing students’ improvement.” Respondent R was also in
favour of modern ways of teaching. She stated that modern technology-assisted learning like
Blackboard, CALL, MALL etc. come with pre-loaded education templates and help them in
both ways; in teaching as well in the assessment process. It enables them to create quizzes,
engages students in innovative activities etc. Respondent C stated that with traditional ways of
teaching, whole burden was completely on teachers like making the test for students or quizzes
for them but these modern ways act as an additional support system for them.
iii.

Impact on student performance and productivity

Respondent J agreed to the fact that modern ways of learning and assessment have an impact
on student performance and productivity. He mentioned that “modern ways like task-based
approach, inquiry-based approach etc. make the lectures interesting and motivates the students
to recall, summarize, to question, connect and comment.” By enabling these actions students
are better engaged in lectures which eventually help in increasing their performance, motivates
them to learn, increases effective skills. Thus, they contribute towards increasing their
productivity. Respondent E stated that “By assessing the overall English level of students, their
interaction skills, listening skills, writing skills and reading skills through the help of new ways
like technology, role play, project based activity etc. we can better choose the tool completely
based on student understandability level.”
iv.

Challenges faced in adopting new technologies

The interview conducted with faculty members emphasized that Saudi EFL learners were
facing various challenges while learning English at tertiary level, and major reasons behind
that the proficiency required when they entered college was very low. So they were unable to
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cope up at tertiary level. Even though modern ways of teaching and assessment have many
advantages and are proving to be effective in increasing student productivity and performance,
there are certain shortcomings to the implementation and usage. Respondent L stated that
“despite its popularity teachers might face an issue since they might not have enough
knowledge and skill to implement new teaching and assessment skills.”
B. Quantitative analysis
The following section depicts the findings of the student. The first section focuses on analyzing
the demographic profile of respondents and their general background. This is followed by the
inferential section representing the hypothesis testing. Here, SPSS data was used to analyze the
responses of the survey, wherein correlation and regression tests were applied to represent the
hypothesis.
i.

Demographic profile and general background

The following section presents the demographic profile and general background of students.

General background

Basic
Lower Intermediate
Intermediate
Upper intermediate
Advanced
Basic
Lower Intermediate
Intermediate
Upper intermediate
Advanced
Basic
Lower Intermediate
Intermediate
Upper intermediate
Advanced
Basic
Lower Intermediate
Intermediate
Upper intermediate
Advanced
Basic
Lower Intermediate
Intermediate
Upper intermediate
Advanced

38.8
45.0
36.834.0
33.6
40.0 31.6
30.8
35.0
27.2
26.828.8
26.4
25.6
30.0
23.2
20.4
25.0
18.0
17.6
17.6
14.0
20.0
8.8 7.6
15.0
7.6
7.2
6.0 4.8
4.0
10.0
2.8
5.0
0.0

Level of english Oral/interaction Listening skills
skills

Writing skills

Reading skills

Figure 2: Demographic profile of respondents
In the present survey, out of total respondent 62.8% where male students while 37.2% were
female. Further considering their general background, it was found that 31.6% of students
stated that they had basic general level if English. 26.4% were at lower intermediate level, 25.6
were at intermediate level and 7.6 said that they are advanced level. Next students were asked
regarding their about their oral/interaction skills. 36.8% were at basic level, 34% were at lower
intermediate level and only 4% were at advanced level. With respect to listening skills 27.2%
were at intermediate level, 23.2 were at lower intermediate level, 18% were at basic stage and
14% were at advanced level. Further concentrating on their writing skills 38.8% were at basic
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level, 30.8% were at lower intermediate level, 20.4% were at intermediate level, 7.2% were at
upper intermediate level and only 2.8% were at advanced level. Finally, the students were asked
about their reading skills. Where 33.6% agreed that they are at intermediate level, 28.8% said
that they find themselves at lower intermediate level and only 4.8% were at advanced level.
Further 98.8% student’s agreed that their institution as employed new methods of learning and
assessment and 97.6% of them were part of such programs.
ii.

Inferential analysis

In this section, effectiveness and challenges of new methods of learning and assessment of
English language were analyzed. The analysis so conducted first focused on finding whether
there is a linkage between the given variables. For this purpose, correlation analysis was done,
followed by regression analysis for determining the impact.
The following section is based on analyzing the effectiveness of new methods of learning and
assessment of English language learning. Here the variables/items were taken from the
questionnaire which was prepared bearing in mind the common features of trends
developments proposed by the teachers in their interviews and from the review of the literature.
Table 2: Correlation
Variables

Pearson Coefficient

Dependent

Significance

1

A1-Acts as catalyst in motivating students to work

.763**

.000

A2-Students become more autonomous

.744**

.000

A3-Increases urge to think and act independently

.748**

.000

A4-Encourages students active role

.677**

.000

A5-Helps retain more information

.769**

.000

A6-Encourages follow up discussions

.740**

.000

A7-Languages skill increases

.733**

.000

A8-Increases student cooperation

.773**

.000

A9-Enables gathering more information

.687**

.000

A10-Increases exposure to new language

.725**

.000

.718**

.000

in new way

A11-Increases opportunity for authentic social
interactions to practice real life skills
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A12-Makes

learning

more

interesting

and

productive
A13-Helps to become familiar with vocabulary
and language structure
A14-Uses of print text, videos increase students
linguistic knowledge
A15- Creates learning environment centered
around students and not teachers

.836**

.000

.836**

.000

.782**

.000

.778**

.000

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
As shown in the above table the value of significance for all the variables is less than the
significance level of the study i.e. 0.000<0.05. Thus, there is a possibility of having a significant
linkage between new methods of learning and assessment of English language and its
effectiveness for students. Further, the Pearson Coefficient value of each variable is greater
than the coefficient value required for having at least moderate linkage between the dependent
and independent variable (i.e. A1 - 0.763, A2 – 0.744, A3 – 0.748, A4 – 0.677, A5 – 0.769, A6
– 0.740, A7 – 0.733, A8 – 0.773, A9 – 0.687, A10 – 0.725, A11 – 0.718, A12 – 0.836, A13 –
0.836, A14 – 0.782, A15 – 0.778). Thus the correlation shows that there is a significant linkage
between new methods of learning and assessment of English language and its impact on student
effectiveness. Further to determine the impact, below stated hypothesis was tested i.e.
H0: Latest trends and developments in learning and assessment of English as a Foreign
Language do not have a significant impact on the effectiveness of the students
H1: Latest trends and developments in learning and assessment of English as a Foreign
Language do have a significant impact on the effectiveness of the students
Results of regression analysis are shown in table 3 below.
Table 3: Regression analysis for hypothesis 1
CL

Coefficient T-statistic

p-value

R2

Adjusted

F Ratio

R2
Constant

-.057

-.547

.585

A1

.181

4.107

.000

A2

.134

2.815

.005

A3

.070

1.149

.252

A4

-.241

-4.425

.000
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0.858

0.849

94.278

A5

.258

4.531

.000

A6

-.024

-.467

.641

A7

-.223

-2.146

.033

A8

.506

5.476

.000

A9

-.243

-3.423

.001

A10

.015

.212

.832

A11

.142

1.935

.054

A12

.056

.675

.501

A13

.400

4.935

.000

A14

.029

.414

.680

A15

-.043

-.584

.560

The value of R2 and adjusted R2 is 0.858 and 0.849 which means that model stating the impact
of new methods of learning and assessment of English language on student effectiveness is
represented appropriately. The value of adjusted R2 which is 0.849 shows 84.9% of the
variation in student effectiveness is represented by new methods of learning and assessment of
English language. Further, the F- value is 94.278 which is greater than the required value of 1
thus stating that with the presence of new methods of learning and assessment of English
language as the independent variable in the model, the variation in student effectiveness is
represented more precisely. Further the P-value of variables such as A1- Acts as catalyst in
motivating students to work in new way, A2- Students become more autonomous, A4Encourages students active role, A5- Helps retain more information, A7- Language skill
increases, A8- Increases student cooperation, A9- Enables gathering more information, A13Helps to become familiar with vocabulary and language structure, is less than the significance
level of study i.e. less than 0.05, meaning these variables indicate the impact of new methods
of learning and assessment of English language on student effectiveness. Thus the null
hypothesis that latest trends and developments in learning and assessment of English as a
Foreign Language do not have a significant impact on the effectiveness of students in learning
and assessment is rejected.
The following section is based on analyzing the challenges of new methods of learning and
assessment of English language.
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Table 4: Correlation
Variables

Pearson

Significance

Coefficient
Dependent

1

B1-Involves too much distraction

.823**

.000

B2-Difficult to retain concepts

.727**

.000

B3-Lack of personal motivation

.717**

.000

.673**

.000

.772**

.000

.718**

.000

.764**

.000

B4-Low confidence while interacting
with teachers and classmates.
B5-Causes too much chaos in class
B6-Lack of one-on-one interaction
with teacher
B7-Feel comfortable with traditional
teaching style

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
As shown in the above table the value of significance for all the variables is less than the
significance level of the study i.e. 0.000<0.05. Thus, there is a possibility of having a significant
linkage between new methods of learning and assessment of English language and its
challenges for students. Further, the Pearson Coefficient value of each variable is greater than
the coefficient value required for having at least moderate linkage between the dependent and
independent variable (i.e. B1 - 0.823, B2 – 0.727, B3 – 0.717, B4 – 0.673, B5 – 0.772, B6 –
0.718, B7 – 0.764). Thus the correlation shows that there is a significant linkage between new
methods of learning and assessment of English language and this proving challenging for
students. Further to determine the impact, below stated hypothesis was tested i.e.
H0: New methods of learning and assessment of English language do not prove
challenging for students.
H2: New methods of learning and assessment of English language prove challenging for
students.
Results of regression analysis are shown in table 5 below.
Table 5: Regression analysis for hypothesis 2
CL

Coefficient T-statistic

p-value

R2

Adjusted
R2
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F Ratio

Constant

-.083

-.683

.495

B1

.379

7.135

.000

B2

.169

3.456

.001

B3

.088

1.765

.079

B4

.010

.167

.868

B5

-.004

-.049

.961

B6

.168

2.264

.024

B7

.213

3.479

.001

0.789

0.783

129.464

The value of R2 and adjusted R2 is 0.789 and 0.783 which means that model stating the
challenges of new methods of learning and assessment of English language for the student is
represented appropriately. The value of adjusted R2 which is 0.783 shows 78.3% of the
variation in challenges faced by students is represented by new methods of learning and
assessment of English language. Further, the F- value is 129.464 which is greater than the
required value of 1 thus stating that with the presence of new methods of learning and
assessment of English language as the independent variable in the model, the variation in
challenges faced by students is represented more precisely. Further the P-value of variables
such as B1- Involves too much distraction, B2 - Difficult to retain concepts, B6 - Lack of one
on one interaction with teacher and B7 - feel comfortable with the traditional teaching style, is
less than the significance level of study i.e. less than 0.05, meaning these variables indicate the
challenges faced by students due to new methods of learning and assessment of English
language. Thus the null hypothesis that new methods of learning and assessment of English
language do not prove challenging for students is rejected.
Discussion
The present study aimed at identifying the latest trends in learning and assessment of
English as a foreign language and assessing its effectiveness in Saudi Arabia. To achieve the
aim of the present study researcher has employed the combination of both primary and
secondary analysis. The primary analysis first focused on identifying various new trends and
developments in the domain of learning and assessment of English language. For this purpose,
the interview was conducted with 18 faculty members. The findings reveal the answers for the
research questions 1, 2 and 3. Answering the first research and third research questions, study
shows that technology-assisted learning, blended learning, role play, task-based learning,
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inquiry-based learning, neuro-linguistic programming, project-based approach, lexical
approach and eclectic method are the most common trends and developments that teachers
have adopted these days. It was also discovered that these act as catalyst in motivating students
to work in new way; help the students to be autonomous; encourage active role of students;
help retain more information; develop language skills; increase student cooperation; enable
gathering more information; help develop vocabulary and language structure.
By using the quantitative analysis approach along with the outcome of the interview, the study
tried to answer the second and third research questions related to the effectiveness and
challenges of novel trends and developments. The study proved that new methods of learning
and assessment of English language do have a significant impact on student effectiveness. The
introduction of the latest trends has led the students to seek practical solutions for their needs
in the current scenario. However, new trends in learning and assessment of EFL showed some
challenges for the students and teachers due to presence of factors such as too much distraction,
lack of one-and-one interaction with teachers and some students felt comfortable with the
traditional way of teaching.
These results are in line with the previous studies mentioned in the literature review section.
The study reveals that all the major themes such as technology-assisted learning, blended
learning (Assulaimani , 2019; Garrison 2017; Shadiev & Yang, 2020; Al Saif, 2015; Al-Madani
& Allaafiajiy, 2014 ; King, 2013), role lay (Alabsi, 2016, Keezhatta, 2020); task-based learning
and inquiry-based learning, (Al-Seghayer, 2014); neuro-linguistic programming (Keezhatta,
2019; Lashkarian & Sayadian, 2015); communicative language teaching and challenges
(Abahussain, 2016; Farooq, 2015); project-based approach (Alsamani, & Daif-Allah 2016);
eclectic method (Sarifa, 2020; Al-Seghayer, 2014) are effective budding trends and
developments at undergraduate English majors of Saudi Arabia.

As the above studies

recommended to incorporate these in English classrooms, this study also suggests using these
trends and developments in the domain of learning and assessment of English as a Foreign
Language at undergraduate English majors of Saudi Arabia for effective language learning.
Implementing these trends and development, as mentioned in the conceptual framework of the
study, may improve the proficiency in the English language; lead to individualization, and
increase the efficiency of universities in imparting knowledge. As this is a comprehensive study
to explore the latest trends and developments in learning assessments of EFL, it couldn’t
analyse each of them in detail. This study may support the recent related studies, and be useful
for the detailed study of them in future.
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Conclusion and recommendations
The field of language teaching and assessment of English language has been changing at an
ever-increasing rate. The traditional notions of education nowadays have been giving way to
newer and more innovative way of thinking, learning, teaching and acquiring knowledge.
Modern methods of teaching and assessment of EFL like technology-assisted learning, blended
learning, role play, task-based learning, inquiry-based learning, neuro-linguistic programming,
project-based approach, lexical approach and eclectic method etc. have made English learning
more engaging, boosting attentiveness and reducing absenteeism of students. Simultaneously
it helps to develop the basic skills of language learning such as listening, speaking, reading and
writing thus increasing their performance, motivates them to learn, increases effective skills,
thus contributing towards increasing their productivity. The study, therefore, establishes the
benefits of modern methods of teaching and assessment for EFL in Saudi Arabia. However, a
major hurdle in the widespread implementation of these modern methods is lack of proficiency
in using the tools on the part of the teachers.
Based on these findings, some recommendations could be provided. Firstly, since one of the
major success factors, while using modern ways of learning and assessment is the efficiency
on part of teachers and their thoroughness with respect to a new technique of teaching, it is
recommended that institutions should focus on providing training to their teachers (Deraney
and Alghamdi 2020) so that they can properly impart knowledge among the students. Secondly,
although there are various new methods and techniques that teachers can adopt, the technique
so chosen should be completely based on suitability and needs of the students, failing which
the learning process could be frustrating for them rather than being fruitful. Further studies in
this area can explore the implementation of these tools in conjunction with various strategies
and in context of different courses across Saudi Arabia, and even draw comparative analyses
with other countries in the Middle East.
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Abstract
This research proposes a model to improve both learner autonomy and English language skills
of the EFL learners in Vietnam. The model could also be applied in other Asian EFL
educational institutions where English language is taught as a major. This research study aims
to develop an autonomous class model, through which the two objectives are set out to be
fulfilled: 1) promote learner autonomy in EFL classes and 2) improve the learners’ four English
language skills, i.e., listening, speaking, reading and writing. The research adopted an
experimental approach and was implemented in a training course comprising ten 180-minute
classes. After designing an autonomous class, the training was conducted in these ten classes.
Each class comprised a group discussion and English proficiency training via the use of the
autonomous class model. Sixty second-year English majored students at a Vietnamese
university were recruited into the training. Participants were divided into three groups: the pilot
group (G1), the experimental group (G2) and the control group (G3). Quantitative data were
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collected from G2 and G3 on students’ English proficiency using pre-tests and post-tests, as
well as on learner autonomy based on the average scores marked by both students and teachers
for the students’ ability to set out learning objectives, devise a learning plan, choose learning
materials, and self-evaluate the learning progress after completing the ten classes. Participants’
reflective reports, supplemented by the researcher’s journal, were also collected as qualitative
data. The results of the ten-week training course revealed a boost in the participants’ learner
autonomy. These tests’ quantitative results reveal a statistically significant difference in
English language performance between G2 and G3. The overall improvement in all English
language skills were recorded over the duration of training, while G3’s improvement was found
to be negligible. Qualitative data (not reported in this article) reveals the difficulties
encountered by the participants during the training, their positive feedback, and interest in the
training using the autonomous class model. This study’s findings are discussed in terms of its
contribution to research in this area and to the overall teaching and learning of English language
in the Vietnamese context.

Introduction
The importance of Vietnamese students' autonomy is emphasized in many education reformrelated documents of the Ministry of Education and Training. For example, Decision 43/2007
/ QD-BGDDT emphasizes the factor promoting student autonomy, in which students need to
be more proactive, active, and responsible for their own learning. However, the reality suggests
that students are not given autonomy in their learning process. Although Vietnam’s teaching
methods have undergone reforms, such as the emergence of active teaching methods, learnercenteredness (Nguyen & Chon, 2020) the teaching of English at the country’s universities
continues to follow the conventional, teacher-centered model. Traditionally, many studies have
been conducted in this regard, (Dang,2010; Nguyen 2017) wherein teachers were shown to
play the role of imparting knowledge. In addition, the curriculum, lectures, and teaching
content have been mostly prepared by the teachers and students almost have no right to choose
what they want to learn. and to learn passively. Resultantly, they have a low probability of
enhancing their autonomous capacity.
In terms of general education, improving learners' autonomy has been shown to bring many
benefits to learners (Little, 1991; Littlewood, 1999). These include specific benefits, such as
letting learners to learn with focus and purpose. In addition, after developing their ability to
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remain autonomy in their studies, learners will be able to become responsible in other areas of
life as well.
The current educational trend pertains to research on the autonomy capacity of learners (in
different countries) whose native language is not English. In line with this trend, the current
research to improve learners’ English proficiency and their learning autonomy through an
autonomous class model developed by me.
Learner autonomy and previous studies on learner autonomy in EFL teaching
Learner autonomy
There are many different definitions of 'learner autonomy.' For example, this same concept,
Wenden (1999) emphasizes learners' perception, their ability to reflect deeply on their learning,
and their ability to perceive effective learning opportunities for learners. In addition, learner
autonomy is related to self-motivation, according to Deci and Ryan (1985), whereas Doyal and
Gough (1991) suggest that autonomous learners are basically self-motivated in their learning
process feel in charge of their decision-making process, take responsibility for their actions,
and have confidence in themselves.
The educational literature is replete with various explanations of the concept of 'autonomous
learning' (Benson & Voller, 1997). Autonomous learning is the ability to not endure effects of
all external factors in the learning process and based on this understanding, educational
theorists and educators consider self-learning an inert state rather than an objective. The
majority of existing research on learner autonomy defines how learners are responsible for their
own learning and how teachers help learners become more autonomous. However, this concept
will not be utilized in my research.
Instead, this study adopts the concept proposed by Holec (1981), who defined ‘learner
autonomy’ as learners’ capacity to take responsibility of their learning. More specifically, this
denotes their ability to:
- Identify learning goals
- Plan the study (learning process)
- Select study materials, methods and techniques
- Monitor and evaluate the learning process
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Although there are many different definitions of the term 'learner autonomy', equating learner
autonomy with the concept of self-instruction would be erroneous (Dickinson, 1995), which
means learning without the management of a teacher; or 'independent learning' which means
that learners can decide on their own learning needs. In reality, the concept of 'learner
autonomy' is not only related to decision-making process, but also embraces the needs, interests
of learners, and their ability to work with teachers. As such, autonomous learning does not
merely encompass learners’ individual experience, but is also reflected in the learner’
interaction with each other, as well as the thoughts and perspectives of teachers.
Notably, although Holec’s views about learner autonomy are well received by scholars
worldwide (Dam, 1995; Benson & Voller, 1997), they have come under criticism from some
scholars Reeves- Miller (1993) who are opposed to learner training. For example, Illich (1971)
posited that students only learn autonomously when the encounters they have are significant
enough to them. Similarly, Benson (1995) opined that students can only practice self-directed
learning after being exposed to some resources and counselling (Benson, 1995). However,
some evidence still exists to suggest that learners can develop their autonomy via training
(Dam, 1995; Ellis & Sinclair. 1989; Oxford, 1990).
Research studies conducted by Dam (1995), Aoki (2001) and Benson (2001) investigating
learner autonomy in the area of learner autonomy in language teaching and learning indicate
that learner autonomy issues are not unique to the Vietnamese context. Instead, their
importance and relevance extend to Asian and even global settings. A vast variety of studies
have been conducted on this topic worldwide. In Europe, the topic 'learner autonomy' has
elicited the interest of several a number of educational administrators, such as the work of
Dam (1995) on providing autonomy for English students in a Danish secondary school. The
findings showed that the autonomy of students was positive and useful, although the main
limitations of that study was that it involved a small group of middle school students. As the
founding father for subsequent studies of ‘learner autonomy’, Holec (1981) and Little (1991)
formulated numerous theories on 'learner autonomy', which emphasized 'learner autonomy'
as the ability to be responsible for all decisions relevant to one's learning. This includes the
ability to set out learning objectives, select learning content, use study skills, and monitor
learning process.
In Asia, the theme ‘learner autonomy’ has been successfully researched by a number
of authors. In Japan, for example, researchers like Aoki (2001), Aoki and Smith (1999), when
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studying the autonomy of Japanese university students, succeeded in rejecting the prejudice
that 'learner autonomy' is a Western cultural concept. They proved that that 'learner
autonomy' is indeed a general psychological phenomenon of learners, which has little to do
with cultural differences. In Hong Kong, researchers like Little (1991) and Benson (2001)
have also been substantial. For example, Little (1991) analyzed three elements of 'learner
autonomy' learners participate in decision-making; learners are responsible for their own
learning process; and when learners are self-sufficient, they may show more responsibility in
other areas of life. Benson (2007), provided insights into the benefits of 'learner autonomy'
through his own analysis.
In Vietnam, the topic 'learner autonomy' has also received considerable attention from
educators and language educators alike in the recent past. This concept started being
discussed more actively in the media when the comprehensive education reform campaign
launched by the Ministry of Education and Training entered critical stages. However, there
is a paucity of any specific research that delves deep into how autonomous capacity of
English learners can be improved. Some authors have only elucidated the current
predicament of students’ lack of autonomy in classes, thereby giving suggestions on
solutions, i.e., self-regulated strategies, to improve the independence and autonomy in the
English Writing skills of students.
Some authors such as Le (2013), Dang (2010), Nguyen (2010), and Trinh (2005) have
successfully studied 'learner autonomy' in the Vietnamese context, but they approached the
concept of autonomy differently, for example, learner autonomy as self-regulation skills,
self-initiation, self-monitoring or self-assessment. In his research, Trinh (2005) examined
how to improve 'learner autonomy' in Vietnam by renovating and editing the curriculum.
Another study by Nguyen (2010), showed the relationship between 'learner autonomy' and
foreign language capacity of learners. The author also explored how to integrate 'learner
autonomy' into classroom setting. In her study, 'learner autonomy' was understood as selfinitiation and self-regulation of one's own learning. More recently, Nguyen et al. (2014)
successfully studied the perception of English teachers at six universities to improve 'learner
autonomy' for English students. These authors shared the viewpoint that autonomy could be
forged for Vietnamese language learners.
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Research gap and problem statement
Many studies have been carried out on the autonomy in learning foreign languages,
but there is not much evidence to confirm whether or not learner autonomy of EFL learners
could be enhanced for university level language learners and whether learner autonomy could
help enhance learners’ language skills. This study was conducted to fill that research gap. In
addition, very few studies have been conducted on how to improve autonomy for English
learners in a comprehensive way. Meanwhile, there is no research to suggest an autonomous
class model wherein learners' autonomy and foreign language skills are promoted. The fact
is that English teachers in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) countries are constantly
striving to create activities to stimulate learners' joy and passion for learning English. However,
the activities are unable to change the passive state of learners from high school to university
level, particularly in Asian countries, including Vietnam. Learners are accustomed to the kind
of learning in which the teachers 'spoon-feed' prepared knowledge; learners merely passively
receive the information. This is a common situation in all subjects, not only English. They
continue to rely upon their teachers and are not prepared to develop a sense of responsibility
for their own learning. It is notable that this problem is not limited to Vietnamese learners
alone; learners in Asian or European contexts are also found to experience similar challenges
in their respective countries.
Objectives of the study
The main aim of this research was to build a learning model named ‘autonomous
class model’ to improve learner autonomy, i.e., learners’ capacity to set learning goals, plan
learning plans, choose learning materials, and self-assess the entire learning process. At the
same time, this study is aimed at enhancing the learners’ English proficiency, specifically, the
four language skills: Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing through the model. The
students’ perception of the study’s impact and the difficulties they encountered through the
ACM are also expected to be revealed through their reflective reports.
Methodology
Research design
The study adopted a quasi-experimental research design wherein I collected and analyzed
quantitative data as primary data. The method is suitable for examining the effects of
innovations in an educational setting (Bloomfield & Fisher, 2019; Alkhudiry, 2020). The
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quantitative data include scores of pre- and post-English proficiency tests (Vietnam
standardized language tests/V-step, which is relatively similar to CEFR) and scores students’
learner autonomy before and after the course. Qualitative data (not reported in this article)
includes the results of teacher notes (fieldnotes) and the student feedback report (reflective
report) on the course. The research was conducted by taking the following steps:
Step 1: Developing the autonomous class model (ACM)
Based on the theories of 'learner autonomy' as well as the theory of English teaching methods,
the authors set up the curriculum, learning content and learning activities for the ACM
Step 2: Piloting the ACM
First of all, the invitation to participate in the ACM was distributed to all second year English
majored students of the researched universities; invited students met with me for a session to
hear specific information about the research objectives and associated content. Invited students
were officially enrolled in the study. The pilot group (G1) had 15 students studying in the
ACM.
Step 3: Experimenting the ACM
Pre-course test: An experimental study was implemented after the polit study. The ACM group
(so called Experimental group – Group 2/G2) and control group (G3) (taught in traditional
method) took the test before the course to be assessed for their English proficiency. The test
(V-step) comprised four parts corresponding to the four English language skills: Listening,
Speaking, Reading and Writing.
Training sessions: Before the first session of the ACM, two training sessions were held: in
Session 1, students were trained in essential learning skills and learning strategies which are
considered effective according to the work of Oxford (1990). In the second session,
autonomous skills were introduced to students. The next 10 sessions were conducted in English
language through the ACM training for students.
Experimenting the ACM: After that, ACM occurred in 10 weeks, and the number of students
were 15/class. Students studied one session per week, comprising six periods (one period = 45
minutes) per session. In these sessions, students learnt in the ACM training that had been
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piloted and adjusted earlier. In all sessions, students were empowered to choose and decide on
their learning goals, learning content, learning materials, and monitor their learning.
Research participants, sampling and ethical considerations
Second-year English majored students at a university in Hanoi were selected because
in their second year, they were still learning English language skills such as Listening,
Speaking, Reading, and Writing. In addition, according to the school teachers' assessment, their
autonomy skills were not positive. The study chose the participants following convenient
sampling, i.e., according to their response and their availability. After the invitation was sent
to the sophomores, those who accepted the invitation at the earliest were selected to join the
ACM training. Participants were informed about all the information about the research.
Beforehand, they were told that they could withdraw from the study at any time of their
preference. All information and data they provided while participating in the study was kept
confidential solely for research purposes. In the study, the researcher was simultaneously the
teacher of the aforementioned classes.
Research instruments
Primary research instruments
Pre- and post-tests of English
English Proficiency Test (V-steps) is accepted by Vietnamese government to test learners'
English proficiency within the Vietnamese territory by replacing standardized international
English tests. The three-hour test was designed by very few accredited testing centers in
Vietnam. It was ensured the validity and reliability by testing experts in the accredited centers.
The test consists of four parts corresponding to the four language skills, namely Listening,
Reading, Writing and Speaking. It is of an intermediate level, equivalent to B1 (MOET 6-level
reference frame or B1-CEFR). The question types and format in the test are similar to those
used in the B1 level of International English Proficiency Test (CEFR). The results of the two
groups were intended to examine if the students’ English proficiency scores is significantly
different.
Self-assessment and teacher’s assessment of learner autonomy
In fact, the assessment of learner autonomy does not have a pre-determined process or clear
criteria for researchers in the world to use. Some authors propose to use survey questionnaires
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or interview questions such as Rivers (1987) in order to evaluate the process of autonomy,
autonomy capacity and self-control bias of learners. The questions are based on the criteria that
are able to evaluate these points and whether it is possible to evaluate learners' autonomy from
external manifestations.
There are many documents suggesting that it is difficult to assess foreign learner autonomy
(Sinclair, 1999), although it is still possible to do so. Self-assessment is often used by
researchers using the self-assessment method, which is also used by learners, because selfassessment is also one of the requirements for learners to augment their autonomy capacity.
The teacher needs to pay attention to guide learners on how to self-assess and improve this
ability so as to enable learners to control their learning in a better manner.
Self-assessment is part of the educational evaluation process that helps learners reflect on and
become more aware of their learning activities, their ability to learn to improve, and adjust their
work or study by themselves. In order to self-assess their autonomy capacity, learners need to
identify the components comprising the learner autonomy capacity. In this study, autonomy is
developed on the four dimensions of autonomy as presented in Holec (1981, p. 3), including
the abilities of setting learning goals, planning their study, selecting learning content/materials,
and monitoring their learning process.
The mutual evaluation of teachers and learners has been shown to benefit both teachers and
learners wherein the relationship between teachers and learners is truly collaborative. The more
the learners could self-assess their learning, the better their multidimensional thinking abilities
(Rühlemann, 2000).
In this study, the researcher designed the learner autonomy assessment tool using the four
autonomous skills as previously mentioned as marking criteria. The researcher assessed
learners' autonomy by scoring the four skills of learners on a weekly basis. Every week, learners
had to make a study plan. In this plan, learners defined the study goal for that week, planned
their study for that period, decided to choose the course materials and evaluated the completion
of their goals for that week. At the end of each week, learners evaluated their autonomy through
these four skills, then the teacher assessed the learners' autonomy through the four skills with
reference to the students’ completed work (set for that plan) marked by the teacher. The
learner’s assessment score of autonomy capacity is the average score (of the learner) and the
teacher assessed during teen weeks of training and one week before the course.
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Secondary research instruments (not reported in this article)
Students’ reflective reports
At the end of the course, students in the experimental class wrote their feedback reports
(Dörnyei, 2007).
Teacher field notes
In the ACM, the teacher took notes of students' learning activities and interactions. The
purpose of doing that was to provide information for reinforcing data in students' reflective
reports and the students’ test results.
The design of the ACM
Designing an autonomous class model essentially entails designing a course in which the main
task is to design a system of activities, learning content and learning materials, and identifying
measures of assessment in order to measure instructional progress and quality. In the most
commonly used course design method, teacher instruction planning revolves around a list of
key content, such as a course table for a course that is often seen in English textbooks. However,
in this study, it is started from the goal of the course, i.e., the expected outcome of the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes that learners are expected to gain after taking their course. This
approach for designing a course has been suggested by Fink, (2003), Tewsbury and MacDonald
(2005).
The training materials were simultaneously recommended by the teachers and students. The
materials for practicing English listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills were selected
and shared by the students both online and offline in order to cater to the students’ needs and
wants. In addition to the English language training, the students received training in
autonomous skills, as suggested by Holec (1981) comprising setting learning objectives,
learning planning, choosing learning materials, and self-monitoring their progress.
Data analysis
Quantitative data, i.e., the pre- and post-tests were marked by two independent markers to
ensure reliability. The results were analyzed with the help of SPSS, while qualitative data, i.e.,
students’ reflective report and the research journal were analyzed via content analysis in line
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with the steps suggested in Dörnyei (2007), Hsieh and Shannon (2005), Zhang & Wildemuth
(2009) with three main steps, i.e., coding, displaying data, and interpreting data.
Procedures and treatment phases
The autonomous class was organized as a ten-week course. Each lesson last three hours. The
first lesson began with the learners signing the study contracts that had been prepared by the
teachers in advance so that the learners were more committed and responsible for their learning.
The following figure (Fig. 1) summarizes the ACM training process.

Canvas Autonomous class online forum

Learner-directed
3

2

T

Selfgrouping

Choosing
interactive
activities

▪Autonomous skills
practice
▪English skill practice
▪Using learning
strategies
▪Selecting learning
materials
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T

▪Discussing
learning
objectives
▪Assessing
learning plan
▪Training

▪Assessing learning
efficiency
▪Setting objectives
for next class
▪Selecting
homework

T

1

Figure 1 Autonomous class model for EFL learners
ACM Stage 1
Group division denotes the first stage of this class, which was divided by itself (or with the
support of the teacher) into small groups of 3-4 students. Learners then began with a selfassessment of their study plans and adapted their study plans for the following week using
specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and timely (SMART) goal setting skills for their
respective plans.
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Autonomous skills were practiced in the form of exercises and designs on slides prepared by
the teacher, who then posted and uploaded the same to the online forum every week in
accordance with the students’ preference. The first autonomous skill to be trained was chosen
and uploaded by the teacher. The learners practiced the skills and self-monitored their skills
use at home. Next, learners discussed and shared their views in groups about the autonomous
skills they chose to learn that week or issues related to the ACM during their learning process.
Subsequently, the participants discussed the content of new learning skills previously posted
on the online forum (Canvas). Thereafter, the participants presented and reviewed what they
learned from that lesson.
Stage 2
Next, learners practiced English skills, after being given the autonomous power and skills, i.e.,
choosing or deciding on their own from a series of learning activities, learning strategies in
class, and eventually practicing the language skills. These English skills included listening,
speaking, reading and writing skills. The lecture content was compiled into lecture slides in
accordance with the needs of learners as proposed before the course; or when related videos
from available websites were shared online or offline. A summary of the lesson was distributed
by the teacher to the learners at the end of the class.
Stage 3
Learners re-evaluated their weekly learner autonomy results by reviewing the self-assessment
of goal sheets to adjust for the next week. They could then select from/out of the teacherprepared learning materials placed in the classroom bookshelf. Some of these materials were
also uploaded to the Canvas online forum for learners to practice their English skills at home
as part of homework according to the study plans and learning goals set by learners for the
length of the course (long-term goals) and weekly intervals (short-term goals)
Classes took place one session per week. For the remainder of the duration, the participants
practiced outside the classroom, i.e., developed their autonomous skills to practice their English
skills under the teacher’s support and supervision. Learners were free to choose and identify a
learning strategy that suited their interests and learning style such as working with roommates,
with the foreigners they knew. They had to complete speaking, writing, listening, reading
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assignments, submitted and saved as self-assessed learning documents. Learners then selfassessed their assignments using the marking sheet handed out to learners by the teacher.
Following the self-assessment, the learners uploaded the documents to the Canvas online forum
for teachers to feedback and comments. The completion of the learner assignments helped
teachers track the learning progress and compared the progress with the learners’ learning goals
that have been submitted previously to evaluate the level of goal completion and ensure
autonomy enhancement of the learners. This process was also recorded by learners as a form
of self- assessment of their own learning and discussed before each class session. Students,
who had problems accessing the online forum, could send documents to teacher through emails.
Classroom arrangement
Classroom tables and chairs were arranged in groups to allow learners to discuss in groups of
3-4 people. This arrangement helped the learners feel that the teacher no longer played a central
role or controlled the classroom, but that she was just like one of the learners. At the same time,
the teacher could communicate and observe the learners. A group classroom arrangement
helped learners feel less apprehensive since they could exchange views in small groups and
help each other learn better (Dam, 1995).
The classroom bookcase was a place for materials were selected by teachers in advance from
various sources and topics so that learners could make the selection based on their own needs,
abilities. and interests. Learners were allowed to use their personal computers or mobile phones
to access the internet for learning purposes. They found materials that learners wanted to read
and listen to more to practice the four language skills.
On the board or sometimes on the wall poster, the teacher or the learner wrote the lesson
objectives as agreed upon by all participants to ensure that they were striving to meet those
objectives when focusing on language skills and autonomy skills, even without the intervention
of teachers.
The role of teachers and learners
Learners played a central role in the classroom, whereas teachers only acted as a facilitator and
advisor in the ACM.
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Results
Results of Learner Autonomy in the ACM training
The scores of learner autonomy in G3 (experimental/ACM group) are calculated by
describing the teachers and learners' assessment of learner autonomy both before and after the
course. The learner autonomy result learners gained per week, i.e., from week 1 to week 11
(A1-> A11) is the percentage of learners’ meeting their goals (as evidenced on the study plan
that they created) with reference to the assignment completed (following the student's learning
plans and goals). This competency is the combination of the exercise of autonomy skills,
namely, the ability to define learning goals, plan study, select study materials, and evaluate the
learning process. The score (percentage of assignment completion) given by the student were
added to the points (percent) assigned by the teacher and divided into two halves in order to
take the average final score. Teachers looked at learners’ work plan sheets and completed
assignments submitted to the teacher on a weekly basis to evaluate the student's percentage of
completion on the pre-determined plan. The following are the learners' autonomy scores over
the 10 weeks of study. The marking used the standard 100-point scale.

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics of G3 learner autonomy scores
N
A1
A11
Valid N
(listwise)

Minimum Maximum
15
15

20.00
55.00

100.00
90.00

Mean
44.6667
68.0000

Std.
Variance
Deviation
18.07392 326.667
11.61895 135.000

15

The above statistics show that the lowest learner autonomy score of students before the
ACM is 20 points, whereas the lowest score after the course is 55 points. However, the maximum
score before and after the ACM shows a difference of 10 points, which does not significantly
affect the difference in the students’ average in the experimental group before the course (44.6%)
and after the course, i.e., an increase to 68%.The table below provides data to determine whether
the results of the learners’ autonomy capacity before and after the course differ significantly.
Data comparing learner autonomy capacity before and after the course show a statistically
significant difference when the probability value is less than or equal to = <0.05
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Table 2 G3 difference in learner autonomy before
and after the ACM (paired sample test)
t

Pair 1

A1 - A11

df

-3.883

Sig. (2-tailed)

14

.002

The following table illustrates the participants’ learner autonomy development during
the time when they attended the autonomous class training.

G3 individuals' learner autonomy throughout the ACM
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Figure 2 G3 individuals’ learner autonomy throughout the ACM
The chart above indicates that, for each individual learner of G3, there is progress in
autonomy capacity over time - within 10 weeks of study, each learner's progress in the ACM
training is considerable, especially students (S-Student) S1, S2, S5, S12, S1. For other learners,
although they have not improved significantly, as compared with their initial learner autonomy,
there was still improvement, with the exception of student No. 7(S7) who had very high scores
in week 1, although it was the only week that had witnessed the superiority. After week 1, the
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S15

autonomy of the student (S7) developed at a steadily increasing rate. Explaining this number,
the researcher re-explores individual learners in the process of setting learning goals and
learning plans. In the case of learner number 7 (S7), it could be attributed to her setting goal,
which is much lower than her personal competencies, which is why the completion of her goals
and plans is not difficult. However, week 1 is when learners began to learn how to define
learning goals, learning content, choose learning content, and make their own study plan.
Therefore, this job is novel for 100% of G3 participants, implying that the scores in week 1
might not accurately reflect the learners’ actual autonomy capacity

The results of students’ English language performance
The following section presents the results of the tests of four aforementioned English
skills before and after the course of both the experimental group (G2) that took ACM model
and the control group (G3) that took a conventional model. Each test of Listening, Speaking,
Reading, and Writing skill was calculated on a scale of 100 points and a total score of 4 skills
denotes an average of the four skill scores. The skills are marked according to the criteria set.
Some of them were known to the students in advance (i.e., self-assessment checklists for
writing and speaking skills).
The results will be presented with the statistically significant difference value, i.e., p <.05. The
p values represent a significant difference, as mentioned in the following section. Next, the test
results of the students are presented in accordance with the specific skill, i.e., Listening,
Speaking, Reading, and Writing between the Experimental group (G2) and the Control group
(G3). The results of the Control group help ascertain the impact/effectiveness of the ACM
integrated training on students’ English skills. In order to evaluate the progress of students, the
researcher calculated the difference of the test score before and after the course ended, before
comparing the average. Results of the pilot group (G1) are not reported here.
The following table shows us the consistency in the ability of students in all four English skills
at an entrance test. There is no difference in specific English skills expressed by the value of
p> .05, wherein the homogeneity of the test results at the beginning of the listening skill is p
= .598, Speaking is p =. 618, Reading skill p = .768, and Writing skills are p = .808.
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Table 3 Test of homogeneity of variances: pretests between groups
df1

Levene
Statistic

df2

Sig.

Prelistenin
g

.284

1

28

.598

Pre English
language
speaking

.254

1

28

.618

Prereading

.089

1

28

.768

Prewriting

.060

1

28

.808

The results of homogeneity between variables lead to the test of ANOVA, which reveals
whether there is any significant difference among the groups in terms of the pretests with
Experimental and Control group. From the table, it can be inferred that the pretest result of the
study groups is similar. Put succinctly, the level of students participating in the ACM model is
not significantly different. Looking at the pretest as well as in each research group, the p-values
are > .05 in all cases.

Table 4 Pre-test scores between G2 & G3 (ANOVA)

Sum of
Squares
Between
Groups
Prelistening

Within Groups
Total

df

Mean
Square

50.700

1

50.700

981.600

28

35.057

1032.300

29
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F

1.446

Sig.

.239

Between
Groups
Prespeaking

22.533

1

22.533

Within Groups

631.467

28

22.552

Total

654.000

29

.833

1

.833

Within Groups

1412.533

28

50.448

Total

1413.367

29

.033

1

.033

Within Groups

1040.933

28

37.176

Total

1040.967

29

Between
Groups
Prereading

Between
Groups
Prewriting

.999

.326

.017

.899

.001

.976

The following part displays the test scores of both experimental group (G2) and control group
(G3) regarding the four English skills. Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 depict the comparison of the scores in
relation to each English language skill in both pre- and post-tests. Significance at p < 0.05 is
indicated with *, at p < 0.01 with ** and at p < 0.001 with ***. Asterisks are used to make
within feature comparisons.
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Listening skills between Experimental group and Control group
Figure 3 indicates an improvement in both groups regarding the listening skill. However, the
improvement is larger in the experimental group than its control counterpart.

Listening scores between G2 & G3
*

59

57.93

58

*
57
56.05
56
55
55
54
53

52.4

52
51
50
49
G2

G3
Prelistening

Post listening

Figure 3 Total Listening score between G2 & G3
The control group had a slight starting advantage as far as listening skills were concerned. In
addition, it can be seen that both groups made progress but the experimental group dares better
than the control group in the post test. These scores are significantly different at p <.05.
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Speaking skills between Experimental group (G2) and Control group (G3)

Speaking scores between G2 & G3
70

68.53

68
66
64

**
*

***
62.86

61.66

61.13

62
60
58
56
G2

G3
Prespeaking

Postspeaking

Figure 4 Total speaking score between G2 & G3
The test results of speaking skill show that the experimental group (G2) outperformed those in
the control group (G3). The difference between pre-test and post-test scores in the experimental
group was food to be significant at p<.001. The highest post-test score is seen in the
experimental group, at learner number 7 with a score of 75, while the highest post-test score of
the control group’s learner S24 is 70.
Reading skills between Experimental group and Control group

Reading scores between G2 & G3
75

73.8

70

**
*

65

63.6

64.8

63.93

60
55

**
*

G2

G3
Prereading

Postreading

Figure 5 Total reading score between G2 & G3
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Different from the results of Speaking skill, in the Reading skill scores, the experimental group
has evidently made more progress than the control group. Specifically, the total reading score
of G2 witnesses a highly significant difference, with the p <.001. In contrast, the control group
has a negligible difference between the pre- and post-test of the same skill.

Writing Skills between Experimental group and Control group

Writing scores betwen G2 & G3
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
58

72.53

***
66.66
64.06

64

***
G2

G3
Prewriting

Postwriting

Figure 6 Total writing scores between G2 & G3
The remaining skills show that the scores of both groups witnessed an increase. However, more
significant progress was still seen in the experimental group with a p value of <. 001.
The following figure shows an overall progress across four English skills between the
experimental group and control group from the pre-test to the post test. A significant difference
can be seen in the experimental group total scores at p < 0.001

Total English language scores between
G2 & G3
80

67.73

60.71

62.76

61.02

60
40
G2

G3

Pre-test total

Post-test total

Figure 7 Total English skills scores between Experimental group and Control
group
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In summary, the test results indicate an improvement for both ACM experimental groups and
the control class across all four skills: Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing. However, the
experimental group was found to make a more significant progress. It was also observed to be
statistically more significant than the control group in all skills, with p values of p <.016
(Listening), and p <.001 in the remainder of the skills. This implies less difference in the
listening scores and a highly significant difference between writing and reading scores.
Conclusion
The experimental ACM model shows positive effects on learners' autonomy and the English
language proficiency of learners, besides their enhanced awareness of the importance of learner
autonomy and positive feelings about self-change in the autonomy capacity (not reported in
this article). Progress was made in the ability to set learning goals, study plans, choose study
materials, and self-assessments, with significant differences over time, i.e., p = .002 together
with the positive feedback of learners (not reported in this article) about the ACM course,
learning activities, learning strategies, and self-assessment activities.
For learners' English proficiency, the students' results of listening, speaking, reading and
writing test showed improvements after the experimental course (G2), specifically test scores
before and after the course of the listening skills with p = .016, speaking skill with p = .000,
reading with p = .000, and writing p = .000. Meanwhile, the control group (G3) did not show
a significant difference in listening skills p = .0111 and writing p = .048, and showed no
difference in speaking p = .508 and reading p = .394.
Despite positive results from the study for both learner autonomy and their English proficiency,
it is indubitable that enhancing learner autonomy is a lifelong process that requires the
collaborative and determined effort on part of both the learner and the teacher. Austin (2006)
observed that there is no miraculous method that can immediately enhance a learners' autonomy
capacity. Instead, it is a job that requires time and patience for both teachers and students.
Sometimes, unsatisfactory advanced results can be frustrating and confusing for both teachers
and learners. However, as professionals, although changing habits with information provided
by learners is a difficult process, we need to create maximum conditions for learners to promote
their independent learning ability and trust in learners' abilities while helping learners have
confidence in their abilities.
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Recommendations
Learner autonomy in learning four English language skills
For all language skills, it is necessary to gradually train learners' autonomous skills. For
teachers, knowing the necessary skills for being autonomous learners is important but not
enough. While it is assumed that an autonomy of students can positively affect learners' beliefs,
learners' learning styles, interests and learning experiences, the fact is that learners need to be
familiarized with the autonomous skills in a comprehensive manner. For example, in Vietnam
teachers are supposed to take responsibility for the students’ learning. Hurd (1998)
recommended that if learners are not trained for autonomy, their autonomy ability is unlikely
to be promoted even if they participate actively in the learning process. Therefore, raising
learners' awareness of the importance of learner autonomy is just as important as making a
personal plan, monitoring, and evaluating the learning process within and outside the classroom
environment.
In foreign language education, teachers must help learners get acclimatized with learner
autonomy by giving learners in a gradual manner, for example, giving them the freedom to
choose learning activities, materials, types of exercises, etc. Subsequently, learners can make
their own choices. Also, when learning a foreign language, it is essential to especially practice
planning and self-assessment skills as well as leveraging resources to choose sources that are
suitable for each individual.
For teachers in the ACM
For the ACM, the teacher simultaneously plays the role of a coordinator, a consultant, a friend,
and as a researcher. To enhance the classroom activities’ efficacy, teachers are recommended
to use research tools such as observations, notes, teaching journals, survey questions, and
student interviews in order to monitor the learners' progress apart from exams, homework.
Learners can also be provided with self-assessment tools such as self-assessments, crossassessments, and websites to save their learning progress in learning profile creation sites like
Ning, eduspaces, Web 2.0. Additionally, the teacher can consider taking the students selfassessment into the final assessment results.
To learn English skills, the exploitation of websites, software, and online learning
forums requires learners to be equipped good computer and internet skills. Similarly, since it
takes time for learners to get acquainted with virtual classroom, teachers could provide them
with technical support after they themselves acquire these skills from more experienced
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colleagues. This is because it is not easy for disadvantaged learners belonging to disadvantaged
backgrounds to gain access to computers/technology and the internet.
Next, achievement of their goals and choose learning strategies requires learners to have
some degree of training in pedagogy before entering an autonomous classroom. Notably,
learning plans and objectives are agreed upon by the instructors and learners at the beginning
of the course in terms of content, duration, etc. However, this can be adjusted according to the
specific learning situation of the class, by objectively considering factors affecting the process
of implementing the plan.
These are learner autonomy skills that teachers can help equip learners in their learning
process. Additionally, teachers must be aware of the impact of factors other than autonomy
skills, e.g., learners' intrinsic motivation, cultural factors, learners' cognitive factors, student
problems such as lack of time, poor physical conditions, etc. in order to avoid getting
discouraged when learners' attempts to improve autonomy fail. Little (2003) noted that learners
of autonomy often achieve goals and fulfillment, and become motivated learners; however, if
they feel that their efforts are not yielding the desired results, then their learning autonomy may
be impaired. Therefore, teachers need to constantly monitor the progress of learners and
creatively reward even modest achievements of students.
For learners in the ACM
As mentioned before, autonomous learners must know their role as well as their teacher’s role
in the autonomous class before proceeding to the ACM model. Proactive learners must also
understand the teacher's way of teaching, seeking learning assistance from the teacher or
learning counselor to meet their learning needs. They should also equip themselves with
important autonomous skills such as identifying learning goals, priorities and prioritize goals,
and planning to learn according to those goals and on the basis of their abilities, learning
circumstances and conditions to prepare a suitable activity plan.
For example, to improve their writing skills in the long-term, learners can begin by
setting short-term goals about their writing habits. With this goal, learners could specify the
time they have after studying in class and performing other activities so that their goals and
plans become realistic. They are also recommended to make sure their goals are (SMART thereby being relevant to learners’ personal capacity and circumstances.
As such, planning includes allocating resources and choosing a learning strategy.
Choosing study materials is considered to be the teacher’s responsibility (Benson, 2008);
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however, teachers can ask learners to prepare and select study materials to bring to class and
share with their teachers/peer. This activity helps learners be more autonomous Suhirman
(2020). Furthermore, learners should monitor their learning process and reflect on their
learning motivation about their learning activities using a study diary where they can record
their learning process, record difficulties, problems, errors committed, and identify the reasons
for the same in order to solve these challenges.
Based on their academic records and study diaries, learners can set up web pages to
record their learning progress, use self-assessment/ peer-assessment templates provided by
teachers or created by themselves to evaluate their own learning performance. Examples
include testing their comprehension of texts by reading the newspaper without looking up a
dictionary and ascertaining their speaking skills by speaking with native speakers/foreigners.
While doing so, they must compare these assessments with the learner’s previous training to
determine the extent of training being provided. When learners realize their strengths and
weaknesses, and find ways of optimizing their performances, they are more likely to adopt a
holistic, long-term approach to accomplish their goals without worrying about their grades.
Last but not the least, autonomous learners need to improve their ability to collaborate,
share ideas, study materials, etc. with classmates, proactively find ways to solve their own
problems in the learning process, and actively counsel teachers as well as other classmates in
order to help each other improve their performance and create a passion for learning.
Limitations and Suggestions for further research
Strengths of the study
The study’s strengths can be recognized in many aspects. First of all, its success lies in
achieving the actual research purpose, that is, developing an autonomy class model for EFL
learners and assessing the impact of the model on the learners' autonomy/progress in English
skills. In addition, the study also shows the assessment and feedback of learners (not reported
in this article) about the ACM model, learning activities, the use of learning strategies to
improve learners' autonomy, as well as some difficulties that people learners encountered while
participating in model learning.
Another strength of this research is that it contributes to the vast body of scholarly
research on English teaching in countries where English is only learned as a foreign language.
The area of learners' autonomy has been studied in an in-depth manner in many other countries,
there is no model for students to learn English in this manner in Vietnam which helps develop
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both learner autonomy and English proficiency. The findings and inferences made in this study
could also be extended to other parts of the world facing similar challenges. Moreover, this
study facilitates researchers working in the domain of EFL teaching to have a deeper insight
into English language teaching by deciphering the role of learners' autonomy in enhancing
English learning efficiency.
Lastly, another advantage of this research is that I have proven experience in teaching
and understanding the participants’ learning problems, strengths and weaknesses. This helps
the researcher approach the problem in a comprehensive manner. Donning the hat of both the
researcher and the teacher entails many advantages, which has been confirmed in many studies
before (e.g., Kitayama & Cohen, 2007).
Limitations
The number of participants in this study small, although this is considered normal in
small-scale experimental studies. Many previous studies have also involved few learners,
sometimes involving only five learners per group (for example, Varasarin, 2007).
The second downside lies in the limited learning period to significantly improve the
learners’ English skills and autonomy. Typically, it takes a long time for researchers to witness
a significant impact on the students’ English proficiency. With regard to the impact on the
learner's autonomy capacity, more research is needed to assess the ACM model’s long-term
and comprehensive impact.
This study is expected to have a lasting effect on the learners’ enhanced autonomous
skills and their improved English proficiency. In addition to learning activities and learning
strategies, learners can choose suitable learning methods, behaviors, and attitudes of autonomy
in order to improve the quality of their learning.
Future research is expected to replicate the findings and provide new insights involving
a larger population or adapted in different contexts to explore the correlation between different
variables such as cultural backgrounds, language performances, etc. It may also be interesting
to explore the effects of teaching strategies or methods on other dimensions of learner
autonomy.
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Abstract
The prime focus of this study is to anlayse the nativization of certain grammatical features in
Pakistani English by the application of Schneider’s (2007) model. Nativization helps to form a
distinct variety in a new social and cultural context and this phenomenon has been observed in
multilingual countries. A few changes at the grammatical level have been found in Pakistani
English newspapers and fiction. The process of nativization transpires because of the new
cultural environment and communicative needs (Saghal 1991, p. 300) and the transfer from the
local language. This study aims to chart the nativized and stabilized changes in Pakistani
English to assert that Pakistani English is heading towards an endonormative stage of
Schneider’s (2007) model. The findings and results suggest that Pakistani English has its own
unique features that need to be codified in the form of grammar books.
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1. Introduction
English is preferred all around the world because of “political and ideological grounds”
(Kirkpatrick 2006, p. 71) and used as a medium of instruction and official language in many
Asian countries. The emergence of various Englishes in Asia is the result of colonization and
globalization. English is affected by the local languages in this region and vice versa.
According to Y. Kachru and Nelson (2006), local nativized varieties of English should be
acknowledged and used for teaching purposes. Baumgardner (1995) believes that Pakistani
English has a substantial influence from the Urdu language. He (1993) proposed that Pakistani
English newspapers can be used to teach grammar to Pakistani learners. It is in line with the
Canagarajah’s (2006) view of pedagogy that is based on the requirements of the local context.
In this global era, English is no more a commodity of natives; rather it is owned and
welcomed by non-natives who are in majority than the native speakers of English (Llurda,
2004). This phenomenon leads to variation and language change in a multilingual setting (Li
and Zhu,2019), but in many cases English is termed pejoratively in non-native context
(Friedrich, 2020). Pakistani English is on its way towards endonormative stabilization stage of
Schneider’s model (2007) and needs to be acknowledged on the map of the World Englishes.
Though it was identified by Kachru (1983) as a variety of South Asian English, yet it lacks
codification and standardization. According to Jenkins (2009), “without codification, the Outer
and Expanding Circle Englishes will continue to lack prestige not only in the eyes of speakers
of ‘accepted’ (i.e. Inner Circle) standard varieties, but also among their own speakers” (p. 91).
English in non-native contexts particularly in Outer circle reflects local culture and linguistic
creativity and this study is an attempt to highlight the local and nativized features by following
the systematic process and procedure.
English in Subcontinent works as an “interethnically neutral link language” (Schneider
2007, p.167) and has many variants and nativized features. Grammatical features of outer and
expanding circle varieties are relatively less researched area particularly from a quantitative
perspective. But the development in corpus linguistics in the recent era has benefited the
researchers with the latest techniques and trends and now the researchers mostly use corpusbased approach to investigate the features of New Englishes.
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1.1 Theoretical Framework
Schneider (2007) examined the historical and political landscape of the local region and
discussed the five phases of the growth of English in Postcolonial era.
1. Foundation
2. Exonormative stabilization
3. Nativization
4. Endonormativestabilisation
5. Differentiation
Foundation stage discusses the beginning of English through pidgins and creoles. In the
second stage, the local community starts indigenizing the English language through certain
processes. In the process of ‘nativization’ different innovations and variations could be
observed. The local public normally starts making changes in the colonial language. In
endonormative stabilization, these variations and nativized forms are encouraged and
recognized in the form of codification and grammar books. In the last stage, new varieties
within the local variety began to appear.
Nativization is directly related to the innovations and variations created by the
bi/multilingual speakers because of the influence of cultural norms and linguistic system of the
first language (Brato, 2019). The discussion in this study is relevant to nativization. This study
will examine the nativized grammatical features both qualitatively and quantitatively and aims
to suggest that now it is a time to consider Pakistani English at the endonormative stage of
Schneider’s (2007) Dynamic Model.
1.2 Research Questions
1. How do Pakistani bilinguals differ in the use of grammatical features with reference to
British English?
2. How frequently and regularly these nativized features occur in Pakistani written
English?
1.3 Delimitations of Research
Grammatical variation is a broader category. It is not possible to take all the grammatical
nativized examples of Pakistani English into account in this small study. Therefore, the features
which occur less than 5 times were neglected. However, those features which are unique and
have not been explored earlier in Pakistani English have been discussed in a descriptive way
although their frequency was below 5.
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2. Literature Review
The grammar of Pakistani English has not been explored in depth. The scholars
(Bamugadner1993; Rahman 2014; Talaat2002; Anwar &Talaat2011; Anwar 2012; Mahboob
2003) have discussed a few aspects of the grammar of Pakistani English but no comprehensive
and better documented study has yet been done. The scope of this paper is much broader from
the earlier studies as it focuses on the grammatical aspects only. In Pakistan, English remains
in contact with Urdu and other regional languages. Language contact is “the use of more than
one language in the same place at the same time,” Thomason (2001, p. 12) and this
phenomenon results in innovation and variation (Friedrich, 2019). So, this study aims to
analyse how much systematic these variations are to make an argument that Pakistani English
has unique identifiable grammatical patterns.
Baumgardner (1993, 1995) works are very prominent in studying Pakistani English which
contain distinctive complementation, word formation and Urduization of Pakistani English.
Influenced by Urdu, Pakistani bilinguals use extensive borrowings and other features of local
language in their daily conversation. The same was documented by him in Pakistani English
dailies. Baumgardner (1993) proposed a pedagogical model based on the examples from
English newspapers for Pakistani non-native learners. Pakistani bilinguals have a tendency to
use different noun, verb and adjective complementation at a syntactic level from Standard
British English.
Anwar and Talaat (2011) analysed the distinctive grammatical features of Pakistani
journalistic English. They found that Pakistani journalistic writing is different from Standard
British English in the use of quantifiers, plural marking and particles. However, their study was
limited to only a few aspects and descriptive in nature.
Rehman (2014) discussed Pakistani English in detail. He found that Pakistani speakers use
only one tag question in their English conversation i.e. ‘isn’t it?’ The use of the article system
and preposition was also found variant. It was a remarkable work that generated the interest,
motivated and encouraged the researchers to investigate the features of Pakistani English in a
detailed and systematic way.
Anwar (2012) discussed Urdu-English code-switching in Pakistani English print media and
its impact on the English language. The results of his study showed that Urdu suffixes are
frequently used with English base forms. A significant number of hybridized compounds were
also found in Pakistani English. The use of prepositions was also found variant. Pakistani
bilinguals prefer to translate the features of Urdu while writing/speaking English. Some of
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these features were documented in accordance with the findings of Rehman (2014) and
Baumgardner (1993).
Since there is no extensive study on the grammar of Pakistani English, this research will
fill the gap by discussing the distinctive grammatical categories of Pakistani English. These
features include verb complementation, subject-verb agreement, and replacement of infinitive
constructions with those clauses, pronoun-antecedent agreement and the distinctive use of
article.
3. Methodology & Data Collection
Corpus linguistics has revolutionized the studies of quantitative nature by providing the
huge data to descriptive linguistic work with authenticity and reliability. It is very different
from the works of past. Earlier, descriptive studies were based on the invented examples of the
linguists and scholars but the machine-readable corpus “has led to the development of more
sophisticated research methodologies and new linguistic models” (Aijmer and Altenberg 1991,
p. 2). Bao (2010, p. 1729) states that “[t]he availability of computerized databases makes
reliable usage-based studies possible and practical”. The use of corpus restricts the use of
invented examples based on the writers’ intuition. The studies of quantitative nature that were
very difficult to carry out have been conducted now with the help of the corpus and software.
Spoken corpora are also used to investigate the features of Asian Englishes (Revis and
Bernaisch, 2020).
The researcher has used a corpus of Pakistani English for qualitative and quantitative
analysis. The qualitative analysis helps to understand the phenomenon of nativization in New
Englishes and the findings of the quantitative analysis show the regularity and frequency of
these nativized features. In order to trace the variant features of Pakistani English a corpus of
English novels, short stories and newspapers for the period of one month (November, 2018),
was compiled.
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Table 1
Sl. Number

Newspapers

Word Tokens

1

Dawn

(D)

2308174

51163

2

Daily Times (DT)

1772143

43550

3

The News

1833489

40689

4

Nation

1638982

39132

5

Business

Recorder 1604370

35914

(TN)

(N)

Word Types

(BR)
6

English Novels

2253873

53124

7

English Short Stories

131806

13226

Total

11536924

112645

The Bank of English (BNC) has been used to validate nativization and variation. The Bank
of English is an achievement of University of Birmingham United Kingdom. It has a huge data
of 450 million words and includes major genres of contemporary use. The examples have been
extracted by using the AntConc software (Anthony, 2018) All the newspapers, novels and short
stories data were converted into plain text files as the basic purpose of this research is to identify
the nativized grammatical features in Pakistani English newspaper through its frequency and
consistency. It was a very demanding and laborious task. The frequency of the desired words
was calculated by the software and the data were analysed by taking the frequency of words
into account.
4. Data Analysis
The data has been analysed with reference to Standard British English. The following
grammatical categories have been found nativized in Pakistani English:
a) Verb Complementation
Distinctive verb complementation can be observed in Pakistani English. According to
Olavarría de Ersson and Shaw (2003, p. 138) “Verb complementation is an all-pervading
structural feature of language and thus likely to be more significant in giving a variety of its
character than, for example, lexis”. Distinctive combinations of verbs and prepositions can be
observed in Pakistani Englishes and have been termed as ‘new prepositional verbs’ by
Nesselhauf (2009).
1. Their member was called as Ku Klux Klansman. (November 03, 2018 DT)
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2. So, there I was discussing about the problems related to the availability of water.
(November 25, 2018 N)
3. Siddiqui stressed on the importance of such events and encouraged the Meezan Family
to work as a team. (November 28, 2018 BR)
4. Karachi Commissioner Iftikhar Ali Shallwani has emphasised on public-private
partnership for the improvement of administration in Karachi. (November 27, 2018 BR)
5. He also met with heads of financial institutions and entrepreneurs. (November 8, 2018
BR)
6. Moreover, he said he had not seen the documents that were attached with it. (November
03, 2018 BR)
7. I am well aware about the problems of the common dwellers of the area, MrBuzdar
said. (November 17, 2018 D)
8. Haji Rao Muhammad Abdul Wahab was known as a sweet, humble, soft-spoken and
non-controversial Muslim scholar, who devoted all his life for preaching Islam across
the world. (November 19, 2018 TN)
9. A few overs later, Stokes also completed an outstanding reflex catch to dismiss Kusal
Mendis off Leach, lunging low to his left to intercept the chance flawlessly. (November
16, 2018 N)
10. Driver Abdul Kareem and conductor Sairaj were arrested from the spot. (November
19, 2018 BR)
11. We have asked such people to declare their sources of income, and everyone in this
regard will need to explain about their wealth. (November 25, 2018 BR)
12. Nasira stressed on the last word and looked meaningfully at Salar. (Novel, Peer-eKamal)
Table 2
S. No.

Combinations

Occurrenc

S. No.

e
1

Called as

22

7

Combination
s

Occurrence

Emphasized

41

on
2

Discuss/ed about

9

8

Met with

300

3

Aware about

22

9

Devoted for

5

4

Dismiss off

5

10

Arrest from

7

99

5

Stressed on

72

6

Explain about

7

11

Attached with

40

b) Replacing infinitive-constructions with that-clauses
In British English, certain verbs are followed by infinitive particularly the verbs of thinking
and feeling. However, in many cases Pakistani speakers replace the infinitive constructions
with ‘that clause’ simply because of the influence of L1. This feature is very regular in Pakistani
English. This is similar to Baumgardner’s (1993) findings that Pakistani speakers replace ‘toinfinitive clauses’ with ‘that clauses’ after the main verb. For example,
1. The opposition parties want that the PAC chairmanship should be offered to them as
per the parliamentary traditions. (November 11, 2018 D)
2. Government want that such persons should not be allowed to avail this facility
anymore, he added. (November 25, 2018 BR)
3. He decided that he should immediately go to Medina and, after his pilgrimage, find
himself a job. (Short Story, A Mason’s Hand)
4. Within a few hours, he forgot that he had given the order. (Short Story, Nawabdin
Electrician)
5. At the start of his speech, Mr Khan in a lighter note disclosed that he often forgot that
he was the prime minister. (November 30, 2018 D)
6. I also learned that cutting down on necessities while traveling is just buying yourself
discomfort. (November 9, 2018 TN)
7. I learned that the crime ratio in that country had radically decreased due to their
interest in sports in a large scale. (November 26, 2018 D)
8. I expect that scholars will shed light on the topic beyond the traditional parameters of
academic discussions. (November 8, 2018 D)
9. They expect that the local currency likely to show further strength versus the dollar in
the coming days. (November 5, 2018 BR)
10. I remember that inside the dyna it was hot and sticky. (Novel, I am Malala)
11. 'I love that you're seeing someone really everything up because, we just don't see that
in women on screen. (November 18, 2018 N)
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Table 3
S. No.

Verbs

Occurrence S. No.

Verbs

Occurrence

1

Want that

20

4

Expect that

32

2

Remember

70

5

Love that

5

14

6

Learned

19

that
3

Forgot that

that

c) Reporting verb+ Ø indirect object
In some cases, the indirect object is omitted in reported verbs by Pakistani speakers. For
example,
1. I am directed to inform that in view of emerging law and order situation in the
Islamabad Capital Territory (ICT), the educational institutions of ICT will remain
closed on Friday. (November 2, 2018 N)
2. Inform as to what steps have the federal government and provincial governments so
far taken to safeguard the Churches in the country. (November 3, 2018 TN)
3. He assured a uniform governance structure and services in the whole of the province
after the merger. (November 24, 2018 D)
4. He assured full cooperation and assistance for the upcoming International Rawal
Expo 2019. (November 10, 2018 DT)
5. The minister assured his ministry’s cooperation in completion of ongoing projects
funded by the AFD. (November 23, 2018 BR)
6. He assured utmost cooperation in hosting this mega activity at Islamabad. (November
19, 2018 N)
d) Subject-verb Agreement
In a few cases the subject-verb agreement is found variant in Pakistani English. “Agreement
is the matching of at least one syntactic and/or semantic feature of one linguistic unit, the
controller, on another, the target, so that there is a systematic covariance between a syntactic
and/or semantic feature of the controller and a syntactic feature of the target” (Levin 2001, p.
21). Certain nouns generally take a single concord in Pakistani English and the slight variation
in the noun-verb agreement can be observed in Pakistani English. One of the possible reasons
of such a variant use is the distance between the subject and verb and it results in subject-verb
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disagreement. For example, in the following sentences ‘conventional arms control’ and
‘students’ between the subject and corresponding verb trigger the unconventional use and
disagreement.
1. The resolutions on conventional arms control was adopted by a large majority of 179
countries. (November 10, 2018 DT)
2. The number of suicides of students has stayed high. (November 6, 2018 N)
e) Agreement with ‘as if’
In many cases singular verb is used with ‘as if’ conjunction in Pakistani English. For example,
1. She said in a shocked voice, as if it was the first time that dinner had been so late.
(Novel, An American Brat)
2. He felt as if he was chewing in pieces of soft rubber. (Novel, Peer-e-Kamil)
3. But now she felt as if she was adrift on an endless sea with no one in sight. (Novel,
Peer-e-Kamil)
4. She was so busy the whole way with all the different equipment that it looked to my
father as if she was fighting with it. (Novel, I am Malala)
5. Although Feroza acted as if she was used to hearing homilies like this and weighing
similar considerations, she was taken aback and realised that Gwen's life had been very
different from hers. (Novel, An American Brat)
Table 4
S. No.

Conjunction

Occurrence S. No.

Verbs

Occurrence

1

As if he was

14

3

As if it was

12

2

As if she was

15

4

As if + noun 47

f) Pronoun Antecedent Agreement
The agreement between pronouns and antecedent is also used with a slight variation in
some cases in Pakistani English. For example,
1. Everybody is kidding themselves if they think incentives do not make a difference, he
said. (November 19, 2018 BR)
2. So, when somebody from China or somebody from Dubai come in and put capital in
Pakistan it makes the local investors behave because you actually create competition
among investors. (November 11, 2018 TN)
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3. No one dare ask for its review or to make it foolproof against misuse. (November 4,
2018 DT)
4. But no one say if it will stay that way. (November 25, 2018 D)
5. `Visa is a major issue, and then all the police reporting and everything take a lot of
time. (November 24, 2018 D)
When two nouns are joined by ‘neither’ or ‘either’, the agreement of verb should be
according to the second noun but a slight variation could be observed in Pakistani English in
the following examples:
1. Neither, our management nor faculty feels for the need and direction of students.
(November 6, 2018 DT)
2. Neither the Cr. P.C nor any provisions under the Criminal Law Amendment (Special
Courts) Act 1976 provides for setting up such a Commission. (November 13, 2018 N)
g) Such + * singular noun
Article ‘the’ is deleted in many cases in Pakistani English. This may be because of the
influence of the Urdu language as there is no article system in Urdu. The omission of article
was found 43 times in “such+* noun” expressions. Here are a few examples:
1. We have to develop such culture in our country too, she said. (November 7, 2018 BR)
2. The ruling party, to this very day, continues to defend the decision of the transfer in
such hasty manner. (November 5, 2018 DT)
3. He said wastewater produced with such high salt concentration would have adverse
effects on the micro-environment. (November 14, 2018 BR)
4. In such case, the media is abusing its very task of neutral information. (November 16,
2018 BR)
5. In case of such disaster, the first step is to formulate a critical response team to help
those in distress. (November 17, 2018 DT)
Conclusion
The data analysis shows some interesting facts. Firstly, these features occur quite
frequently in Pakistani English particularly the variant use of the article and verb
complementation is quite evident. Secondly, infinitive constructions are often replaced by ‘that
clauses’ which contribute a lot in making Pakistani English a unique and distinctive variety.
Thirdly, variation in the subject-verb agreement is quite evident as well in Pakistani English.
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The grammatical features explored in this study have also been found in other non-native
varieties of English (Azirah& Tan 2012; Baskaran 2004; Deterding 2007).
The journey of Pakistani English from Foundation to Endonormative Stability needs to
be acknowledged in order to shape and claim it as an independent variety of English. The
nativized grammatical features of Pakistani English have been highlighted and explored in the
light of Schneider’s dynamic model (2007). These features have been found very systematic
with rule governed interference of nativized traits. This study would open new horizons for the
researchers. The future endeavours would be a great help to form autonomous nativized nonnative varieties of English. The future researchers could also be done from a pedagogical point
of view.
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Abstract
Since the seminal work of Greenberg, 1963 cited in Willems, et al. (2003, p. 4 ) constituent
order has been a most inspirational research topic, both in terms of language coverage and in
terms of analytical depth. The original ideas of Greenberg have been much criticized, however,
especially for their reliance on the universality and cross-linguistic comparability of notions
like subject, object and verb, which is called into question by numerous authors, and for the
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privileged status accorded to sentences with two full lexical NPs, which are not all that common
in actual language use (Willems, et al., 2003, p. 4). This study therefore aims to investigate
the constituent order in Indonesian and English. Indonesian is an Austronesian great family
uttered in Indonesia as one of the ASEAN countries and English as a modern Indo-European
languages as English as an international language (EIL) used worldwide and its existence in
Indonesia as a foreign language and is a mandatory subject at school and university. The
research design was qualitative paradigm in which the data were obtained from various sources,
like articles written in journals and test. The test was distributed to students of English
Literature Study Program, English Department, Faculty of Languages and Literature State
University of Makassar, Indonesia. To explore the constituent order of Indonesian and English,
we adapted test made by Saud & Weda (2019). The constituent order of Indonesian and English
was analyzed based on Saud & Weda’s comparative study paradigm (CSP) (2019) which
focuses its analysis on constituent structure of the sentences in Indonesian and English. The
research therefore concludes that notably Indonesian and English have the same construction
or constituent order, SVO.
Keywords: syntax, constituent order, Indonesian, English, comparison

Introduction
It is standard practice in typological studies to classify languages in terms of the basic order of
the positioning of their subject, the verb and the object (Newmeyer, 2003, 69). For a wide
variety of reasons, a wide variety of scholars have deemed such a classification problematic:
the various criteria that have been appealed to in order to motivate one or another basic order
often lead to contradictory results, some languages seem to manifest no basic order by any
reasonable criteria, and the ‘subject’ and ‘object’ relations themselves are problematic, both in
that no consistent criteria exist to identify them cross-linguistically and in that some languages
might lack such relations altogether (Newmeyer, 2003, 69). English as an international
language used globally has basic constituent order. English is a West Germanic language. It
has the largest number of speakers around the world and is the third most spoken native
language (World Population Review, 2020). In 2006 it was stated in "English Worldwide", a
book by Professor David Crystal, that there were approximately 400 million native speakers of
English. In addition, Crystal said that there were 400 million speakers of English as a second
language. Furthermore, there were around 600 - 700 million English as a foreign language
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speakers. So, that's clearly over 1 billion people that could communicate in English to some
extent and in 2015, the estimation of English speakers around the globe was
definitely above 1.5 billion speakers of English globally (St George International, 2020).
Indonesian or Bahasa Indonesia is a formal and national language used by approximately two
hundred and sixty million speakers in Indonesia has also certain constituent order. Indonesian
is a variety of Malay, a language spoken throughout much of insular and peninsular Southeast
Asia (Adelaar & Himmelmann, 2005).
The name “Indonesian” (or Bahasa Indonesia, ‘the Indonesian language’) refers to standard
Malay as used in Indonesia, and also to regional varieties of the language which have been
developing throughout the country in recent decades (Bossong, et al, 2007, p. 301).
Indonesian is the sole official language of Indonesia, and is used in all government
communication, both oral and written. Practically all published work (books, newspapers,
magazines) is in Indonesian, as are most product markings and instructions, public signs, and
even personal letters. Spoken Indonesian is widely used as a lingua franca among people who
belong to different ethnolinguistic groups ((Bossong, et al, 2007, p. 302).
In general, the formal model of natural language syntax is Context-Free Grammars (CFG), also
called Phrase-Structure Grammars. This grammatical framework is based on the constituent
structure formulated by Chomsky (1956). CFG consists of a set of grammatical rules and a
lexicon of symbols (word classes) and words, as shown in (1). This set of grammar rules
classifies and sorts symbols. The lexicon combines symbols with words (Moeljadi, 2018: 5).
Syntactic categories such as subject or object, and syntactic constituents such as clause, verb
phrase and noun phrase, are often taken as primitives, both in studies of individual languages
and in cross-linguistic work (Wouk, 2005, p. 237).
Like English, Indonesian is read from left to right and contains noun–noun combinations that
are formed by juxtaposing the nouns. However, unlike in English, the order of the modifier and
the head noun is reversed. This difference between English and Indonesian combinations
allowed us to assess whether sensibility judgments of combinations are affected primarily by
the left right order of the nouns or by different functional roles of the nouns (i.e., modifier vs.
head noun) (Storms & Wisniewski, 2005, p. 852).
The rapid development of the Indonesian language is the impact of the advancement of science,
technology and art. This is proven by its increasingly widespread use in various domains of
use, both verbally and in writing. To strengthen the function of Indonesian as a national
language, a reference book is needed that can be used as a guide and reference for various
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Indonesian language users, especially in the use of written language, properly and correctly
(Kemendikbud, 2016: iii).
Review of Literature
First and Second Language Acquisition
It is well known that the successful second-language (L2) acquisition is a function of diverse
factors across linguistic, cognitive, and affective domains (Tae-Il Pae, 2017, p. 1). One of the
most important issues in the realm of second language acquisition (SLA) and second language
(L2) learning is the comparative study (Saud & Weda, 2019).
In this regard, Crystal (1987) asserts that a comparative study is a term used to characterize a
major branch of linguistics, in which the primary concern is to make statements comparing the
characteristics of different languages (dialects, varieties, etc.). In second language (L2)
acquisition, knowledge about the language, either implicit or explicit language knowledge is
vital issue (Saud & Weda, 2019). Implicit knowledge focuses on knowledge about language,
which can be broken down into analyzed knowledge and metalanguage (Ellis 1997 as cited in
Zhang, 2015, p. 3). Zhang (2015) mentions that implicit and explicit second language (L2)
knowledge are two central constructs in the field of SLA. The same comments from Bialystok,
1981 as cited in Zhang, 2015, p. 3) who argues that implicit linguistic knowledge refers to
knowledge of language; it is “an intuitive feeling for what is correct and acceptable.” On the
other hand, Ellis, 2004 as cited in Zhang, 2015, p. 3) states that explicit L2 knowledge is the
declarative and often anomalous knowledge of the phonological, lexical, grammatical,
pragmatic, and sociocritical features of an L2 together with the metalanguage for labeling this
knowledge.
Previous Findings on Comparative Studies
Many scholars and researchers have focused their studies on comparative studies, either in the
same language origin or different language origin (Dimmendaal, 2011; Ding, 2016;
Waldenfels, 2012; Cinque, 2010; Butler & Mathieu, 2004; Dobrik, 2017; Hamsa & Weda,
2019; Adger & Trousdale, 2007; Daeng & Weda, 2019; Polyakov et al., 2018; Saud & Weda,
2019; Bizhkenova, 2017; Kenetova et al., 2017; Roberts, 2005; Stur & Kopecky, 2018;
Willems et al., 2003; Newmeyer, 2003; and Murzinova, et. al, 2018, Cano, 2020).
In Indonesian context, some researchers reported their studies on comparative studies between
Indonesian and English. Hamsa and Weda (2019) found that Indonesian and English has the
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same clause and sentence pattern (Subject + Verb + Object) and they have different
construction in noun phrase, in Indonesian, the modifiers of the phrase follow the head while
in English, the modifiers of the phrase precede the head (noun). Daeng and Weda (2019) stated
that the noun phrase construction of Makassarese and Indonesian is the same while noun phrase
construction in English is different. Noun phrase construction in Makassarese and Indonesian
is the head precedes the modifier, while noun phrase construction in English is modifier
precedes the head. Daeng and Weda (2019) added that the clause construction of Makassarese
is different with Indonesian and English, the clause construction of Makassarese is VOS, while
Indonesian and English have the same clause construction, SVO. Daeng and Weda (2019) also
mentioned that the sentence construction of Makassarese is different with Indonesian and
English where the sentence construction of Makassarese is VOS, while Indonesian and English
have the same clause construction, SVO.
Studies on Constituent Order
The syntax section centers on an area of linguistic comparison which has proven to be very
prolific in the last 40 years or so: constituent order (Willems et al., 2003, p. 4). Let us begin
with an uncontroversial observation (Newmeyer, 2003, p. 70). Virtually all scholars agree that
it was Joseph Greenberg’s seminal 1963 paper (Greenberg, 1963 as cited in Newmeyer, 2003,
p. 70) that laid the basis for modern functional–typological linguistics. Greenberg proposed a
six-way classification of the languages of the world according to the relative position of their
subjects, verbs and objects: Greenberg’s six-way classification: VSO, SVO, SOV, VOS, OSV,
OVS.
Complex Predicates
English permits a main verb to combine with a secondary predicate and form a new expression
that semantically resembles a simple verb, examples are revealed in the following examples
and the paradigm cases are the resultative (a), in which the main verb combine with an adjective
phrase (AP) (paint red), and the verb-particle construction (b), in which the main verb
combines with a post verbal particle (pick up) (Snyder as cited in Saud & Weda, 2019)
(a) John painted the house red.

(resultative)

(b) Mary picked the book up/picked up the book

(verb-particle)

(c) Fred made Jeff leave.

(make-causative)

(d) Bob saw Jeff leave.

(perceptual report)
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(e) Bob put the book on the table.

(put-locative)

(f) Alice sent the letter to Sue.

(do-dative)

(g) Alice sent Sue the letter.

(double-object

dative)
Snyder as cited in Saud & Weda (2019) asserts that the availability of the complex
predicate construction in examples a, b, c, d, e, f, and g above varies across languages,
Romance, for example, appears to be a strong candidate for a language group in which complex
predicate of the English type are systematically excluded. Snyder adds that the Romance
languages have long been noted to contrast with English and other Germanic languages is that
they exclude resultative constructions of the type in example (a).
Constituent Order in English and Indonesian
English as a modern Indo-European language and becomes a mandatory subject in Indonesia
from elementary schools to university level and Indonesian as an Austronesian language family
and becomes a mother tongue of Indonesian people have the same construction in clauses and
sentences but they have different construction in some units, especially in noun phrase (Hamsa
& Weda, 2019).
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Examples:
Phrase
Table 1. Indonesian and English Phrases (Hamsa & Weda, 2019)
Indonesian

English

rumah baru

new house

tas saya

my bag

gunung yang indah

beautiful mountain

gadis kecil

little girl

seorang siswa yang pintar

a clever student

orang kaya

a rich people

Sentence
Table 2. Indonesian and English Sentences (Hamsa & Weda, 2019)
Indonesian

English

Smith menunggu bus.

Smith waits the bus.

Anna membaca buku.

Anna is reading a book.

John belajar sejarah.

John studied history.

Bapak saya telah membaca surat kabat.

My father has read a newspaper.

Saya akan pergi ke London.

I will go to London.

Clause
Table 3. Indonesian and English Noun Clause (Hamsa & Weda, 2019)
Indonesian

English

Saya tidak tahu berapa umurnya.

I don’t know how old she is.

Mohon beritahu saya dimana Anda tinggal.

Please tell me where do you live.

Saya tidak ingat berapa harganya.

I can’t remember how much it costs.

Saya tahu siapa aygn dating ke pesta itu.

I know who is coming to the party.
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Table 4. Indonesian and English Adjective Clause (Hamsa & Weda, 2019)
Indonesian
Saya melihat gadis yang menutup jendela

English
I saw the girl who closed the window.

itu.
Gadis yang memakai rok merah cantik.

The girl who wears the red skirt is beautiful.

Orang yang duduk di baris paling depan

The man who sits in the front row is from

berasal dari Thailand.

Thailand.

Novel yang saya baca menarik.

The novel which I read was interesting.

Orang yang kami temui minggu lalu sangat

The man whom we met last week was

bersahabat.

friendly.

Research Method
Approach
This present study employs Grammar Translation Method (GTM) approach as one of the
interesting approach used in an L2 or FL acquisition. Grammar Translation Method (GTM)) is
an empirical approach to the study of foreign and second language (Natsir & Sanjaya, 2014;
Chang, 2011; Aqel, 2013 as cited in Syukur & Weda, 2019) that examines all written test in
the study. The central goal of GTM is to discover a system of written language by offering an
detail explanation of sentence construction or constituent order of a construction. Natsir &
Sanjaya (2014) as cited in Syukur & Weda (2019) mention that GTM is applied for helping
students to read and appreciate foreign language literature objectives. GTM was utilized by
teachers to focus students’ attention on grammar and vocabulary by having them read and
translate target language texts; it was assumed that this process would allow students to gain
an understanding of the grammar of their own native language (Larsen-Freeman 2000 as cited
in Syukur & Weda, 2019).
Participants
To find out data for the present study, a convenience sample was selected consisting of 30
participants (10 or 33.3% males, 20 or 66.7% females) who were enrolled in the English
Literature Study Program, English Department of Faculty of Languages and Literature State
University of Makassar, Makassar, Indonesia. They were in the sixth semester in 2020/2021
academic year. The demographic of participant is revealed in table 1.
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Table 1. Demographic of Participant
Demographic Information
Gender
Male
Female
Age
17 - 24
25 – 30
≥ 31
Semester
2
4
6
8
10

Frequency

Percentage

10
20

33.3
66.7

20
9
1

66.7
30
3.3

8
8
2
10
2

26.7
26.7
6.7
33.3
6.7

Materials and Procedures
After the participants of the study agreed to give data of the study, the researchers distributed
test to students of English Literature Study Program, English department Faculty of Languages
and Literature State University of Makassar, Indonesia by translating Indonesian sentences into
English under the approach of the Grammar Translation Method (GTM) which took place
approximately 10 - 15 minutes. The test was adapted from Saud and Weda (2019).
Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the students’ English translations were classified and coded to identify
the constituent order in Indonesian and English.

Findings and Discussion
Indonesian and English Constituent Order
Syntactically, English and Indonesian for example, permit a main verb to combine with a
secondary predicate and form a new expression that semantically resembles a simple verb and
the examples are revealed in 7 (Saud & Weda, 2019). Detail constituent order in Indonesian
and English construction can be seen in the following examples (Adapted from Saud & Weda,
2019).
Resultative
(1) English: (a) Smith painted the house red.
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Smith painted [NP the house] red.
(b) The little girl broke the glass to pieces.
The little girl broke [NP the glass] to pieces.
(2) Indonesia: (a) Smith mengecet rumah itu warna merah.
Smith mengecet [NP rumah itu] warna merah.
(b) Gadis kecil itu memecahkan gelas itu berkeping-keping.
Gadis kecil itu memecahkan [NP gelas itu] berkeping-keping.
Verb Particle
(3) English: (a) Can you turn on the lights?
(b) Anna picked the pencil up/picked up the pencil.
(4) Indonesian: (a) Bisakah Anda menyalakan lampu?
(b) Anna mengambil pensil itu.
Verb particle (e.g. off, up, on, etc.) appears in English but it does not appear in
Indonesian formal conversation in positive sentence but the sentence construction in
Indonesian and English is SVO. Indonesian does not have verb particle in formal construction
in positive sentence and this makes Indonesian and English contrast in verb particle. If the
sentence is interrogative and command, it has particle which is embedded in modal which is
called modal particle, e.g. Dapatkah Anda menyalakan lampu?, Bisakah Anda menyalakan
lampu? (Interrogative). In command, there is a verb particle, but this sentence is categorized as
a spoken or informal language, e.g., Nyalakanlah lampu!, Bukalah pintu!, Angkatlah kursi!.
These examples occur as spoken language and in the formal language, the speakers of
Indonesian also say Bisakah/Dapatkah Anda membukakan pintu!, Bisakah/Dapatkah Anda
mengangkat kursi! These examples are interrogative sentences which have command mode.
Make-Causative
(5) English: (a) Adel made Vinka leave.
Adel made [NP Vinka] leave.
(b) Robert made her drink.
Robert made [NP her] drink.
(6) Indonesian: (a) Adel menyuruh Vinka berangkat.
Adel menyuruh [NP Vinka] berangkat.
(b) Robert menyuruh dia minum.
Robert menyuruh [NP dia] minum.
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In complex predicate, make-causative construction appears in English, and also
appears in Indonesian. This construction does not make contrast between English and
Indonesian.
Perceptual Report
(7) English: (a) Paul saw Ramon leave.
Paul saw [NP Ramon] leave.
(b) Don saw Peter go.
Don saw [NP Peter] go.
(8) Indonesian: (a) Paul melihat Ramon berangkat.
Paul melihat [NP Ramon] berangkat.
(b) Don melihat Peter pergi.
Don melihat [NP Peter] pergi.
In complex predicate, perceptual report appears in English and Indonesian.
Verb-Locative
(9) English: (a) Jana put the book on the table.
Jana put [NP the book] [PP on the table].
(b) The girl was waiting her friend at a bus stop.
The girl was waiting [NP her friend] [PP at a bus stop].
(10) Indonesian: (a) Jana meletakkan buku itu di atas meja.
Jana meletakkan[NP buku itu] [PP di atas meja].
(b) Gadis itu menunggu temannya di tempat pemberhentian bis.
Gadis itu menunggu [NP temannya] [PP di tempat pemberhentian
bis].
In Verb-Locative, it has been assumed that those syntactic similarities found between
verb-locative and the prepositional paraphrase (PC) in English (9) can also be found in
Indonesian (10). Thus, both in English and Indonesian, have the same constituent order in verblocative.
To-Dative
(11) English: (a) Ryan sent the letter to Mary.
IO)
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(PC, DO asymmetrically c-commands

Ryan sent [NP the letter] [PP to Mary].
(b) He sent the book to Novi.
He sent [NP the book] [PP to Novi].
(12) Indonesian: (a) Ryan mengirimkan surat itu kepada Mary. (PC, DO asymmetrically
c-commands IO)

Ryan mengirimkan [NP surat itu] [PP kepada Mary].
(b) Ia mengirimkan buku itu untuk Novi.
Ia mengirimkan [NP buku itu] [PP untuk Novi].
Specifically, it has been identified that those syntactic similarities and differences
found between to-dative and the prepositional paraphrase (PC) in English (11) can also be
found in Indonesian (12). Thus, both in English and Indonesian, the alternation is reflected at
the surface level by constituent order and the presence of to in English and kepada in Indonesia
as its equivalent as in (12).
Double-Object Dative (DOD)
Barss and Lasnik as cited in Saud & Weda (2019) observed that in double-object constructions,
such as the one in (13) below, the direct object (DO), (the letter) is always in the domain of the
indirect object (IO) (Novi). That is, IO c-commands DO but not vice versa (Since a is the
domain of b, then a is c-commended by b). The same condition exists in Indonesian as in (13).
(1)

English: (a) Michael sent Michele the letter. (DOC, IO asymmetrically
c-commands DO)
Michael sent [NP Michele] [NP the letter].
*(a) Michael sent the letter Michele.
(b) Julia gave Diana a book. (DOC, IO asymmetrically c-commands DO)
Julia gave [NP Diana] [NP a book].
*(b) Julia gave a book Diana.

(2) Indonesian: (a) Michael mengirimkan Michele surat itu. (DOC, IO asymmetrically
c-commands DO)
Michael mengirimkan [NP Michele] [NP surat itu].
*(a) Michael mengirimkan surat itu Michele.
(b) Julia memberikan Diana buku itu. (DOC, IO asymmetrically
c-commands DO)
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Julia memberikan [NP Diana] [NP buku itu].
*(b) Julia memberikan buku itu Diana.
This asymmetric relationship is clear in double object construction with anaphors, where
anaphors must be c-commended by their antecedents in both English and Indonesian.
Specifically, it has been identified that those syntactic similarities and differences found
between Double-Object Dative (DOD) constructions. This illustrates that both English and
Indonesian show the same constituent order in double-object dative (DOD) construction.
Students’ Translation Products
Table 2 below show the information about the Indonesian and its English equivalents made by
students of English Literature Study Program, English Department of Faculty of Languages
and Literature State University of Makassar in 2020/2021 academic year.
Table 2. Indonesian Sentences and Their English Translation
Indonesian Sentences
Smith mengecet rumah
itu warna merah.
Gadis kecil itu
memecahkan gelas itu
bekeping-keping.
Bisa nyalakan lampu?
Anna mengambil
pensil itu.
Adel menyuruh Vinka
berangkat.
Robert menyuruh dia
minum.
Paul melihat Ramon
berangkat.
Don melihat Peter
pergi.
Jana meletakkan buku
itu di atas meja.
Gadis itu menunggu
temannya di
pemberhentian bis.
Ryan mengirim surat
itu kepada Mary.
Dia memberikan buku
itu kepada Novi.

English Equivalents

Correct Translation
(%)
43.33

Incorrect
Translation (%)
56.66

86.66

13.33

Can you turn on the
lights?
Anna picked the
pencil up/picked up
the pencil.
Adel made Vinka
leave.
Robert made her
drink.
Paul saw Ramon
leave.
Don saw Peter go.

96.66

3.33

100

0

93.33

6.66

93.33

6.66

83.33

16.66

86.66

13.33

Jana put the book on
the table.
The girl was waiting
her friend at a bus
stop.
Ryan sent the letter to
Mary.
He gave the book to

96.66

3.33

100

0

100

0

96.66

3.33

Smith painted the
house red.
The little girl broke
the glass to pieces.

Novi.
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Michael mengirimkan
Michele surat itu.
Julia memberikan
Diana buku itu.

Michael sent Michele
the letter.
Julia gave Diana a
book.

70

30

63.33

36.66

Table 1 above shows that there are 43.33% correct English translations and there are 56.66%
incorrect English translation of the sentence “Smith mengecet rumah itu warna merah,” made
by English department student of Faculty of Languages and Literature State University of
Makassar. There are 86.66% correct English translations and there are 13.33% incorrect
English translations of the sentence “Gadis kecil itu memecahkan gelas bekeping-keping,”
made by the participants. The data for number 3 to number 14 are clearly presented in Table 2.
Data which displayed on Table 2 are the translation of Indonesian and its English equivalents
from participants of the study. The English translations are intended to explore the similarity
of the constituent order of Indonesian and English. The findings of the study reveal that
Indonesian and English have the same construction. On the other hand English has verb
particle, e.g. off, up, etc. but there is no verb particle in Bahasa Indonesia or Indonesian.
Conclusions
The research therefore concludes that notably Indonesian and English have the same
construction or constituent order, SVO, for example in resultative, make-causative, perceptual
report, verb locative, to dative, and double-object dative. In some circumstances, Indonesian
and English are different, for example in verb particle (e.g. off, up, etc.), it appears in English
but it does not appear in Indonesian formal construction in positive sentences. Indonesian does
not have verb particle in formal sentences in positive sentences and this makes Indonesian and
English contrast in verb particle
This present study hopefully will contribute to the comparative study of Indo-European
language family and Austronesian language family or between two or more languages in
Modern Indo-European language family and the comparative study of two or more languages
in Austronesian language family.
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Test
Respondent Identity
Sex
Age
Semester

:
:
:
:

Translate the following sentences into English by writing the translation below each
sentence! (Adapted from Saud & Weda, 2019).
1. Smith mengecet rumah itu warna merah. (R)
…………………………………………………………………………..
2. Gadis kecil itu memecahkan gelas itu bekeping-keping. (R)
…………………………………………………………………………..
3. Bisa nyalakan lampu? (VP )
…………………………………………………………………………..
4. Anna mengambil pensil itu. (VP)
……………………………………………………………………………
5. Adel menyuruh Vinka berangkat. (MC)
……………………………………………………………………………
6. Robert menyuruh dia minum. (MR)
…………………………………………………………………………….
7. Paul melihat Ramon berangkat. (PR)
…………………………………………………………………………….
8. Don melihat Peter pergi. (PR)
…………………………………………………………………………….
9. Jana meletakkan buku itu di atas meja. (PL)
……………………………………………………………………………..
10. Gadis itu menunggu temannya di pemberhentian bis. (PL)
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……………………………………………………………………………..
11. Ryan mengirim surat itu kepada Mary. (DD)
…………………………………………………………………………….
12. Dia memberikan buku itu kepada Novi. (DD)
…………………………………………………………………………….
13. Michael mengirimkan Michele surat itu. (DOD)
…………………………………………………………………………….
14. Julia memberikan Diana buku itu. (DOD)
……………………………………………………………………………..
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Abstract
Use of strategic competence, self-regulation skills and affective factors have recently been
empirically considered to be the key determinants of autonomous and successful learning in
the field of foreign/second language acquisition. The present paper reports a study on the use
of vocabulary learning strategies (VLS) by 297 Greek university ESP students and seeks to
determine the extent of the self-regulating capacity and self-esteem they possess while learning
technical vocabulary in English. Data were collected via a Vocabulary Learning Strategies
Questionnaire (VLS-Q), Tseng et al’s (2006) Self-Regulating Capacity in Vocabulary Learning
Questionnaire (SRCVoc) and Hassan’s (2001) Foreign Language Self-Esteem Scale. The
findings indicated that overall use of VLS by ESP learners is relatively low with lexical
guessing and dictionary use strategies being the most frequently used. Vocabulary knowledge
was found to significantly correlate with dictionary strategies as a category and 6 individual
VL strategies while gender differences were found in the use of 24 separate strategies. Selfregulation was found to correlate with the use of 12 separate vocabulary learning strategies
while self-esteem correlated with only 4 individual vocabulary learning strategies. The
pedagogical implications of the study point to a need for the adoption of individualized strategy
training programs accompanied by a Social-Emotional teaching approach that promotes L2
learners’ social and emotional intelligence and self-regulated learning in the Greek EFL/ESP
classroom.
Keywords: vocabulary learning strategies, self-regulation, self-esteem
1. Introduction
Vocabulary learning has unequivocally been considered to be an integral component in the
successful learning process of another language (Schmitt, 2000; Gu, 2002) due to its critical
role in the development of receptive (Huckin, 1995; Laufer, 1992) and productive language
skills (Coxhead, 2012; Durrant, 2014) and the enhancement of overall communicative skills in
foreign language performance (Milton, 2013) by allowing L2 learners in both EFL (English as
a Foreign Language) ESP (English for Specific Purposes) learning contexts to effectively
overcome their lexical problems and expand their current vocabulary knowledge. As a result,
interest on research of vocabulary learning strategies (VLS) have intensified throughout the
last two decades (e.g. Kojic-Sabo & Lightbown, 1999; Gu, 2003; Lin & Yang, 2014; Rashid,
2014) in an effort to determine effective and successful VLS use in relation to a wide array of
learner-related and task-related factors in diverse L2 educational contexts, excluding
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systematically the study of affective or personality factors related to ‘aspects of emotion,
feeling, mood or attitude which condition behaviour” (Arnold & Brown, 1999:1).
In contrast, Oxford’s (2017:95) newly-articulated Strategic Self-Regulation Model (S2R)
marks a shift in the research paradigm of L2 language learning strategies describing ‘selfregulation, agency and autonomy, growth mindsets, self-efficacy, resilience, hope, and internal
attributions for success’ as essential characteristics of ‘the soul of learning strategies. In
Oxford’s terms (1999:111), the psychological concept of self-regulation lies at the heart of
autonomous learning as it implicitly involves use of the metacognitive learning strategies of
planning, guiding, monitoring, organizing and evaluating deemed to be fundamental for the
internalization of ‘higher-order cognitive learning strategies. The pedagogical expediency of
all these factors in L2 learning process lie in the fact that ‘they are potentially tied to the use of
learning strategies and self-regulation as well as that they are all related in one way or another
to beliefs [implicit or explicit] about the self in context’ (Oxford, 2017:115) that can, in turn,
affect individuals’ approaches to L2 learning and learning in general (Williams et al, 2015).
S2R model provides the theoretical framework for our study since it essentially views L2
strategic competence and self-regulation capacity as ‘the glue and the engine that helps students
manage their L2 learning successfully’ (Weinstein et al., 2011:47) and that can potentially be
empowered by a range of L2 learners’ innate personality characteristics. In an effort to fill in
the research gap in the VLS area in relation to the effect of affective factors, our study
investigates the VLS use by Greek university ESP learners while learning technical vocabulary
in the disciplines of Agriculture and Forestry and seeks to explore the extent to which selfregulation and self-esteem affect VLS use both in categories and as individual strategies.
2. Literature Review
2.1. L2 Vocabulary Strategy Use in EFL and ESP Contexts

Vocabulary learning strategies have broadly been defined by early researchers in the field
(e.g. Ahmed, 1989; Sanaoui, 1995) as ‘any [strategies] which affect this rather broadly-defined
process" (Schmitt, 1997:203) that can be observable or not, conscious or unconscious aiming
to vocabulary learning and involve choice, are complex, require knowledge and benefits from
training and increase the efficiency of vocabulary learning and vocabulary use (Nation, 2001).
Marin (2005:74) offers a more concrete and comprehensive VLS definition ‘conscious and
unconscious, planned and unplanned steps and actions that L2 learners take to discover and
consolidate the form, meaning and usage of words’. For the purposes of our study, we opt for
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this definition as it describes VLS in terms of planned (conscious) and unplanned (unconscious)
actions or steps undertaken by the L2 learners to discover the meaning of new words and further
consolidate all linguistic aspects related to the words they learn. A brief overview of key results
of some relatively recent empirical work carried out in a wide variety of EFL/ESP contexts
serves as a precursor for our study.
In his effort to investigate 178 Japanese learners’ use of VLS by achievement level and
EFL/ESL learning environment, Nakamura (2000) used a 70-item VLS questionnaire (VLSQ), semi-structured interviews and observations as main means for data collection. Results
showed that use of a bilingual dictionary to determine the meaning of new words was found to
be the most frequently reported strategy overall, followed by guessing meaning from context,
and guessing a word’s affix. Fan’s (2003) study, focusing on the most and least frequently used
and useful strategies by EFL university students in Hong Kong also confirms this finding since
use of dictionary was reported to be the most preferred strategy in her 56-item VLS-Q revealing
at the same time some degree of differentiation between amount of use of a strategy and its
perceived usefulness. Dictionary use along with contextual guessing strategies were also found
to be among the most frequently used VLS strategies reported by 100 Chinese EFL students
studying in a six-month pre-university English language enhancement programme in Gu’s
(2010) study.
Following Nakamura’s research design (2000), Alqahtani (2005) also focused on the
investigation of VLS use by 440 Saudi EFL learners at 3 different educational levels
(intermediate, secondary – university) using a VLS-Q, interview and diary for data collection.
In contrast to Al-Fuhaid (2004), results of the study showed that discovery strategies were the
most used VLS such as writing new words and their Arabic translation, asking for the Arabic
meaning, and guessing from a picture if available while organizing new words by their meaning
group, organizing new words by their difficulty and listening to the item repeatedly were
among the least used VLSs reported in the study. 12 VLS were used significantly differently
across educational and vocabulary knowledge levels such as repeating the L2 word with its L1
translation, guessing from the sound that received a greater claimed use by intermediate
students while the university students with higher vocabulary proficiency showed a greater
tendency towards using deeper processing VLS, such as guessing the meaning from context,
using a monolingual dictionary and associations strategies. Female learners were also found to
report using VLS more than male learners who only outperformed them in two VLS relating
to notes.
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Similarly, Alyami (2011) reported gender differences on VLS use with females reported
using VLS more than males in guessing unknown vocabulary by continuing reading until the
meaning of the unknown word could be unlocked, and associating the new word with their
personal experience and males reported only using paper English-English dictionary
significantly more often than females. Vocabulary proficiency was also found to correlate
positively with strategies which require deep processing such as guessing and monolingual
dictionary use. In one of the most recent studies of VLS use, Alyami (2018), focused on the
investigation VL strategic behavior changes over time and across academic field of study.
Strategic behavior in vocabulary acquisition was found to remain consistent over time
irrespective of their vocabulary proficiency while both English and Computer Science majors
relied heavily on translation to L1 to understand new words, routinely noting down new words
with their L1 meaning. Gender, vocabulary proficiency and extraversion in relation to VLS use
were more extensively studied by Marin (2005) with 150 EFL learners in a Mexican university.
Overall, use of a dictionary was found to be the strategy most commonly used by learners to
check the meaning of unknown words, followed by writing down L1 translations and keeping
notes about words referring to a textbook. Stepwise multiple regression analysis showed
extraversion to be a positive predictor of social-discovery, association and furtherconsolidation VLSs while gender affected the use of only eleven strategies included in the 78item VLS-Q in this study.
Surprisingly, similar efforts to survey general VLS use in ESP contexts are strikingly scarce.
Lessard-Clouston’s (2008) descriptive case study conducted in a graduate school of theology
in Canada is such study that focuses on the VLS types used by 5 native and 6 nonnative English
learners when learning technical vocabulary over the first year of their studies. Based on preand post- language tests, mid- and end-of-term interviews, and an VLS-Q, results indicated that
participants used a variety of VLS such as consulting to dictionary and glossary, practicing
new words in paper, taking written notes in class, written listing vocabulary, listing words in
computer file, making index and flashcard, listening to recording or teacher, repeating the
words orally and written, quizzing, and asking the new words to others, though no one strategy
appeared to dominate. This result runs counter to Akbari and Tahririan’s (2009) study of VLSs
with 137 paramedical undergraduate students of Medical Sciences in Iran where dictionary use
and repetition of words either orally or written were found to be the most frequently used
vocabulary learning strategies.
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2.2. Self-regulating Capacity in L2 Vocabulary Strategy Use
Following Dornyei (2005:191), ‘SRL involves “cognitive, affective, motivational, and
behavioral components that provide the individual with the capacity to adjust his or her actions
and goals to achieve desired results in light of changing environment condition’. Throughout
the self-regulating process, learners intentionally activate, sustain, and adjust cognitions,
affects, and behaviors to achieve their learning goals through the effective deployment of
learning strategies (Zimmerman & Schunk, 2011). Acknowledging the full potential of selfregulation in language learning, Oxford (2017) re-conceptualized language learning strategies
by employing self-regulation as a way to help learners manage and control their own language
learning in the form of a Strategic Self-Regulation (S2R) Model of language learning where
self-regulated second language learning strategies are explained as intentional, goal-directed
attempts to manage and regulate efforts to learn the second language (Afflerbach et al, 2008).
In the field of L2 vocabulary learning, using structural equation modeling (SEM), Tseng
and Schmitt (2008) incorporated the notion of self-regulating capacity of vocabulary learning
into their structural model of integrated vocabulary knowledge and motivation along with five
latent variables including initial appraisal of vocabulary learning experience,

strategic

vocabulary learning involvement, mastery of vocabulary learning tactics, vocabulary
knowledge, and post-appraisal of the effectiveness of vocabulary learning tactics. Vocabulary
learning process is viewed as cyclical in nature starting with an initial appraisal of vocabulary
learning experience, which is the initial motivational level of vocabulary learning and can be
indicated by value, interest or effort that, in turn, affects learners’ self-regulation capacity in
vocabulary learning and, consequently drives the use of vocabulary strategies (Schmitt, 2010).
Interestingly, the limited empirical study of self-regulation in the area of vocabulary
learning strategy has often yielded mixed and highly inconsistent results. In their investigation
on the relationship between EFL Iranian students’ self-regulated learning competence,
vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension, Zarei and Hatami (2012) report no
significant relationship between self-regulated components and the vocabulary knowledge of
the participants and mixed results with respect to the relationship of various self-regulated
learning components. Fatemipour and Najafgholikhan (2015) revealed that self-regulated
strategies have a significant positive impact on the vocabulary learning of Iranian intermediate
EFL learners and that self-regulation strategies have the same impact on the vocabulary
learning of males and female EFL learners contrary to the rare use of self-regulation strategies
displayed on the part of 38 pre-university EFL Chinese learners in the process of vocabulary
learning found by Ma Ping and Shiraj (2012).
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Using the self-regulation capacity in vocabulary learning scale (SRCVoc) developed by
Tseng et al. (2006), Mizumoto (2013) investigated the effects of integrating a self-regulated
learning approach on self-efficacy in vocabulary learning assigning his subjects into one
treatment group and two comparison/control groups who responded to the items of a selfefficacy in vocabulary learning questionnaire three times and a vocabulary test twice. The
results of the study confirmed a steady increase in the self-efficacy beliefs and vocabulary
knowledge of the group which benefited from self-regulatory instruction which was believed
that in the long run may help the learners become independent and autonomous in their
vocabulary learning. SRVoc was also one of the main research instruments used by Amirian et
al (2015) investigating EFL learners’ the relationship between Iranian EFL students’ selfregulation capacity for vocabulary learning and their vocabulary size. Multiple regressions
indicated that the metacognitive control compared to the other subscales made a better
contribution to the prediction of learners’ vocabulary size with first year undergraduate
students having a higher mean score in their self-regulation capacity.
2.3. Self-esteem in L2 Language Learning

Although the relationship between self-esteem and learning achievement has been quite well
researched and documented in educational literature (Saebi, 2011; Marsh & Craven, 2006;
Chen, Yeh, Hwang, & Lin, 2013; Pepi, Faria, & Alesi, 2006) yielding mixed results regarding
the direction of effects between self-esteem, learning achievement and the potential
intermediary role of learners’ sense of worthiness, the study of self-esteem in Foreign language
Learning (FLL) has been restricted to a limited number of studies primarily related to L2
performance in all four main language skills (e.g. Koosha et al., 2011; Hassan, 2001; Al-Hattab,
2006; Kartal, 2011) leaving a noticeable gap in strategy research with respect to the role selfesteem can play as a key determinant of L2 learners’ strategic competence in vocabulary and
language learning process in general (Yazdanmehr, 2011). Acknowledging the fact that
understanding and exploring L2 learners’ self system, i.e. the perception of who they believe
or feel they are lies at the core of their ability of self-regulate the entire language learning
process in terms of how they monitor and evaluate their own behavior and select appropriate
strategies to help them learn and use language’ (Williams et al, 2015:53) is critical to the
development of strategic competence in L2 learning, our study tries to fill in this void by
exploring the extent to which Greek university L2 learners’ reported self-esteem affect the way
they strategize while learning technical vocabulary in their ESP course.
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Relevant research (Mruk, 2008; 2013) on the topic of self-esteem in foreign language
performance has foregrounded the differential effects of learners’ self-esteem on academic
achievement, positive attitudes and well-being within the environment of L2 classroom. In this
respect, L2 learners with sound self-esteem are usually able to communicate feelings and
emotions in different situations, approach new situations with confidence and positivity, appear
capable of influencing others' opinions or behaviors in a positive way, communicate positive
feelings about themselves, accept responsibility, keep situations (positive and negative) in
proper perspective, and possess an internal locus of control in that they develop belief that
whatever happens to them is the result of their own behavior and action (Arnold in Rubio,
2007; Lavoie, 2007). By contrast, students with low self-esteem are characterized as
withdrawn/shy, insecure and underachieving, has a negative attitude, unhappy, angry/hostile,
unmotivated, depressed, dependent/follower, exhibit a poor self-image, non-risk-taker, lack
self-confidence and demonstrate poor communication skills. They typically exhibit learned
helplessness, practice perfectionism, communicate self-pejorative statements, are overly
dependent on their teachers and peers, demonstrate extreme need for acceptance (a great desire
to please an authority figure such as the teacher), have difficulty making decisions, exhibit low
frustration tolerance, become easily defensive, and do not volunteer to do learning tasks
(Guindon, 2002).
In the area of L2 language learning strategies, a small number of self-related research yield
specific results considering the effect of self-esteem on language learning strategy use with
obvious pedagogical implications for L2 learners and educators alike. Investigating the
relationship between global self-esteem and language learning strategy use among 127 collegelevel EFL learners, Asadifard and Biria (2013) used the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (1965)
and Oxford’s Strategy Inventory for Language Learning as means of data collection to
determine the relationship between total GSE and total LLSs as well as the six categories of
learning strategies, separately via correlational analyses and t-tests to compare self-esteem
means scores of high and low strategy users as well as across genders. The strongest positive
correlation was found between cognitive and compensation strategies and self-esteem, while
the weakest one existed between the affective strategies and self-esteem. Gender was not found
to be a determinant factor for being a high or low strategy user and did not affect self-esteem.
The researchers concluded that learners who value themselves more favourably tend to rely
primarily on their mental capabilities while learning and that improving learners’ self-regard
and their language learning strategies may have a mutual boosting effect on FL achievement.
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Similarly, Ahour and Hassanzadeh (2015) attempted to empirically investigate the possible
relationship between 136 Iranian intermediate EFL learners’ self-esteem, their use of indirect
strategies (meta-cognitive, affective and social), and their foreign oral language proficiency
administering a subsection of Oxford's strategy inventory including the 21 items concerning
the indirect strategies along with Sorenson self-esteem test for data collection purposes. An
oral language test (TOEIC test) was also administered to assess the participants' oral language
proficiency. The findings revealed a statistically significant relationship between Iranian
intermediate EFL learners' self-esteem, their use of indirect strategies, and oral language
proficiency implying that L2 learners with a high degree of self-esteem, believe their own
abilities, perceive themselves to be efficient try hard to execute very competently while
speaking in the foreign language and tend to be more successful in using indirect strategies.
Equally, Hashemian (2012) in his study on the interplay between self-esteem, level of English
proficiency and language learning strategy use among 120 Iranians L2 learners in a language
school found two strong and positive relationships between L2 learners’ self-esteem and their
success in employing effective LLSs and their proficiency level indicating that the higher the
proficiency levels of L2 learners, the higher their degree of self-esteem and vice versa.
However, MR analysis revealed that of the L2 independent variables of the study (i.e., selfesteem and L2 proficiency level), it was the L2 participants' proficiency level that better
accounted for their use of LSs.
3. The Present Study
3.1. Purpose
The present study is a cross-sectional, correlational survey that seeks to investigate selfreported vocabulary learning strategy use by ESP learners in a Greek state university context
in their effort to learn technical vocabulary in English related to the academic disciplines of
Agriculture and Forestry. Variation in VLS use is examined in relation to participants’ gender
and vocabulary knowledge. The effect of self-regulation capacity and self-esteem are also
explored in relation to VLS use in an effort to examine the extent to which they affect ESP
learners’ strategic behavior in the vocabulary learning process. The research questions are the
following:
1. What is ESP learners’ strategic competence in terms of VLS use across lexical knowledge
level and gender?
2. To what extent does self-regulation capacity affect their VLS use?
3. Does frequency of VLS use differ by the level of self-esteem reported by the ESP learners?
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3.2. Method
3.2.1. Participants
Participants of the study were 297 first and second year undergraduate students in the
Faculty of Agricultural and Forestry Sciences at Democritus University of Thrace who were
attending English as a compulsory module in the first four semesters of their overall academies
studies in both the Department of Agricultural Development and of Forestry and Management
of the Environment and of Natural Resources. The ESP course forms an integral part of the
syllabus of the Faculty viewed as a module of general interest and is divided into four courses
taught for 2-hours every week for 13 weeks per semester in years 1 and 2 at the undergraduate
level. The general objective of the course is to familiarize students with the technical
terminology of their academic studies in English, enhance their reading, writing speaking and
listening skills to enable them to structure and organize the language they produce in English
better and use it effectively and successfully to meet their educational and academic needs.
More specifically, the sample consisted of 140 male (47.1%) and 157 (52.9%) female
students with a mean average age of 18-25 years old (97.8%) who had already spent 7.5 years
on average learning English as a foreign language. 192 (64.6%) of the participants were
Agriculture students while 105 (35.4%) were students of Forestry with 142 (47.8%) and 101
(34%) being at the first and second year of their studies respectively. Only 42.4% (126) of the
participants reported knowledge of other foreign languages (other than English) contrary to
57.6% (171) who stated no such knowledge whatsoever. The sample is representative of the
average student attending state universities in Greece with all subjects having Greek as their
L1 (98.3%) and belonging to the same social mix, i.e. middle and working class students mostly
coming from rural areas of the country.
3.2.2. Instruments
The study was conducted in the form of a cross-sectional survey that efficiently enabled us
to collect a large amount data on VLS use by Greek ESP learners and measure their selfregulation capacity in a relatively short time (Babbie, 1990; Fowler, 2013) employing the
following instruments:
(a) a 75-VLS item questionnaire based on Marin’s (2005) VLS questionnaire used in his
study (see Appendix A). As the compilation of the questionnaire was primarily based on
previous VLS taxonomies and reflects the logical sequence that EFL/ESP learners may follow
when meeting unfamiliar vocabulary items, from initial discovery to consolidation whenever
the learner decides to do something about it, we thought it would be appropriate to adopt, adapt
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and translate it into Greek for use in our study. The learning context of Marin’s (2005) study
is closer to our study focusing on VLS use by ESP learners in tertiary education as well. Thus,
the 75 VLS included in our questionnaire were organized along seven categories, i.e. Lexical
guessing strategies (items 1-11), dictionary strategies (items 12-19), social-discovery strategies
(e.g ask another source/or authority to find the meaning of an unknown word) (items 20-28),
note-taking strategies (items 29-51), repetition strategies (items 52-60), association strategies
(memorization of new words through association) (items 61-70) and consolidation strategies
(that learners use to commit to their memory the new words and further expand their
vocabulary) (items 71-75). Instead of using the 6-Likert type scale of the original questionnaire,
learners in our study were asked to state vocabulary strategy use employing Vougiouklis &
Vougiouklis (2013) continuous bar by cutting the 62mm bar at any point they felt best
expressed their answer to the specific question instead of deciding and checking a specific
grade on the scale. Learners’ responses correspond to a number along the length of the bar
ranging between 0-62 that are then transformed into Likert-type scales values when the bar is
separated into 6 equal distances to allow comparisons of results with the original 6-Likert-type
scale VLS-Q instrument used by Marin (2005). The Greek versions of the scales were validated
through assessing the Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients and conducting item analysis,
with 76 ESP learners (34 males and 42 females) who were invited to participate in a pilot study.
Internal consistency reliability for each of the scales of the questionnaire ranged from .599
(scale 1), .748 (scale 2) .852 (scale 3), .858 (scale 4), .639 (scale 5), .765 (scale 6) to .647 (scale
7) while Cronbach’s alpha value for all scales was found as high as .927 for this study.
(b) the Self-Regulating Capacity in Vocabulary Learning Questionnaire (SRCvoc)
developed by Tseng et al. (2006). It is based on Dornyei’s (2005) research on self-motivational
strategies and consists of 20 items and participants were also asked to complete it using the
V&V bar (see also Ranalli, 2012) instead of using the original 7-point Likert scale of the
instrument. These 20 items measured five facets of control: commitment, metacognitive,
satiation, emotion and environment control. Each of the five facets in the scale included four
items. Items 4, 7, 10, and 13 make up commitment control which helps learners preserve and
enhance their original goal commitment. Metacognitive control (items 5, 9, 11, and 16) assists
the learners in monitoring their concentration and reducing any inhibiting factors. Satiation
control (items 1, 8, 18 and 19) helps avoid boredom and adds interests to the task. Emotion
control (items 2, 6, 12, and 15) is related to the management of emotional states or moods while
environment control (items 3, 14, 17 and 20) helps the learner control negative environmental
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influences. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the five scales of the Greek version of the
questionnaire were found to be for the commitment control scale .569, for the metacognitive
control scale .690, for the satiation control scale .450, for the emotion control scale .356 and
for the environment control scale .652 while total internal reliability for all scales of the
questionnaire achieved a high alpha coefficient of .833.
(c) the Foreign Language Self-Esteem Scale, that was initially developed by Hassan (2001)
to measure the self-reported degree of self-esteem among foreign language learners. The
FLSES is made up of 25 items and includes four sections: a) language ability, b) actual in-class
language use, c) in-class relationships, and d) attitude toward and/or behavior in the foreign
language (FL) class. FLSES items are statements to which students respond on a 5-point Likert
scale, ranging from strong agreement to strong disagreement. To correct for the effects of
acquiescence, some items were worded negatively (e.g. I don't feel at ease when I talk to my
FL instructors). Possible scores on the FLSES range from 25 to 125. Internal reliability of the
Greek version of the questionnaire achieved an alpha coefficient of .71
Finally, (d) The Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT, Test B, Nation, 2001) at the academic level
was administered in this study to measure the subjects’ current lexical knowledge in academic
English. The test was originally devised by Nation (1990) and has been used by many
researchers as a reliable and valid measure of receptive vocabulary size. It is divided into five
levels, i.e. the 2,000- and the 3,000-word levels that contain high-frequency words, the 5,000word level that is on the boundary of high- and low-frequency words and the 10,000-word level
that contains low-frequency words. The academic word level represents knowledge of words
common in academic English and since all subjects in the study were advanced learners of
English opting for university studies, it was considered to be a suitable means to record their
current vocabulary knowledge.
3.2.3. Procedures and Data Analysis
The VLS-Q and the Foreign Language Self-Esteem Scale were administered to the students
in print form in the course of the mid-term exam for the ESP module in winter semester of the
academic year 2019-2020 and was completed within approximately 30 minutes. To avoid
unnecessary confusion and misunderstandings, detailed instructions and an example were
provided to participants with respect to how they had to use the bar under each vocabulary
strategy statement to indicate their responses. On the whole, no particular difficulties were
noticed with learners feeling comfortable with the process despite their initial bewilderment
with the instrument. The Self-Regulating Capacity in Vocabulary Learning Questionnaire
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along with Nation’s VLT were administered electronically a week later due to time limitations.
Data analysis was performed via SPSS software (version 21) using descriptive statistics,
independent T-tests and one-way within subjects ANOVA for the investigation of differences
in VLS use irrespective of vocabulary knowledge and gender and stepwise multiple regression
(MR) for the exploration of the effect of self-regulation capacity sub-components on VLS use
by Greek ESP learners providing estimates of both the magnitude and statistical significance
of relationships between variables (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 2003).
4. Results
RQ1: What is ESP learners’ strategic competence in terms of VLS use across lexical
knowledge level and gender?
Overall, ESP learners appear to have a moderate to low rate of self-reported use of
vocabulary learning strategies (overall mean = 3.50), a little bit above the middle of the 1-6
scale. Twenty-five strategies had a mean score above four, indicating that learners use these
strategies more or less frequently. The rest of the strategies obtained a mean score below four,
but only 5 strategies were reported to hardly ever be used by the ESP learners with mean
frequency ratings below 2. Analysis of the frequency of use of VLS in categories appears to be
slightly different as compared with the analysis of separate strategies discussed above. All in
all, the mean frequency rating of the VLS categories ranges from 2.56 to 4.22, which indicates
that most of them were rated slightly above the middle of the scale used in the questionnaire.
According to Figure 1, guessing strategies (mean = 4.22) were reported to be the most
frequently used VLS category among all learners used in 70.5% of the cases, followed by
dictionary use strategies (mean = 4.14, (69%)), in line with Marin’s (2005) results.
Interestingly, repetition (mean = 3.61) and social-discovery strategies (mean = 3.47) showed
almost the same mean frequency rating with a similar pattern regarding note-taking (mean
=3.24) and association strategies (mean = 3.21). Consolidation strategies was the least
frequently used VLS category with a mean frequency rating of 2.56, used only in 42.7% of the
cases.
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Figure 1. Frequency of Strategy Use in Categories (N=297)

One way within-subjects ANOVA was performed with the Bonferroni adjustment for
multiple comparisons to explore further significant differences among the seven VLS
categories F (6, 1776) = 114.812, p<0.001). In sum, the specific ESP learners employed guessing
and dictionary use strategies to the same extent and both categories were used significantly
more often than any other VLS category. Further consolidation strategies (the least-frequently
used strategy) significantly differed from the rest of VLS strategies with the largest significant
difference observed being that between the guessing and consolidation strategies (p<0.001).
Repetition and association strategies only differed significantly from consolidation strategies
(p<0.001) while it is worth noting that no significant differences arose between repetition
strategies and social-discovery, note-taking and association strategies as their means ranged
from 3.2 to 3.6.
Subsequent, Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient was used to investigate the
effect of vocabulary knowledge on individual vocabulary learning strategies and in categories.
With respect to the effect of vocabulary knowledge on VLS use, results revealed a positive
correlation between vocabulary knowledge and use of dictionary strategies as a category
(r=0.130, p<0.05) as well as two negative and four positive correlations with 6 out of the total
75 vocabulary learning strategies included in our questionnaire, presented in Table 1. No
significant correlation was found between vocabulary knowledge and overall use of VLS
(r=0.079, p=.174) among ESP learners in our sample.
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Table 1 Pearson Correlation Results for Learners’ VLS and Vocabulary Knowledge
Strategy #9
Skipping the
unknown word

Strategy#12

Using a specialized
bilingual dictionary
to look up the new
word

Strategy #18

Using a dictionary
to look up the
grammatical
category of the
new word

Vocabulary
-0.132*
0.165**
0.115*
Knowledge
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Strategy #19

Strategy#33

0.122*

-0.123*

Using a dictionary
to check example
sentences of the
new word

Keeping notes
of new words in
a notebook I use
for other
courses

Strategy #51

Using different
means to highlight
important new
words

0.150**

Independent t-tests revealed a significant difference between males (mean = 3.20) and
females (mean = 3.27) in the use of note-taking strategies as a category (t = -0.580, df = 295,
p = 0.001) with females making use of them more often than males. Significant gender
difference was also found in the use of twenty-four individual vocabulary strategies, i.e. 1
lexical guessing strategy, 3 dictionary use strategies, 2 social-discovery strategies, 11 notetaking strategies, 3 repetition, 1 association and 3 consolidation strategies. More specifically,
strategies #33, 35 (‘keeping vocabulary notes in an electronic device’), 42 (‘keeping notes of
the grammatical category of the new word’), 47 (‘classify new words based on their
grammatical category’), 48 (‘classify new words based on topic’), 49 (‘organize new words
alphabetically’), 72 (‘write small paragraphs using the new words’) and 73 (‘search for extra
scientific articles to enrich technical vocabulary’) were used more often by male than female
ESP learners who, in their turn, tended to use strategies # 6 (‘guessing new words based on the
meaning of the sentence’), 14 (‘use an online dictionary’), 17 (‘look up the spelling of the new
word’), 19, 23 (‘ask the teacher for a Greek translation’), 29 (‘keeping vocabulary notes next
to each unit in the textbook’), 36 (‘keeping notes of new words with their Greek translations’),
39 (‘keeping notes of multiple meanings of new words’), 46 (‘organize new words by unit or
lesson’), 50 (‘keeping notes of new words in the order I meet them’), 51, 54 (‘write the words
several times to memorize them’), 57 (‘repeat the new word and its Greek translation to
memorize it’), 60 (‘repeat the spelling of the new word’), 65 (‘use the Keyword Method’) and
71 (‘quiz myself or have others quiz me on new words’) more frequently as compared to males.
Overall, no gender differences were found with respect to overall VLS use (t = -1.522, df =
295, p = .196).
RQ2. To what extent does self-regulation capacity affect their VLS use?
Overall, the distribution of responses provided by subjects to the self-regulation capacity
questionnaire appears varied with more answers being heaped in the middle of the scale (SD =
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0.919) exhibiting a moderately low self-regulation vocabulary capacity overall (mean average
= 4.11) revealing that our ESP learners possess an adequate, yet not sufficient amount of selfregulatory skills to monitor and control the vocabulary acquisition process of English
terminology in their ESP classes. A stepwise multiple regression was performed to determine
which sub-components of self-regulating capacity (predictor variables in vocabulary learning
were most strongly correlated with VLS use (criterion variable). In general, the analysis yielded
no significant relationships between overall self-regulating capacity and overall VLS use (with
an R2 of .011, and between self-regulating capacity and use of VLS per category for Greek ESP
learners indicating that self-regulating capacity is not a strong determinant of either overall
VLS use or of VLS use per category. However, a number of significant relationships were
found between sub-components of self-regulation capacity and separate VLS use.
Use of only 12 vocabulary learning strategies (3 lexical guessing, 1 dictionary use, 1 socialdiscovery, 4 note-taking, 1 association and 2 consolidation strategies) from six VLS groups
was found to be significantly related to different self-regulating vocabulary capacity subcomponents. More specifically:
•

Lexical guessing strategies #1 (‘checking if there is a similar word in Greek’) and #10
(‘easy identification of technical words in a text’) were found to significantly but
negatively correlate with satiation control (F(1, 295) =8.158, beta = -0.164, p <0.005) with
an R2 of 0.027 and commitment control (F(1, 295) =4.109, beta = -0.117, p <0.044) with
an R2 of 0.014 respectively. Lexical strategy #5 (‘guessing by looking at the pictures of
the text’) was found to significantly and positively correlate with commitment control
(F(1,295) =4.854, beta = 0.127, p <0.028) with an R2 of 0.016.

•

Dictionary use strategy #12 correlated significantly but negatively with metacognitive
control (F(1,295) = 4.241, beta = -0.118, p <0.042) with an R2 of 0.011. The same strategy
was also found to correlate strongly and positively with emotion control (F(1,295) =
4.241, beta = 0.136, p <0.015) with an R2 of 0.011.

•

social-discovery strategy #22 (‘asking my classmates for an English definition of the
new word’) also correlated significantly but negatively with emotion control (F(1,295) =
3.924, beta = -0.115, p<0.049) with an R2 of 0.13.

•

Note taking strategies #29 and #36 were positively correlated with commitment control
(F(1,295) = .7.594, beta = 0.158, p<0.006) with an R2 of .025 and with environment
control of self-regulating vocabulary capacity (F (1, 295) = 4.013, beta = 0.116, p< 0.046)
with an R2 of .013. NT strategy #30 (‘keeping vocabulary notes in the margins of the
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textbook’) was found to be positively correlated with commitment control (F(1, 295) =
4.139, beta = 0.120, p<0.038) with an R2 of .014 but negatively correlated with satiation
control (F(1, 295) = 4.139, beta = -0.125, p<0.017) with an R2 of .0.27. Both components
account for 41% of the variation in the use of this strategy. Finally, the strategy #47 of
‘classification of new words based on their grammatical category they belong’ was
significantly found to be related with metacognitive control (F(1, 295) = 10.472, beta = 0.185, p<0.001) with an R2 of .034 but in a negative way.
•

The association strategy #69 (‘associate new words with the place I have come across
them’) was negatively correlated with satiation control (F (1, 295) = 4.139, beta = 0.116, beta = -0.116, p< 0.05). The same strategy was also found to correlate
significantly and in a positive way with the commitment control subcomponent of selfregulation capacity (F

(1, 295)

= 4.139, beta = 0.131, p<0.016) with an R2 of .028.

Together the two subcomponents of self-regulation account for 41% of the variation in
the use of this strategy.
•

Consolidation strategy #73 was found to negatively correlate with satiation control (F
(1, 295)

= 5.520, beta = -0.136, p<0.019) while consolidation strategy #74 (‘watching

English documentaries with subtitles related to the subject of my studies’) was found
to be negatively related with overall self-regulation capacity (F (1, 295) = 4.376, beta = 0.125, p< 0.013), as well as with metacognitive control (F (1, 295) = 4.376, beta = -0.114,
p< 0.050), together accounting for 42% of the variation in the use of this strategy.
RQ3. Does frequency of VLS use differ by the level of self-esteem reported by the ESP
learners?
Overall ESP learners in our sample reported a relatively low degree of self-esteem as it is
reflected by the low average of 2.88 on our five-point bar that corresponds to the Likert scale
used in the original instrument that ranges from 1-strong agreement to 5-strong disagreement.
In order to explore the relationship between self-esteem and the overall use of VLS, we
correlated ESP learners’ self-esteem scores with their mean scores for VLS use over the
seventy-five separate strategies. Pearson r correlations did not yield any significant relationship
between overall VLS use and self-esteem (r=-0.03, p= .509). Similarly, self-esteem was not
found to correlate at all with any of VLS categories in our study, as displayed in Table 2. below.
The categories of lexical guessing strategies (r =0.05, p =.375), dictionary use (r = 0.03,
p=.576), social-discovery (r=-0.05, p=.336), note-taking (r = -0.07, p=.225), repetition (r=-
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0.01, p=.768), association (r=-0.03, p=.536) and consolidation (r=-0.07, p=.222) were not
significantly correlated with ESP learners’ esteem.
Table 2. Self-esteem and VLS: Overall and In Categories

Self-esteem

Lexical
Guessing

Dictionary
Use

SocialDiscovery

Notetaking

Repetition

0.375

0.576

0.336

0.225

0.768

Association Consolidation
0.536

0.222

Pearson r correlations between learners’ self-esteem scores and mean frequency ratings for
each of the 75 VLS included in our questionnaire were also run to examine the relationship
between self-esteem and the use of individual VLS. Following results in Table 3 below, selfesteem was found to correlate positively with two strategies, i.e. lexical guessing strategy #2
‘analyze the structure of the word to guess its meaning’ and dictionary-use strategy #14
‘looking up a new word in an internet dictionary’ while it was negatively correlated with the
note-taking strategy #45 ‘noting the location where I have met the new word’ and repetition
strategy #54 ‘writing new words many times to memorize them’.
Table 3. Self-esteem and Individual VLS
Strategy #2

Analyze the structure of
the word

Strategy#14
Using an online
dictionary

Self-Esteem
0.132*
0.126*
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

Strategy #45

Keeping notes of the
contextual reference of
the new word (e.g page
number, unit or lesson)

-.0193**

Strategy #54

Write the word several
times to memorize it

-0.116*

5. Discussion
With respect to our first research question, our results revealed that an overall moderate to
low rate of self-reported use of vocabulary learning strategies by ESP learners in our study.
Such a relatively low reported VLS use could mainly be attributed to: (a) an absolute absence
of vocabulary learning strategy training as an integrated component of EFL courses as well as
to (b) a strong emphasis on intensively exam-oriented EFL classes that induce a highly demotivating and competing learning environment that largely ignores and does not cater for
learners’ individual language learning needs. Contrary to Marin’s (2005), Nakamura’s (2000)
and Lessard-Clouston’s (2008) and Akbari and Tahririan’s (2009) studies where learners were
found to make extensive use of bilingual print dictionaries, our ESP learners predominantly
rely on lexical guessing strategies in the process of learning technical vocabulary in their ESP
course, followed by use of Dictionary strategies.
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Lexical knowledge was found to correlate positively with use of dictionary strategies as a
category while in 6 out of the total 75 vocabulary learning strategies included in our
questionnaire, the results yielded two negative and four positive correlations. In this sense, it
appears that ESP learners with low vocabulary knowledge were less likely to prefer skipping
guessing at the meaning of the new word (Lexical Guessing) and keeping vocabulary notes in
a notebook they were using for other courses (Note-keeping strategies. On the other hand,
strategies #12, #18, #19 and #51 all correlated positively with vocabulary knowledge indicating
a strong preference by ESP learning with high vocabulary proficiency. These results echo
Alqhatani’s (2005) and Alyami’s (2011) findings where, in both case, higher vocabulary
proficiency was found to correlate with use of deeper processing VLS, such as guessing the
meaning from context, using a monolingual dictionary and associations strategies.
Females were found to use note-taking strategies as a category more often than males.
Significant gender differences were also found in the use of twenty-four individual vocabulary
strategies, with males using specific note-taking strategies (strategies #33, 35, 42, 47, 48 and
49) and one consolidation strategy (strategy #73) more often than females. Females also tended
to use more frequently a wide range of vocabulary strategies from all categories, i.e. lexical
guessing strategies (strategy #6), dictionary-use strategies (strategies# 14, 17 and 19), socialdiscovery strategies (strategies #23 and 29), note-taking strategies (strategies# 36, 39, 6, 49,
50 and 51), repetition strategies (strategies #54, 57 and 60), association strategy (strategy#65)
and consolidation strategies (strategies #71 and 72). Overall, no gender differences were found
with respect to overall VLS use (t = -1.522, df = 295, p = .196). In contrast to findings by
Alqahtani (2005), Marin (2005) Alyami (2011), VLS use by gender was found to affect the use
of twice as much more individual vocabulary learning than before, with females performing
males in a wide variety of VLSs.
The results for our second research question provide some evidence concerning the role of
self-regulation capacity on the frequent use of VLS in an ESP context on a purely exploratory
basis. In this sense, ESP learners in our sample display a limited self-regulation capacity overall
that seems to prevent them from making use of a wide of vocabulary learning strategies while
learning technical vocabulary in their course. This is evident in the findings above, as only five
out of the totally 15 correlations between VL use and self-regulation derived via MR analysis
were found to be significantly positive pointing to more frequent use of the strategies #5, #29,
#30, and #36 due to self-regulation. On the other hand, lack of appropriate self-regulation skills
on the part of ESP learners seemed to have impacted negatively the frequency with which
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learners use such vocabulary learning strategies as #1, #10, #12, #22, #47, #69, #73 and #74
with potential setbacks in their progress in the ESP vocabulary learning process.
Finally, with respect to our third research question addressing the effect of self-esteem in
VLS use, our findings revealed an overall low degree of self-esteem for our ESP learners
indicating that they have fully internalized the profile of the unsuccessful language learner they
have always been throughout their student life in primary and secondary EFL education before
their university entrance and attendance of the ESP course. This finding is also strengthened
by their unofficial comments concerning their progress in the course where they often express
a disinterest, a lack of motivation and negative attitudes towards English language learning
which has often been accompanied by feelings of insecurity and anxiety in the past. Selfesteem was not found to correlate with neither overall VLS use nor with any particular VLS
category except for lexical guessing strategy#2 and dictionary strategy use #14 where positive
correlations indicate more frequent use by ESP learners with high degree of self-esteem. Selfesteem was also found to negatively correlate note-taking strategy #45 and repetition strategy
#54 revealing low use of strategies by learners with low self-esteem.
6. Pedagogical Implications
Findings of our study demonstrated an overall low use of vocabulary learning strategies by
our ESP learners accompanied by low levels of reported self-regulation capacity and selfesteem indicating learners’ inability to cope effectively with the vocabulary learning task they
are faced with as they do not possess the vocabulary strategy repertoire they need in order to
successfully learn, consolidate and use new technical vocabulary closely related to the subject
of their academic studies. Consequently, upon realization of their weak strategic behavior in
the ESP vocabulary learning process that is coupled with prior negative learning experiences
within the EFL classroom in secondary and primary Greek education, our learners exhibit a
low self-esteem, distress and a sense of unwillingness to expend the effort required in the
English language learning process in tertiary education. Given the above, the direct
pedagogical implications of our study for the ESP/EFL Greek learning classroom seem to point
to the following two key areas of instructional intervention to remedy the situation:
•

the integration of individualized strategy and self-regulation training programs
conducted in a deeper way and viewed as a hope-based venture aiming toward greater
learner autonomy and, eventually enhanced language learning experiences (Oxford,
2017:37). Greek ESP learners need to be encouraged to develop a greater range of
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vocabulary learning strategies in order to be able to cope with their lexical difficulties
and enrich their technical vocabulary knowledge along with the ability to think about
the processes underlying their own learning, and to see that, ultimately, they are
responsible for their own vocabulary learning (Nunan, 1995; Chamot, 2017). A shift in
the predominantly inexorably competitive and largely exam-oriented philosophy that
traditionally permeates L2 language education in Greece towards learner-centeredness
via the adoption of effective teaching practices to turn them into competent strategizers
and effective L2 autonomous learners is imperative (Zumbrunn et al., 2011).
•

the adoption of a Social-Emotional approach that promotes L2 learners’ social and
emotional intelligence, increases their self-esteem and self-regulated learning aiming at
training students in pursuing their own educational goals and surmounting obstacles
(Habrat, 2018). Supportive EFL/ESP instructors should strive for the establishment of
warm and ingenuous relationships with their students enabling them to overcome
inhibitions that usually accompany a fragile sense of self-worth and safeguard learners’
well being throughout L2 learning process (Oxford, 2016).

7. Conclusion
The focus of the study was on the investigation of VLS use by ESP learners within the Greek
context in tertiary education focusing at the same time on the role of self-regulation and selfesteem in the process of learning L2 technical vocabulary with practical benefits to L2 learners
and ESP teachers alike. However,

unravel the intricate mechanisms involved in and clarify the
interrelations existent between the constructs self-regulation and self-esteem in L2 vocabulary
as well as in L2 language learning process in general. Qualitative data in the form of classroom
observations, think-aloud protocols student diaries could potentially offer enriching
information to this end and elucidate the extent to which self-regulation and self-esteem affect
and determine rate and success of L2 language learning across different educational systems
and instructional paradigms (e.g. face-to-face, online, blended learning). Second, longitudinal
research is also necessary as it allows close monitoring and recording of changes in the
development of self-regulatory and strategic competence skills across time for diverse L2
learner populations. Third, more intense research effort need to be devoted into the
development of appropriate research instruments for the measurement of the psychological
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notion of self-esteem in the SLA field allowing researchers to fully understand and better
appreciate its pedagogical expediency in the L2 learning process.
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